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Par-delà ce village, d’autres
villages, par-delà cette abbaye,
d’autres abbayes, par-delà cette
forteresse, d’autres forteresses. Et
dans chacun de ces châteaux
d’idées, de ces masures d’opinions
superposés aux masures de bois et
aux châteaux de pierre, la vie







This thesis explores the phenomenon of user participation in peer production
communities. In large-scale collaboration communities such as wikis, open
source software development teams, and file-sharing groups, members are, in
general, not remunerated for contributing to the digital common, so the incen-
tives to participate in these projects are usually construed in terms of extrinsic
benefits such as building reputations, reciprocity, gratification, and providing a
sense of membership to a socially cohesive group. In fact, like any social group, a
community of commons-based peer production is endowed with its own norms,
beliefs, and cultural features. In these systems such features, however, are them-
selves the result of a bottom-up process of cultural formation and opinion ag-
gregation, mostly related to various aspects of the social production of digital
content.
Unfortunately it is still poorly understood how this process happens – con-
sidering that most interactions between members are mediated by the digital
artifacts (encyclopedic articles, source code, etc.) that the project is producing.
To this end, we studied the process of community formation in a large peer pro-
duction community by means of statistical analysis and agent-based modeling
and simulation.
In the first part of this thesis we analyzed the activity of registered editors
from the communities of five of the largest versions of Wikipedia, the free on-
line encyclopedia. We found that the distribution of the user activity lifespan is
distributed according to a mixture of log-normal distributions.
In order to understand these empirical patterns we developed, in the second
part of the thesis, an agent-based model of a peer production community. So-
cial influence is modeled in terms of dyadic user-page interactions, under the
form of the bounded confidence rule. Thus a measurable aspect of user par-
ticipation – activity lifespan – is linked to microscopic features of the dynamics
of social influence. In order to study the behavior of our model, we perform
a factor screening via global sensitivity analysis. We then calibrate our agent-
based model using the empirical data from Wikipedia. To this end, an indirect
v
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inference technique is devised and tested.
In light of the results of our model, in the third – and final – part of the thesis
we analyze a recent dataset from the English Wikipedia and perform a longitu-
dinal study of the life cycle of user activity. Using a non-parametric approach we
study how the daily rate of editing changes during the lifespan of editors, and
find a strongly inhomogeneous temporal life cycle. This approach enables us to
look at the temporal evolution of editing activity for the whole community of
Wikipedia editors.
These results suggest that user participation in peer production systems can
be construed primarily as a process of mediated social influence and that other
factors, most surprisingly intrinsic motivation to contribution, are less important
in determining the overall activity lifespan of an individual. In conclusion this
thesis shows how social simulation can be supplemented with large-scale data
analysis in order to develop an empirically grounded approach to the computa-
tional study of collective social phenomena and, in particular, social computing
platforms.
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The problem with Wikipedia is
that it only works in practice. In
theory, it can never work.
The Zeroth Law of Wikipedia
1.1 What is peer production and why should we care
about it?
This thesis deals with a specific question about the development of sociality in
an online context: how people, Internet users, who altruistically build certain
intangible artifacts, in doing so provide themselves with rules, norms, and cus-
toms – in practice, how they come to form a community of peer production.
This problem has puzzled scholars since the phenomenon of mass collaboration
blossomed on the Internet at the beginning of the last decade.
The term “commons-based peer production” (from now on: peer production)
refers to the phenomenon of decentralized, loosely organized, groups of people
rallying around projects that involves the production of information goods; this
pool of shared information is said to form a digital common.1 Such teams usually
have a horizontal structure, weak leadership, and almost non-existent manage-
ment: hence the denomination of “peers” for their participants. Groups are of
varying size, ranging from a handful to the hundreds of thousands.
1The term “common” refers to the shared grazing grounds that villages in England, some
parts of northern Europe and, later, the USA, used to have. The custom of retaining free access
to these areas dates back to the Middle Age, and managed to survive until late 19th century.
1
2 Introduction
Why would peer production be an interesting subject of research? The first
reason is that the phenomenon of mass collaboration online is still poorly un-
derstood. This, though, seems to clash with the reality of things: people are,
nowadays, accustomed to collaborating on the Internet. They are used to par-
ticipating in a disparate array of discussion groups, viewing and sharing photos
and video from content-sharing sites, and querying question & answer commu-
nities or online encyclopedias – just to give a few examples. So, in a sense,
people seem just as naturally drawn towards peer production as with any other
pro-social behavior characteristic of human cooperation.
But despite man being – as the saying goes – a social animal, the online
setting poses incredible challenges to the development of cooperative behavior:
contributors are often anonymous; there is no a priori way to assess the accuracy
of information; communications are asynchronous. In order to build a high-
quality intellectual product, in fact, common sense would dictate that one should
rather raise the barrier of contribution.
Thus, for a long time, it was thought that successful mass collaboration was
very hard, if not downright impossible, to achieve. Instead, by being inclusive
rather than exclusive, by lowering the barriers of contribution, and by abating
transaction costs, peer production systems proved that it is possible to create
huge information repositories in a very short time.
The second reason is that peer production is redefining the way knowledge
is produced in modern societies. A central tenet of knowledge production is
expertise. Now we know that it is possible to build an encyclopedia without the
centralized control of a group of experts.
Of course this is not to say that, after Wikipedia, expertise can be considered
dead: Sanger [2009] notes that, from an epistemological standpoint, it is a para-
dox to say that (a perfect version of) Wikipedia could replace experts, because
one would need experts to assess its quality in the first place.
A clarification is needed at this point. With the present research we are not
interested in construing the motivations people have for cooperating in such en-
terprises. Nor are we interested in assessing the value of information produced
by peer productions efforts.
What is still not clear, and which this dissertation wishes to address, is how
such large collaborative enterprises come about and thrive, how people coordi-
nate their efforts and stick around for longer periods than any conceivable initial
dose of enthusiasm could account for, and how they actually come to produce a
coherent intellectual product and not just a disparate collection of incompatible
contributions – be it an encyclopedia, an operative system kernel, or a virtual
word experience.
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In the rest of this chapter I will describe peer production through two fa-
mous examples: Wikipedia, and Free Open Source Software. I will highlight
the strength and weaknesses of peer production, and argue that understanding
how peer production works is interesting both for the social scientist and for the
computer (and information) scientist. In particular, we shall focus on the two re-
lated problems of user participation and community formation, that is, roughly
speaking, what drives people to collaborate for free on a project, and how their
joining forces can provide an incentive for further participation in the collective
endeavor. I will, at this point, formulate the research questions of this thesis.
1.2 Motivation
1.2.1 Wikipedia
According to a survey by the Pew institute, in 2011 42% of all adult Americans
turned to Wikipedia for information online (cf. Zickuhr and Rainie [2011]).
Wikipedia usually ranks 6th or 7th among the top most popular Internet web-
sites, according to Alexa.com [2011]. According to statistics of the Wikime-
dia Foundation (the non-profit organization that manages its infrastructure), its
reader base has been reported to be 381 million unique visitors worldwide, as
of April 2011 (cf. Zachte [2011]).
These numbers look impressive, but how has Wikipedia managed to achieve
such popularity? The project was founded by Jimmy Wales as a spin-off of Nu-
pedia, an earlier project that wanted to build an open online encyclopedia with
the contributions of volunteer experts, using a traditional editorial process.
The Wiki technology provides two main benefits: it reduces the transaction
costs of contribution, since users just need to click on a button in order to edit
any page of the website; and it is incremental, in the sense that any version of the
page is accessible for later review. Therefore it is easy to restore the contents of a
page to a previous, safe state, if somebody inserts an error or removes legitimate
content. Besides these two features, the Wiki technology does not provide any
real feature to check the accuracy of what is introduced 2
According to Reagle [2007b], Wikipedia follows the same tradition of several
utopian projects, the earliest of which date back as far as the early 20th century,
2To be precise, there is an extension to the Mediawiki software – the Wiki engine that powers
Wikipedia – called edit filter. This extension allows administrators to specify some generic, hard-
logic rules for dealing with abusive contributions. An example of a rule is: “users with fewer than
500 edits are blocked from moving pages to titles which match this regular expression: /poop/ ”, cf.
http://bit.ly/q8TM1k.
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like the World Encyclopedia – a repository of all human knowledge envisioned
by writer H.G. Wells [1938]. However, the reason why Wikipedia has succeeded
is, again according to Reagle [2007b], because of its collaborative culture.
A set of policies regulates nearly all aspects of the collaborative process of
Wikipedia. The normative body itself is also the result of a bottom-up process of
distillation of informal practices and customs. At the core, the most important
policies state that:
a. Wikipedia works by consensus; interactions should always be based upon
civility and good manners, and editors should assume that their peers al-
ways act in good faith.
b. Entries should be written following the so-called Neutral point of view
(NPOV). This means that all existing major points of view on a given topic
should be portrayed in the entry dedicated to that topic. When writing on
a specific subject, rather than advocating a specific stance on it, an editor
should try to describe that stance.
c. Information inserted in an entry should always rely on authoritative, ex-
ternal sources on the subject.
We can see already, from this group of core policies, that the philosophy of
Wikipedia is highly inclusive. The NPOV rule is key here. Writing in a neutral
style means that all points of view on a given topic may be described, as long
as they are perceived to be relevant by the public. Validity is just a subordinate
criterion. Hence an article about evolution can contain information about the
creationist interpretation of the theory of Darwin, as long as this information is
limited to a description of the point of view itself, and does not argue its validity.
The distinction is often subtle: describing a belief is often just a way to argue in
favor of its truth after all.
The other tenet of Wikipedia is that authority shifts from editors to sources.
While this greatly simplifies disputes among editors, it is also the main limita-
tion of Wikipedia, since editors who are not experts on a topic often confuse the
popularity of a source for its accuracy. Indeed many academics who have partic-
ipated in Wikipedia lament having lost interest in it, usually after having battled
over some detail with one or more non-expert fellow editors, who backed their
claims using inaccurate sources taken from Google or other search engines – and
who had much more free time than them.
It is no surprise, then, that the main concerns expressed against Wikipedia
are about the accuracy of the information inserted. It is perhaps after the study
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commissioned by the reputable journal Nature (cf. Giles [2005]) that Wikipedia
earned a good deal of fame within academic circles. The study performed a
blind peer-review comparison between articles taken from Wikipedia and from
the website of Encyclopædia Britannica, on a selection of topics ranging from the
natural sciences to the humanities. The results Nature reported were strikingly
encouraging for Wikipedia: out of 42 reviews, on average Britannica scored 3
errors per entry, while Wikipedia 4. The methodology and the conclusions of
the study, however, have been disputed by Britannica (cf. Encyclopædia Britan-
nica [2006]), calling for a retraction from Nature. Ironically, the value of this
story lies perhaps in the fact that evaluating the quality of reference works is an
intrinsically hard task.
1.2.2 Software debugging is parallelizable
Peer production is a very recent phenomenon, but how did it come to be so pop-
ular? The first noteworthy experience that showed that producing high-quality
products following such a model was possible came from the world of informa-
tion technology: it was the Free Open Source Software (FOSS) movement.
Even though different elements of the open source ideology have been im-
plemented in different ways, the general idea behind it is that software – the
product that, in a sense, is being manufactured – should be freely accessible,
modifiable, and redistributable by anybody.3 This is true both for source and
binary code. Under this type of distribution license, in particular, any copyrights
on the software are essentially waived.4
As we have seen, from a purely philosophical standpoint this is certainly
appealing, but why is this openness a good thing from a practical point of view?
The main advantage of open source software is its resiliency to bugs. And the
reason for this lies in the advantage of harnessing peer production. Indeed,
every piece of software, free or proprietary, should be understood as “living” in
a social space in which developers interact with their user base.
For firms, the user base is composed of its customers, who are only supposed
to use the software and, ideally, provide some feedback about new features,
3In addition to this, software licensed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), adds a
“viral” clause that forbids from redistributing under stricter terms than those of the GPL. This
clause does not hold generally for Open Source software, hence the distinction of terminology
between Free Software (i.e. GPL’ed) and Open Source. A widely used Open Source license is the
BSD license.
4Even though it should be noted that the copyright is still asserted by the author of a piece of
software; users are then expressly granted the specific rights to copy, modify, and re-distribute.
This is the technical mechanism, at the legal level, that the GPL for example uses.
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bugs, and security issues. The phases of design, testing, and implementation,
are entirely performed within the firm.
However, here come the problems. The firm has to figure out what context
the software is used in, if it wants to test it thoroughly: what kind of operative
system the software runs in, on what kind of hardware, etc. It is empirically
known that these parameters, the combination of all possible use cases and plat-
form requirements, scale with the size of the user base much faster than the
resource of any firm can keep up with. This means that, in order to produce a
reliable piece of software, a firm must, before releasing its product to the public,
perform expensive and time-consuming cycles of testing and debugging.
This is not the case in the open source world. Software is released early and
often, without any guarantee of being free from bugs. Testing and debugging
are performed by distributing the scrutiny of the code across large groups of vol-
unteers – the user base. It is normal for users of open source software to report
problems on specific mailing lists and other online communication venues, such
as Internet Relay Chat (IRC) chat rooms, or bug-tracking databases. These are,
essentially, meeting points between end-users and developers. People go there
to seek assistance with the software; at the same time developers use them to
receive feedback – not just bugs, but also requests of new features – and to
announce new versions of the software.
The existence of these communication platforms – Raymond [1999] sugges-
tively compares them to noisy bazaars, and software firms to austere cathedrals
– might raise some concerns about how developers can keep up with so many
requests. The reason is simple: because source code is freely available, other
programmers can propose modifications (“patches”, in the technical jargon) to
fix problems they discover. Or they can take entire chunks of code and rewrite
them completely – for example to enhance their performance – or introduce new
features. This social distribution of work greatly reduces the load on the core
maintainers of the software.
In short, an open source community is a thriving social space where end-
users are an integral part of the development cycle. Compared to proprietary
software, where code undergoes long and structured testing cycles, this social
space offers a solution to the problem of how to deal with software complexity.
Of course this is not to say that the code developed by volunteer programmers is
bug-free, but simply that open source offers a more reactive development model
compared to the proprietary one. When the source code is available for any
user to inspect, suddenly it undergoes the scrutiny of several hundreds, if not
thousands of individuals. Linus Torvalds, the creator of Linux, popularized this
concept by saying, “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”, and Raymond
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[1999] reformulated it as: “debugging is parallelizable”.
1.2.3 How do peer production communities form?
This chapter opens with a funny but thought-provocative quote. So far, the gen-
eral opinion holds that Wikipedia works in practice, but it cannot work in theory.
Does it mean that projects like Wikipedia are just lucky accidents of history? Or
can we try to understand the “theory” behind a peer production community?
Can we rationalize what ingredients and mechanisms are responsible for the de-
velopment of a healthy community? And what may lead, instead, to its demise?
In fact, the Internet is full of dead, inactive communities. And they are not
all software projects or wikis. Social networks, news filtering websites; discus-
sion groups; USENET newsgroups, IRC chats; massive multi-player online role-
playing games (MMORPG, the successors of early multi-user dungeons, or MUDs):
all these have similar incentive structures. So far, any explanation of why all
these communities become extinct has almost invariably revolved around ex-
ogenous factors, like the decline in popularity, the rise of external competition,
etc. Of course these are sensible considerations, but we cannot help noting that
very few commentators take into account endogenous factors to explain this
phenomenon.
A different rationale would be that, whenever people contribute to an open
project because they feel the urge to belong to a healthy community, we should,
in the first place, understand what makes for a healthy community. We argue
that the reason why this has not been the case, at least at a quantitative level,
lies in the absence of a complete microscopic framework that takes into account
incentives of the people and the nature of the activity they are engaged in.
The study of motivation for contributing to FOSS and to Wikipedia gives us
some insight into how peer production works, but it also reveals that most of
these explanations rely on factors, such as the sense of belonging to a commu-
nity, which are still largely unexplained. Benkler [2002, p. 424] exemplifies this
state of affairs:
What makes contributors to peer production enterprises tick? Why
do they contribute? [. . . ] It would seek to understand the moti-
vation and patterns of clustering around projects in the absence of
property rights and contracts and the emergence of the effective net-
works of peers necessary to make a particular project succeed. These
are questions that present rich grounds both for theoretical and em-
pirical study.
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Ideally, a particular incentive structure would be the reason, as well as the
outcome, of a process of “clustering” that happens at the level of the group of
contributors. But this is a classic idea from the physics of complex systems, and
in particular statistical physics: the dynamics at the microscopic level can lead
to the emergence of patterns at the macroscopic level. Of course here we are not
dealing with a gas, but with people. What kind of rules govern the interaction
between people? Social psychology can provide us with the right framework for
describing this microscopic level of interactions between peers. This brings us to
the subject of this research.
1.3 Research questions
The present dissertation is an attempt to give a more concrete foundation to the
science of large-scale peer production systems. In particular, we are interested
in a quantitative foundation, and in comparing our predictions with empirical
data from existing online communities of peer production.
1.3.1 The general research statement
In one sentence, the general research question of this thesis could be:
RESEARCH QUESTION: What conditions favor the emergence of success-
ful community norms and culture when the main form of interaction
with the social group happens through the manipulation of a digital
common?
I will now try to elaborate on this high-level question; later I will explain how
it can be operationalized in a way that can motivate the present dissertation.
First and foremost, we should clarify what we mean by “successful com-
munity norms and culture”. The objective of this research is not to ascertain
whether a collaborative project might be able to produce high-quality objects,
but rather to understand what makes its participants collaborate with each other
in a context that is potentially unsuited to cooperation. The question of whether
Wikipedia is producing a high-quality encyclopedia – up to the point of making
expertise worthless – is a deceiving one. Similarly, for FOSS development, we as-
serted that the model itself is not a guarantee for producing bug-proof software,
but that nonetheless FOSS is interesting because it has certain characteristics that
make it a valuable alternative to the proprietary model. As we saw with the case
of the Nature study (Giles [2005]), quality is hard to define, let alone gauge,
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and it depends on the context. This is problematic for us, as we need criteria
with which to measure success for a peer production community.
The degree of participation of users, on the other hand, is something easily
measurable and thus perfectly suited to determine if a project “works” or not. We
can thus formulate hypotheses about user participation, build models based on
these hypotheses, and verify whether such models are compatible with empirical
data from existing mass collaboration systems. Thus we are going to measure
whether a peer production system is successful in terms of user participation.
We still need an operational definition of user participation that can be ap-
plied to a wide range of peer production systems. What is distinctive about peer
production, as opposed to other forms of intellectual work, is that information
artifacts are in common. They are available for consumption and evaluation to
other users, in the case of content-sharing sites; but also for further manipula-
tion, e.g. with wikis. Thus we can broadly define participation as the act of
interacting with those artifacts that constitute the virtual common of the site.
The activity lifespan of a user will therefore be the period during which we ob-
serve him contributing to the common.5 This information is easily accessible
from the logs of user activity that the collaboration platform stores along the
actions of the user, e.g. meta-data attached to each revision of a wiki page.
A high degree of user participation is therefore going to be, for this research,
the condition of success of a community. What about the cultural traits needed
to establish it? Users need not hold the same set of ideas, objectives, norms, or
behaviors when they join a community of peer production. The main hypothesis
of the present research is that interacting with shared content can bring individ-
uals to be more alike with the rest of the community of users – as far as certain
characteristics related to the production process and the general community life
are considered. We generally refer to this as community norms. If these com-
munity norms are perceived to hold, all else being equal, a user will keep on
participating to the community.
A good example of such a community norm is the NPOV rule of Wikipedia.
Since, as we have seen, it is highly normative to write according to a neutral
point of view, a new user will have to adhere to it, or his contributions will
be rejected by the community. The example of NPOV can be generalized. In
general users will have different standards about what to contribute and how.
For example they might want to contribute content that other users do not find
acceptable, or the quality of their contribution may not be up to the community
5We should note at this point that forms of passive participation e.g. lurking are not ruled




The last point that needs to be elucidated in our general research question
is why we speak of the manipulation of a common pool of information. At this
point the reader should have clearly understood that peer production is about
building artifacts using a digital platform – encyclopedic entries, source code,
product ratings, etc. In these contexts, social influence originates from the ac-
tions of other peers on the content that is collaboratively built. In a traditional
setting the discussion about a community – its history, it rules, etc. – and the
community life itself would be clearly separated. This is not the case anymore
with online communities, because the collaboration medium is capable of archiv-
ing discussions, bug reports, frequently-asked questions, etc. Reagle [2007b]
notes that this is especially true for wikis, where the discussion about what rules
and policies to follow is part of the contents of the wiki itself.
1.3.2 Operational research question
Having set out the general goal of this dissertation, we can elaborate on the
operational aspects of this dissertation:
1. The first set of questions is about empirical patterns of user participation;
this is a crucial step, needed to establish those assumptions that will be
later useful during the modeling phase. In particular, we are interested in
answering the following questions:
(a) What distribution best describes user activity lifespan?
(b) Are there quantitatively similar patterns of participation across dif-
ferent communities?
(c) Can we infer what stage of development a community is at, by look-
ing at the participation patterns?
(d) Is user activity homogeneous over time?
2. The second set of questions is related to modeling peer-production:
(a) Is user participation an emergent phenomenon of the dynamics of
user contributions?
(b) Is content popularity a relevant factor in determining participation?
(c) Is initial motivation a relevant factor for explaining user participa-
tion?
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(d) Is it possible to compare the prediction of a computational model of
user participation against empirical data?
QUESTION 1a: What distribution best describes user activity lifespan?
Answering this question is the first mandatory step to be able to perform any
further research on user participation. However, the literature is contradictory
on this issue. Leskovec et al. [2008] have reported that the distribution of ac-
tivity lifespan in blogs follows the exponential distribution; Guo et al. [2009]
have found instead that the age of object in similar contributory social networks
is instead bimodal; Grabowski and Kosin´ski [2010] developed a model of user
participation whose prediction is that participation lifespan follows a power-law
decay, unfortunately without testing it against empirical data on lifespan. It
would be thus interesting to understand if observations where denoted by the
existence of a single characteristic scale, more than one, or none at all (i.e.
a scale-free distribution), and what functional form of the distribution of user
lifespan is best supported by the data.
QUESTION 1b: Are there quantitatively similar patterns of participation across
different communities?
Is each peer production community a story on its own, or are there similari-
ties across different communities? We are dealing with quantitative similarities.
Of course if we look at two different systems, for example a blogging commu-
nity and a discussion group, we will see several differences due to the interface
design, the type of interactions going on (writing personal diary entries versus
written conversation), and the respective popularity. But what if we were able
to control most of these factors? Does user participation depend on the details
of the system we are analyzing, or does it only depend on the dynamics of the
social interactions under study? This concept is known in physics as universal-
ity . Several social systems have universal features, for example elections (cf.
Fortunato and Castellano [2007]) or the distribution of scientific citations (cf.
Radicchi et al. [2008]).
QUESTION 1c: Can we infer what stage of development a community is at, by
looking at the participation patterns?
Because of their decentralized nature, peer production communities are under
constant change. Can we infer the patterns of development of a peer production
community from observation of the activity lifespan of its members?
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QUESTION 1d: Is user activity homogeneous over time?
If we shift our focus from the level of the whole community to that of the individ-
ual contributor, how can we characterize individual activity? For example, are
contributors similar in terms of contribution? Previous research, in general rules
out this possibility: Guo et al. [2009] and Radicchi [2009] report a high level
of heterogeneity in the level of contributions by users. Taking this into account,
can we say anything about the general life cycle of the activity of an individual
user? Is participation characterized by distinct phases of activity over time, for
example?
QUESTION 2a Is user participation an emergent phenomenon of the dynamics
of user contributions?
In other words, is it possible to characterize the macroscopic patterns of user
activity in peer production systems using a microscopic model of user behavior?
We have already elaborated on this before.
QUESTION 2b Is content popularity a relevant factor in determining partici-
pation?
Do the dynamics of information access affect the level of user participation? The
way people consume and produce information is considered important in under-
standing how the general patterns of a peer production community unfold. This
is also relevant for the topic of information quality, especially when contribution
is open like in wikis. Indeed, the initial objection against Wikipedia was that,
as the encyclopedia grows, vandalism would become more and more difficult
to monitor; the degradation in the quality of the information would thus drive
legitimate contributors away. In particular, when users compete for accessing a
small subset of popular artifacts, we are interested in understanding if this will
affect their patterns of user participation.
QUESTION 2c Is initial motivation a relevant factor for explaining user partic-
ipation?
Is user participation explained only in terms of the strength of the initial mo-
tivation of a user? Or is it determined by the overall dynamics of interaction
with contents? In other words, if users are initially more motivated, does this
translate into a longer lifespan? And, more importantly, are long-term forms of
participation only explained in terms of initial motivation?
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In fact, our model is going to contain several tunable parameters. In order to
assess the relevance of its various parameters we need to perform a systematic
screening of all relevant factors. Only in this way we may hope to give a sensible
answer to this and to the previous question.
QUESTION 2d Is it possible to compare the prediction of a computational
model of user participation against empirical data?
This is a methodological question. Agent-based modeling is an attractive com-
putational technique for the social sciences because it lets one perform experi-
ments on what mechanisms may be responsible for given behaviors and collec-
tive phenomena. The mere ability to generate a plausible scenario, though, is
not enough for claiming that a certain mechanism is responsible for a specific
phenomenon, because often the parameters of a model can be tuned in a way to
generate almost any possible response. In the natural sciences, the correct way
to test a model is to compare it against data. Can we estimate the parameters
that best approximate our data? Can we measure how well our model fits the
data?
1.4 Main contributions of this dissertation
The contribution of this dissertation is twofold. The first is an empirical in-
vestigation of the lifespan of user participation, the evolution of user activity
in Wikipedia, and a characterization of the life cycle of user activity. The sec-
ond is a computational, agent-based model of peer production that connects
social influence, bounded confidence, and user participation. A key result of
this model is that the ease with which the process of social influence happens,
the general level of tolerance towards changes of attitudes by users, is the most
important factor in determining the overall patterns of user participation in a
peer production community. Moreover, we address the methodological problem
of the comparison of an agent-based model with empirical data; we develop
an indirect inference technique to calibrate the parameters of our model using
empirical data. This lets us estimate the parameters of the social influence for
existing communities, and thus study the process of community formation at a
quantitative level.
The following parts of this thesis have been published in peer–reviewed
venues:
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1. The paper “Empirical analysis of user participation in online communi-
ties: the case of Wikipedia” (cf. Ciampaglia and Vancheri [2010]) was
presented at the 4th International AAAI Conference on Weblogs and Social
Media (ICWSM’10), held in Washington D.C., on May, 23–26, 2010. This
study covered part of the empirical part of this dissertation, in particular
the investigation into the distribution of user lifespan.
2. The paper “A bounded confidence approach to understand user participa-
tion in peer production systems” (cf. Ciampaglia [2011]) was presented,
as a full paper, at the Third International Conference on Social Informatics
(SocInfo’11), held in Singapore on October, 6–8, 2011. That study cov-
ers part of the analysis of the model of peer production proposed in this
dissertation.
In the next chapter we will review the major research areas in which this
thesis is situated – social informatics, and the computational approach to the
social sciences. In giving a bit of context about the wider research questions this
thesis tries to address, we will argue that computer science has more connections
with the social sciences than one would expect, and that therefore it is not so
surprising to see computer scientists dabble in questions of a sociological nature,
and, of course, the other way round.
Chapter 2
Literature survey
Every computer scientist is a failed
psychologist.
Judea Pearl
This thesis is about user participation in commons-based peer production.
As we saw in chapter 1 this is an important problem, since the diffusion of on-
line communities of peer production has the potential to bring about a radical
change in areas such as information technology, management, and governance.
While this would be enough to motivate a study of peer production, I argue that
it is not all. Online systems of peer production offer, from a scientific perspec-
tive, a unique opportunity to study collective human behavior in a simplified
environment. This matters chiefly to two areas of inquiry. The first pertains
to Informatics itself, and is the study of the social aspects of computing. The
second area is that of social sciences at large: as Watts [2007] and others have
noted, the introduction of computational methods for the analysis and modeling
of collective social phenomena is bringing about a small revolution in this field.
Even though the research presented in this dissertation could easily belong
to the area of social informatics, we should keep in mind that peer production
is a highly multidisciplinary problem. It is thus useful to think of it in terms of




2.1 Structure of this chapter
The present research lies at the intersection of three major areas, so this chapter
is going to be structured accordingly. The areas are: computer science, physics,
and the social sciences.
The first section deals with the study of the social aspects of informatics
and computing (section 2.2). Social informatics predates the study of social
aspects of computing even though there is little discontinuity between the two
denominations. After an initial historical excursus on the discipline of social
informatics (subsection 2.2.1), I will introduce the concept of socio-technical
systems (or STS, see 2.2.1), and explain how the World-wide Web can be thought
of as an example of an STS, and finally highlight its importance for software
engineering because it connects with the study of software development teams
(2.2.1).
In recent years, researchers have started to look at the computational capa-
bilities of groups of people. Collaborative filtering is perhaps the earliest area
that marked this difference with previous social informatics research (2.2.2).
The earliest applications of collaborative filtering techniques occurred mostly in
corporative or institutional settings. It is with the so-called Web 2.0 revolution
that we see the rise of large collaboration communities (2.2.2). Peer production,
in a sense, begins here. With it, research moved to characterize models and
theories of social computing (2.2.2).
We then move to the second major area of research, the area of socio-physics
(2.3). In recent years, the hard sciences have been more and more interested in
studying human behavior and society. This might seem rather novel, but I will
show that this research agenda is several centuries old (2.3.1). In reviewing this
area we start dealing with the general-purpose theoretical paradigm of complex
networks (2.3.2), which is proving very effective in describing generic complex
structures – social networks being a classic example.
Socio-physics is important to the present dissertation because of opinion dy-
namics (2.3.3). In fact, our peer production model can be regarded as an opin-
ion dynamics model over a dynamic bipartite structure. We are specifically in-
terested in the class of models of continuous opinion dynamics under bounded
confidence (see 2.3.3). Bounded confidence is a concept borrowed from social
psychology, and we will talk about it more in the third section of this chapter
(2.4.2). We also cover the other models, in particular the other major class of
discrete opinion models (2.3.3); we close looking at empirical investigations of
opinion dynamics (2.3.3), namely elections and collective phenomena on the
Internet such as crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing will be discussed more in more
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detail when we come to talk about the social psychological effects behind it
(2.4.2).
Another important aspect of socio-physics is related to the study of human
dynamics (2.3.4). Many quantitative aspects of human behavior, such as com-
munication and information processing are now accessible thanks to the avail-
ability of large datasets of online interactions, such as emails or text messages.
Because our analysis of user activity lifespan is interested in quantifying some
temporal aspects of Wikipedia editors, this dissertation relates to several studies
in that context.
The third major section is related to the socio-economics of online peer pro-
duction communities (2.4. The most pressing research problem is the incentives
structure of people participants to peer production communities (2.4.1). Es-
pecially relevant to this research is the social psychology of user participation
(2.4.2). In this context I will specifically discuss the connection with opinion
dynamics models through the case study of crowdsourcing (see 2.4.2).
Besides these three major sections, we also need to give some attention to
our particular case study – Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia. This is the
reason for the inclusion of a fourth section (2.5) specifically devoted to the re-
search on Wikipedia. Of course we do not cover all the research on the topic,
but only those works that have something to do with our research. In partic-
ular, after discussing Wikipedia as a case study of peer production (2.5.1), we
review the works on the governance of such a large community (2.5.2, and on
the quality of the encyclopedic entries (2.5.3).
2.2 Social informatics and social computing
2.2.1 Social Informatics
As already said, the research presented in this dissertation could belong to the
field of social informatics. In the words of Kling [2007, p. 210]:
One key idea of social informatics research is that the “social context”
of information technology development plays a significant role in
influencing the ways that people use information and technologies,
and thus influences their consequences for work, organizations, and
other social relationships.
In this view, the social context mainly refers to the “particular incentive sys-
tems for using, organizing and sharing information at work” (ibidem.) From this
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passage we can already note two things: the first is that what is of interest here is
primarily the development of information technology; in particular, researchers
want to understand how the social environment in which a piece of informa-
tion technology is developed affects its structure and its functions (cf. Dutton
[1997]; Huff and Finholt [1994]; Kiesler [1997]; Smith and Kollock [1998]).
Similarly, this discipline argues that the organizational context in which a tech-
nology is used is relevant for understanding its success or its demise (cf. Lamb
[1996]). Traditionally, social informatics has been more interested with under-
standing how, and under what conditions, the computerization of organizations
and institutions would lead to improvements in productivity (cf. Robey [1997];
DeSanctis and Fulk [1999]).1 The focus on organizations and not on the broader
society was mainly due to historical reasons: computerization, at least in devel-
oped countries, happened first within companies and other large organizations,
and only later involved the rest of society. This leads us to the concept of socio-
technical systems (STS).
Socio-technical systems
Software engineers traditionally reason in terms of use cases, that is, idealized
scenarios by which they describe the interactions between the system they are
developing and the external world – users, administrators, and other systems
(cf. Cockburn [2001]). What is important in a use case is that people are not so
much identified by their social status, but by the role they happen to hold during
that particular situation.
By contrast, a socio-technical system encompasses all the relevant external
world, and tries to identify human actors by their social role, thus taking into
account norms, organizational hierarchies, and so on. Historically, social infor-
matics researchers were those studying the factors of success of digital libraries
– why some information systems such as electronic journals would work while
other, technically similar, would not (cf. Bishop and Starr [1996]). In this re-
spect, it was an area of research that belonged to the computer-supported co-
operative work (CSCW) field and was concerned with understanding behavioral
factors (cf. Kling et al. [1998]).
Needless to say, the concept of STS has wider implications than just informa-
tion technology. All forms of engineering, one could argue, have been influenced
1This is not to say that social informatics was only about the effect of computerization in
organizations. Other questions were more in line with the computer-supported collaboration
work (CSCW) research, such as the development of trust in virtual environments, cf. Iacono and
Weisband [1997].
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by historical, economical, and sociological factors.2
An example: the Web
To describe what an STS is, and what type of problems can be framed under
this concept, let us consider the Web. The Web was initially intended as an
information repository for the high-energy particle physics community (cf. Gro-
mov [2000]). Even before the Web was invented, access to information on the
Internet was open in that the community of users was small enough for peo-
ple to trust each other (cf. Abbate [1999]). As the technology became more
and more popular, the Web became a communication infrastructure used to per-
form commercial transactions. New technologies, like the secure-socket layer
(SSL) were introduced, to ensure the necessary security, as the medium was now
used to exchange sensitive information – for example credit card numbers (cf.
Rescorla [2001]). This exemplifies the idea that an STS has to adapt when the
socio-economical context it is used in imposes new patterns of usage.
Predicting changes in STS-s is far from being a trivial problem. From this
brief description it is clear that STS-s are examples of complex, inter-dependent
systems; even though, in 1999 Kling [2007, reprinted] had already noted, when
discussing the research of the 70s and 80s, that “analytical failure of techno-
logical determinism is one of the interesting and durable findings from social
informatics research,” technological prediction is still very much a trendy exer-
cise for non-academics nowadays. With progress in large-scale data collection
things are starting to change, as Vespignani [2009] points out, but one should
take into account that the prediction exercise in the social sciences takes a very
different meaning than, for example, the natural and physical sciences.
Nonetheless, fringe academic circles routinely build on empirical laws of
technological growth, such as Moore’s Law (cf. Schaller [1997]), to predict that
technological progress will soon reach a faster-than-exponential growth, with
major consequences for society and civilization. In contrast, social informatics
scientists are interested in understanding under what conditions adoption of a
technology will lead to a successful outcome or not. In this sense predictions are
much more limited in scope, even though they often lend themselves to deeper
interpretation.
2According to Kling [2007] the denomination of STS was first used in 50s by an English school
of psychologists that were interested in understanding the well-being of workers in various pro-
duction and manufacturing contexts.
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Software development and organizations
The problem of adaptation to exogenous trends is not just a prerogative of com-
munication media like the Web, though. Any piece of information technology
exists in a social context, and the structure of different social groups, with their
specific norms and behaviors, influences its evolution over time. Software en-
gineering, in a sense, was intended specifically to solve this problem, a fact
denoted by early empirical principles relating productivity and team size. In his
seminal 1975 book, Brooks [1995, reprint] noted how “adding manpower to a
late projects makes it later”. This is just a witty way to say, Raymond [1999] ar-





, where n represents the team size. The idea that organization influ-
ences software quality is starting to be validated empirically: Nagappan et al.
[2008] found for example that organizational indicators are the best predictors
for failure-proneness of software components.
Based on these considerations, the way open source teams are organized has
been often pointed to as a key advantage of its software development model. Ac-
cording to Raymond [1999] this happens because of a subdivision of concerns.
The core of a development team is often composed by only a handful of indi-
vidual developers. This is the level where major design decisions are taken, and
the quadratic scaling in communication complexity due to Brooks’ law does not
create problems thanks to small sizes. Testing, on the other hand, is performed
by the community at large. This activity can be easily split up into independent
tasks, hence requiring little or no communication among testers.
Another, perhaps more intriguing, principle is the one due to Conway [1968],
which states that the structure of a piece of software reflects the structure of the
organization that has developed it:
[. . . ] organizations which design systems [. . . ] are constrained
to produce designs which are copies of the communication structures
of these organizations.
The usual Raymond [1999] gives a perfect example of this: “If you have
four groups working on a compiler, you’ll get a 4-pass compiler.” There is much
consensus, at least at an empirical level, on the validity of Conway’s law (cf.
Herbsleb and Grinter [1999b,a]; Bowman and Holt [1998]; Amrita and van Hil-
legersberg [2008]), but how to characterize the structure of a piece of software?
Bird et al. [2008] propose to look at the communication structure, in particular
mining the mailing list archives of a project.
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2.2.2 Social computing
There is also another aspect of peer production that computer scientists find in-
creasingly intriguing: the computational capabilities of groups of people. Tech-
nology commentators coined several buzzwords for this phenomenon. Surowiecki
[2004] first popularized the concept of “wisdom of the crowds”, O’Reilly [2005]
stressed the importance of the technological change by coining the term “Web
2.0”, and Tapscott and Williams [2006] argued that mass collaboration is even
bound to change global economies. The study of social computing is different
from that of social informatics because it is motivated by practical problems,
e.g. how to recommend a relevant movie given the tastes of a user. In fact, if we
compare the earliest social computing works with the contemporary research
published in social informatics venues, such as Stodolsky [1995], we see that
there is little interest in understanding the social context of a user, or even in
acknowledging that people may form their tastes and opinions based on those
of their peers. Only recently theories of how social influence affects the forma-
tion of user tastes and how computing applications can take advantage of this
have been set forth. We touch on this point briefly in the present section and
will devote sections 2.3 and 2.4 to discuss this problem more in detail.
Collaborative filtering
The first social computing applications arose as an alternative to the problem of
organizing the contents of large information systems – a problem of retrieval of
information.
Traditionally this problem is solved by looking at the specific properties of
the contents of a system. This content-based approach represents the digital
contents of any document, be it an email, a movie, or a song, using a suitable
mathematical formalism, and then selects, from a collection of novel documents,
those that are most similar, in a mathematical sense, to what a user likes (rec-
ommendation), or that meet a certain set of criteria (relevance filtering).
In contrast, collaborative filtering applications are motivated by the obser-
vation that these cognitive tasks are best solved by people, and that therefore
what is needed is just a way to aggregate the evaluations of a large crowd of
users. Early collaborative filtering applications were developed in the mid-90s
for types of digital contents such as electronic mails (cf. Goldberg et al. [1992]),
news (cf. Resnick et al. [1994]; Hill and Terveen [1996]; Konstan et al. [1997]),
videos (cf. Hill et al. [1995]), and music (cf. Shardanand and Maes [1995]).
Of course once we relied on the judgments of users we exposed to the dan-
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ger of malicious users inserting bad evaluations or simply junk, so in the years
that followed the problem of trust and reputation became increasingly studied,
examples are: Resnick et al. [2000]; Dellarocas [2003]; Golbeck [2005]; Adler
and Alfaro [2007].
The field of recommender systems evolved considerably after this first pre-
2001 wave of works, in particular see Burke [2002]; Herlocker et al. [2004];
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2005], but most of the efforts were towards the en-
gineering component. Comparably, little attention was devoted to understand
possible biases due to social influence and, in general, the dynamics of commu-
nication. See Sabater and Sierra [2005] for a review on recent developments in
the field.
Web 2.0 and the rise of collaboration communities
One of the earliest references for the term “social computing” is by Schuler
[1994] as, “describing any type of computing application in which software
serves as an intermediary or a focus for a social relation,”, it is only after O’Reilly
[2005] had theorized the “Web 2.0” paradigm that it earned the status of “trend”,
as evidenced by Wang et al. [2007], who discuss the shift from the old social in-
formatics research. Parameswaran and Whinston [2007] addresses some of the
research issues in the field, in particular those related to building social capital.
The big difference with early collaborative filtering application is probably the
rise of mass collaboration communities such as blogs, wikis, Q&A sites, and so
on.
There are probably too many examples of mass collaboration communities
to be listed. For a recent taxonomy of social computing applications, see Quinn
and Bederson [2011]. Here I would like to cite two examples of how groups
can solve real computational problems. The first is the Mechanical Turk (MTurk,
in short), a marketplace for labor where users can post so-called human intelli-
gence tasks (HIT) and other users can offer their labor. According to Mason and
Suri [2011] the MTurk is an attractive option for behavioral scientists who wish
to perform experiments; Snow et al. [2008] also reported a positive experience
with computational linguistics tasks.
The main incentive for workers in the MTurk is direct remuneration. But
people can be motivated to offer their labor for different incentives, such as
entertainment and fun, and outcomes need not have poorer quality. A very
recent result is the one by Khatib et al. [2011], who showed how players of
the protein folding game Foldit managed to identify the best configuration of a
retroviral protein connected to the AIDS disease. These are not isolated results
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anymore. Benkler [2002] also cited the NASA Clickworkers program as another
crowdsourcing application where people helped to analyze data for scientific
experiments in the natural sciences.
Models and theories of social computing
Whereas the application of social computing ideas is already at an advanced
stage, the theoretical understanding of it is still in its infancy. Models have
been proposed for platforms that address specific problems, like the work of
Lerman [2007a,b] on the social information filtering community Digg. Golder
and Huberman [2006] explored tagging applications, Wilkinson and Huberman
[2007] model the accretion of the number of contributions to Wikipedia pages
in order to estimate the correlation between information quality and the amount
of collaboration going on inside Wikipedia. Crandall et al. [2008] elaborate on
the model of Holme and Newman [2006] to model a feedback effect between
social influence and user interests – an observation of potential interests for the
problem of social recommendation. Recommender systems have also returned
into play as a means to help oversight and task allocation in large communities
(cf. Cosley et al. [2005, 2007]). Task allocation and self-selection has been
explored by Li and Hitt [2008]. Wu and Huberman [2008] analyze the dynamics
of polarization of ratings for movies and books, and Lorenz [2009] showed how
an averaging process can explain the discretized statistics of movie ratings on
the popular movie database IMDB. Regarding user-contributory websites, some
stochastic models have been proposed (Hogg and Lerman [2009]; Hogg and
Szabo [2009]). Wilkinson [2008] models user contributions in three existing
peer production communities as a preferential attachment process with aging.
A model of online communities by Grabowski and Kosin´ski [2010] features a
power-law prediction for the lifespan of users, although Guo et al. [2009] and
Ciampaglia and Vancheri [2010] find evidence for a bimodal distribution. Wu
and Huberman [2008] analyze data from the news aggregator Digg and found
that the collective attention towards news items decays with a characteristic time
scale.
Is there any theoretical framework of social computing? von Ahn et al.
[2005] formalize the concept of “Games with a purpose” (cf. von Ahn and
Dabbish [2008] for a general introduction). Chevaleyre et al. [2007] give an
introduction to several computational aspects of social choice, for example the
problem of finding fair rules for an election, a problem that stretches back to the
seminal work of Bartholdi et al. [1989].
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2.3 The dynamics of collective social phenomena
2.3.1 Physics and society
The idea that human behavior follows a universal “code of nature” has a long
philosophical tradition, stretching back to the writings of Adam Smith and Thomas
Hobbes. The idea that the laws of collective human behavior can be stated in a
quantitative fashion is not much earlier either. A “physics of society” was in fact
the objective of Nineteenth Century statistician Adolphe Quetélet, who exten-
sively studied the context in which the law of errors could lead to a description
of society in terms of “average man”, and sociology pioneer August Comte who,
in his Course on Positive Philosophy (1830–1842) wrote:
Now that the human mind has grasped celestial and terrestrial physics,
mechanical and chemical, organic physics, both vegetable and ani-
mal, there remains one science, to fill up the series of sciences or
observation–social physics. This is what men have now most need
of; and this it is the principal aim of the present work to establish.
However, this connection is not unidirectional. In fact, as Ball [2002] notes,
James Clerk Maxwell himself was aware of the work of Quetélet when he first
set out to give a foundation to statistical mechanics.
Of course the atoms in a gas are quite different from the individuals in a
society, and such an impediment has always led people to regard the connection
between physics, statistics, and sociology as a mere historical curiosity. Things
started to change in the second part of the 20th century, when the study of hu-
man behavior found a first formalization by means of Game Theory by Von Neu-
mann and Morgenstern [1944].
Schelling [1971] is famous for being one of the first to study a collective
phenomenon – the dynamics of segregation resulting from the interactions of
individuals from different groups; at the same time Weidlich [1971] was prob-
ably the first physicist to model the dynamics of collective opinion formation
by studying polarization in groups. His framework, called socio-dynamics, is
related to the approach of synergetics, introduced by Haken [1978].
In later years, several models from statistical physics have been studied to
understand social phenomenology; the Voter model and Ising’s model are per-
haps the most famous (cf. Castellano et al. [2009] and references therein). In
these models a network represents the social structure between agents and each
agent has the choice between a binary set of opinions. In fact, ideas of graph
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theory have proved to be instrumental for the development of the study of col-
lective social systems (cf. Watts [2004, 2007]; Vespignani [2009]) therefore we
will start the treatment of the literature of this field, which will roughly follow
the taxonomy given in the review by Castellano et al. [2009] before, with an
excursus on the field of complex networks.
2.3.2 Complex Networks
Before getting into the rich topic of complex networks, it should be noted that
this thesis is not directly involved into the analysis of complex social networks
from online communities of peer production. We make use of some tools from
this field, namely preferential attachment, but only in a very limited fashion.
Nonetheless, several other concepts of socio-physics require the understanding
of key concepts from this field, therefore we review it here briefly.
Graphs are old concepts in mathematics and computer science. The statistical
study of generative mechanisms of random graphs, in particular, was started by
Erdo˝s and Rényi [1959], who first studied a model of purely random connections
connecting the nodes of a graph of prescribed size – hence the name Erdo˝s-
Rényi (ER), or Poisson, random graph. But it is only with the publication of the
influential work by Watts and Strogatz [1998] that the theory of networks (new
disciplines always forge new names for old concepts) found concrete application
in the modeling of real systems. In that paper, the authors studied a class of
networks called “small worlds” , which lies in between two extremes: the perfect
regularity of lattice structures, and the total randomness of ER graphs. Small
worlds are peculiar because, in contrast with regular lattices, they have a small
average path length and, unlike Poisson random networks, nodes are clustered.
Both these properties have made the class of small world networks a model
for understanding many real network structures, such as social networks, the
electrical grid, or biological neural networks.
Another important connection between statistical physics and graphs was
shown by Barabási and Albert [1999], who proposed a preferential attachment
model (PA) as a generative mechanism for a large number of existing network
structures.3 The idea of PA is simple: as new nodes are created, they are con-
nected with existing ones with probability proportional to the number of connec-
tions the existing nodes have. They showed that PA leads to scale-free network
3Preferential attachment had been already studied, under different names and in different
contexts, by Undy Yule and by Herbert Simon, but not as a network growth model. de Solla Price
[1965] is credited as the first to apply the idea of PA to a network, in particular the network of
scientific citations.
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structures, in that the distribution of degrees follows a power-law distribution.
In the years that followed complex networks were extensively studied (cf. Al-
bert and Barabási [2002]; Newman [2003b]; Dorogovtsev and Mendes [2003];
Durrett [2007] for introductory texts). Network growth was one of the main
topics. The generalization of the preferential attachment rule was studied by
Krapivsky et al. [2000]. A constant term, the initial attractiveness of nodes,
was added to PA by Dorogovtsev et al. [2000]. Aging effects where taken into
account by adding the “death” of nodes by Dorogovtsev and Mendes [2000];
Lehmann et al. [2005]; Lambiotte [2007]. Preferential attachment is an exam-
ple of a reinforcement process; for a recent survey of reinforcement processes
for network growth, see Pemantle [2007].
Simple generalizations of the ER random graph model with arbitrary degree
distribution were studied by Newman et al. [2002] these models are solvable in
the limit of an infinite network size.
As we have already seen in the work of Watts and Strogatz [1998], another
characteristic that is not captured by the ER model is the presence of a structure,
or hierarchy, within empirical networks. For example, tightly connected sub-
groups may be connected together by a few “long-range” edges. In the already-
cited “small-world” paper of Watts and Strogatz [1998] this characteristic is
measured in terms of the clustering coefficient, which measures how much each
of the neighbors of a node are connected with each other.
In fact, this property of the connectivity of nodes is related to another prop-
erty called assortative mixing. Assortativity is the general tendency of nodes
in real-life networks (e.g. people, websites, animals) to form connections with
nodes sharing similar features. Examples of assortative mixing arise in contexts:
in social network analysis this is in fact a well-known phenomenon and goes
under the name of homophily (McPherson et al. [2001]). Assortativity can be
thus responsible for the existence of a community structure within a network. In
the extreme case of a maximal assortativity, a network is in fact split in multiple
sub-communities of similar nodes, with few or no edge connecting nodes with
different features (Newman [2003a]). The problem of discovering the commu-
nity structure in a network is a very active area of research at present, and is
based essentially on these ideas (Newman and Girvan [2004]). A recent review
of Fortunato [2010] covers this rich multidisciplinary field.
Of course one can also focus on specific building structures of a network,
which are called network motifs Milo et al. [2002]. For example, a feature of
social networks of friendship is called triadic closure, that is the fact that friends
of a person are likely to be friends themselves. This leads to an over-expression
of triangles in the network topology. In general it is important to understand
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what the characteristics of social networks are, because social influence might
be a key factor in shaping them Kumpula et al. [2009].
Another important application for the study of complex networks is the study
of epidemics (cf. Moore and Newman [2000]; Newman [2002]).
From the point of view of peer production, network models have been ap-
plied for studying: the Internet graph Faloutsos et al. [1999], the blogsphere
Adar et al. [2004]; Leskovec et al. [2008]; online groups Backstrom et al.
[2006]; collaborations and controversies in Wikipedia Brandes and Lerner [2007,
2008]; Brandes et al. [2009b]; the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia Capocci
et al. [2006, 2008]; Zlatic´ et al. [2006]; the World-wide Web Huberman and
Adamic [1999]; Broder et al. [2000]; scientific citations Newman [2001]; and
mobile call networks Seshadri et al. [2008].
2.3.3 Opinion dynamics
The problem of finding a consensus in a group of people over a certain matter of
discussion is a fundamental problem of group decision-making and cooperation
and as such has been studied by sociologists, psychologists, economists, and po-
litical scientists (Davis [1973]; Laughlin [1980]; Latané [1981]; Stasser et al.
[1989]; Friedkin and Johnsen [1990]; Latané [1996]; Witte and Davis [1996];
Friedkin and Johnsen [1999]). Consensus has been studied at different levels,
starting from how small groups agree on a decision, up to the level of a soci-
ety, where we are interested in understanding how public opinion forms, and
how political parties come about, for example.4 Thus group formation is also a
problem related to opinion dynamics and group decision making.
The first question one might ask is: does it make sense to treat the dynam-
ics of the opinions of people mathematically? Of course, even in small groups,
consensus may not be easy to describe: opinions are in general multifaceted and
ineffable. It is in human nature, after all. On the other hand, it is not uncom-
mon to face very simple “discrete” choices, for example coffee vs tea, Emacs vs
VIM, etc. Therefore, even though in general opinions are objectively difficult to
measure, there are many other cases in which describing an opinion using one
or more numbers is perfectly legitimate; looking at such simplified settings may,
in turn, open the way to a mathematical treatment of the general dynamics of
opinions in a social group. So, as Weidlich [1971] points out, looking at sim-
ple cases might give us some insight into the case of more complicated opinion
4The problem of consensus can be also formalized and studied in an abstract setting, where
instead of people we have a distributed system and its components have to agree over a certain




As with complex networks, statistical physics can provide the right framework
for understanding the dynamics of consensus, polarization, and fragmentation
of large groups of interacting agents (cf. Castellano et al. [2009], and references
therein). The first works on opinion dynamics are those of Weidlich [1971] on
polarization in the framework of socio-dynamics, (cf. Weidlich [2000]). Follow-
ing these, we have the voter model (Clifford and Sudbury [1973]; Holley and
Liggett [1975]), and the works of Galam et al. [1982] on majority rule. These
models are directly inspired to statistical physics models. They feature a dis-
crete opinion, usually a simple binary choice, in the same way as we can think
of an electron spinning in two distinct ways. Even though we do not deal with
discrete models of opinion dynamics in the context of this research, it is worth
mentioning that they have been studied extensively, first in the field of proba-
bility theory (Cox and Griffeath [1986]; Liggett [1985]), and later as versions
of the Ising model de Oliveira et al. [1993]; Scheucher and Spohn [1988]. Of
course the role of a realistic social structure has been taken into account, by con-
sidering network topologies different from the regular lattice that was featured
in their original formulations (Castellano et al. [2003]; Wu et al. [2004]; Wu
and Huberman [2004]; Castellano [2005]; Sood and Redner [2005]; Michard
and Bouchaud [2005]). The excellent survey article by Castellano et al. [2009]
analyzes the work on discrete models of opinion dynamics extensively.
In the context of this thesis we are more interested in a specific class of opin-
ion dynamics models instead. Moreover, rather than discrete variables, these
models use continuous variables. This allows for more nuanced definitions of
“opinions”, as we can take into account a range, e.g. the political spectrum of
modern democracies that goes form Left to Right Deffuant et al. [2001]; Castel-
lano et al. [2009]. These models are useful to study how consensus develops in
groups of people, committees, political parties, etc. In particular, models with
continuous opinions have been developed to study an aspect of human commu-
nication that in the field of social psychology is known as bounded confidence
(BC). We will see the bounded confidence rule later, in the context of two theo-
ries of social psychology, namely the theory of Self-Categorization and the theory
of Social Judgment. The idea here is that an exchange between people can make
their views more alike only if their original opinions on the matter were not too
distant. How distant, at the most, two opinions may be is given by the so-called
confidence parameter " > 0.
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Continuous opinion dynamics
The two most famous models are the model by Deffuant et al. [2001] and that
by Hegselmann and Krause [2002]. Discrete models of opinion dynamics are
interesting because of their analogy with spin models and for the possibility of
taking into account different kinds of network topology. They are motivated
by the fact that individual agents change their state after interaction with their
neighbors. In this way, the network topology reproduces the underlying social
structure in a group of interacting agents.
Although attractive for their connection with spin models, which opens up
the possibility of using the machinery of statistical physics to analyze their be-
havior, spin models (as well as majority-rule models and similar) were not sat-
isfying for many researchers because they were not taking into account several
important aspects of human communication, and because the discrete assump-
tion seemed too simplistic for those cases where opinions are not restricted to a
finite set of well-separated choices.
More or less at the same time of the early uses of spin models for group con-
sensus, the problem of modeling the salient features of communication within
groups of experts was already being studied by mathematicians and statisticians
(Stone [1961]; Chatterjee and Seneta [1977]; Cohen et al. [1986]); this is in-
deed a classic problem in economics too (Visser and Swank [2007]), and these
studies eventually gave rise to the famous Delphi technique DeGroot [1974];
Linstone and Turoff [1975] developed at the RAND corporation. Experts in a
committee usually have to give a quantitative evaluation (hence the continuous
assumption) and in general no single committee members possess perfect in-
formation. This means that individuals have to adjust their opinion according
to the signals they receive from others. This leads to the concept of bounded
confidence, that is, the fact that there will be an adjustment only when the two
original positions were not too dissimilar.
Bounded confidence is taken into account in both the Deffuant and the
Hegselmann-Krause model by introducing an averaging dynamics; the difference
between the two models is that the first features pairwise interactions while in
the latter adjustments happen within finite-size groups. The Deffuant model has
received somehow more attention in literature: Weisbuch et al. [2003] studied
the role of a heterogeneous population of agents, Fortunato [2004] found that
the threshold for complete consensus of " > 0.5 is universal. Lorenz [2007b]
formulated both models in terms of averaging of row-wise stochastic matrices
and studied the phase diagram of consensus of both models. Several modifica-
tions have been proposed to model other aspects of consensus in groups, such
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as the presence of extremists (Deffuant et al. [2002]; Laguna et al. [2004]);
leaders and external propaganda (Carletti et al. [2006]); spontaneous drift of
opinions (Ben-Naim [2005]).
A discretized version was proposed by Stauffer et al. [2004], while Mar-
tins [2009] recast the BC rule in terms of Bayesian updating; Lorenz and Urbig
[2007] studied how the communication rule the BC agents use affects the likeli-
hood of consensus; Carletti et al. [2008] studied a version of the Deffuant model
where the population of agents was subjected to birth and death process; also,
Carletti et al. [2010] studied a process of network formation induced by the
mixing rule of the Deffuant model. Hegselmann and Krause [2006] studied the
case when agents have to agree on a true value and how population heterogene-
ity affects this. A different version of the BC rule that better reflects the ideas of
self-categorization, was studied by Salzarulo [2006]. Bounded confidence has
been studied also in the context of individualization theory by Mäs et al. [2010].
Lorenz [2007a] surveyed the field of continuous opinion dynamics under BC.
Other models of opinion dynamics
Of course the previous works do not cover the whole field of opinion dynamics.
Without claiming to be exhaustive, we should also cite the social impact model
(Lewenstein et al. [1992]; Holyst et al. [2000]), we also cited the majority rule
model (Galam [1986, 2002, 2005]). A different but related field of study is the
one related to the emotional response of large crowds of people. Different from
opinions, emotions are denoted by other characteristics, like their saliency, and
therefore obey different rules. Gonzalez-Bailon et al. [2010]; Chmiel and Hołyst
[2010]
Empirical investigations of opinion dynamics
The works we have seen before deal only with the theoretical development of
the study of the dynamics of opinions; Sobkowicz [2009] argues that neglect-
ing empirical aspects is a problematic aspect for the whole field, because of
the weak connection with an empirical phenomenology. As we said before, it
might be difficult to measure the opinion of somebody in certain contexts, for
example politics, whereas in other contexts such data might be readily avail-
able. Nonetheless, there are several ways to link the insight provided by models
of opinion dynamics with the real world. Filho et al. [1999] were the first to
analyze data from elections in Brazil; later Fortunato and Castellano [2007]
showed that the distribution of votes candidates attain in proportional elec-
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tions is universal across several countries and years, and propose a branching
model of opinion dynamics to account for the empirical data. Other models
have been proposed such as the one by Bernardes et al. [2002]; Travieso and
da Fontoura Costa [2006].
Michard and Bouchaud [2005] analyze, on the other hand, so-called collec-
tive swings, that is, situations where imitation and social pressure can give rise
to herding effects, using a Random Field Ising model. In particular, they look at
data on birth rates in different countries, sales of cell phones, and the reduction
in clapping during a concert.
In other cases the “opinions” of people might be directly measurable, as in the
case of product ratings and movie reviews, which are provided by rating com-
munities such as the Internet Movie Database (IMDB). Lorenz [2009] showed
that the binned distribution of the number of “stars” a movie receives on IMDB
can be fitted to a confined Levy distribution, and notes that such a distribution
arises in the context of an averaging process, hence again a connection with a
compromise dynamics reminiscent of the Deffuant model. Wu and Huberman
[2008] analyzed book reviews on Amazon and movie ratings on IMDB and noted
that self-selection tends to mitigate the development of extremism in product
reviews.
Opinion dynamics is also relevant to understand to what extent the “wisdom
of crowds” effect works. In a recent experimental study Lorenz et al. [2011]
found that even a small amount of social influence can make groups grow over-
confident in simple tasks of prediction.
Co-evolution of state and topology
So far the models we have seen assume that the underlying social structure in
a group, which is modeled by a network, is fixed over time. This assumption
can be accepted for the sake of simplicity, and in some cases, for example with
committees of experts, it is not even problematic to justify it, but in general it
is somewhat limiting. Moreover, as with any other network, the development of
a social network is also affected by its function (cf. Newman [2003b]). Social
networks, in the end, are just the product of human interactions, and we know
that humans tend to forge their social connection following basic principles.
One of them is homophily McPherson et al. [2001], that is, the idea that “birds
of feather flock together” (cf. Lazarsfeld and Merton [1954]).
The idea that certain features correlate between adjacent nodes is called as-
sortativity (cf. Newman [2003a]; Zhou and Mondragón [2004]; Boccaletti et al.
[2006]; Costa et al. [2007]), and can have profound implications on the result-
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ing topology: high assortativity can lead, for example, to breaking a network
into sub-networks, since every node will be connected only with those that are
similar to it; assortativity is also linked to the problem of extracting the struc-
ture of communities in a network, cf. Newman and Girvan [2004]. On the other
hand, models opinion dynamics are motivated by the idea of determining how
the social structure affects the characteristics of an individual.
The interplay between social influence and link selection in social networks
has been the subject of research by several authors. In particular: Holme and
Newman [2006]; Gil and Zanette [2006]; Stauffer et al. [2006]; Nardini et al.
[2008]; Kozma and Barrat [2008b,a]; Iñiguez et al. [2009]; Carletti et al. [2010].
This field of research is interested in understanding the dynamics of co-evolution
of state and topology in social groups. Holme and Newman [2006] studied a
phase transition in the consensus state of a simple model of an adaptive net-
work with a dynamic of opinion formation (social influence) and a link rewiring
mechanism (link selection).
From an empirical standpoint, Crandall et al. [2008] has evidenced how
the interplay between influence and selection plays an important role in peer
production systems. They showed the existence of a feedback effect between the
two, and highlighted the implications for the design of recommender systems.
Aiello et al. [2010] studied the phenomena of link creation and alignment of
profiles in the book sharing community Anobii.
2.3.4 Human dynamics
Whereas opinion dynamics is interested in modeling the problems of consensus,
agreement, negotiation, and prediction in social groups, the field of human dy-
namics is interested in understanding wider human behavior at a quantitative
level, again using ideas from statistical physics, and taking advantage of large
datasets of human activity, often taken from the Web (Baldi et al. [2003]), or
from other technological networks (Vespignani [2009]).
Early works deal in particular with human communication, especially emails
(Ebel et al. [2002]; Johansen [2004]), printing jobs Harder and Paczuski [2006],
and later into the problem of the statistical identification of the distribution
of inter-event times in general human communication (Oliveira and Barabási
[2005]; Barabási [2005]; Dezsö et al. [2006]; Vázquez et al. [2006]; Gonçalves
and Ramasco [2008]). These works found a scale-free behavior in the response
times of human correspondence spanning several orders of magnitude. How-
ever, the topic is currently under debate because Poissonian models that take
into account circadian rhythms and weekly trends have been shown to fit the
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data better than power-laws (cf. Malmgren et al. [2008, 2009]).
The study of Web analytics is also related to this field. Datasets that have
been investigated, in particular, are those on human browsing on the Inter-
net Huberman et al. [1998]; Johansen and Sornette [2000]; Brewington and
Cybenko [2000]; Wainwright [2003]. In the context of peer production, the
inter-event time distribution between two consecutive actions on Wikipedia and
other peer production systems has been found to decay according to a power-
law Radicchi [2009]. Similar ideas have been used to model the cascades of
edits to Wikipedia pages made during editing conflicts (Sumi et al. [2011]).
2.4 The socio-economics of online communities
2.4.1 Incentives to contribution
Peer production is puzzling because it challenges the widely held assumption
that people would perform highly-skilled, intellectual work only in return of a re-
muneration (Hars and Ou [2001]; Lerner and Tirole [2002]). Open Source soft-
ware developers for one are a good counterexample to this (Raymond [1999]).5
Is it a form of altruism, and why is it so puzzling?
In a sense, there is nothing extraordinary in altruistic behavior. Humans
are pro-social beings after all. Nonetheless, as Open Source became popular it
caught the attention of social scientists (together with the aforementioned Hars
and Ou [2001]; Lerner and Tirole [2002], also Kollock [1999]; Benkler [2002];
McKenna and Green [2002]). What was puzzling – and novel – to them was the
context in which this alleged altruistic behavior was happening. It was indeed
unexpected to them to hear of software developers – not exactly an unskilled
labor force – spending much of their time contributing to free software.
This is not to say that, according to economic theory, the only form of work
people will do in exchange for anything other than a direct remuneration is
manual labor. As a matter of fact, we know that there are several intellectual
activities whose benefits are only extrinsically rewarding, that is, that are per-
formed without any immediate direct reward (e.g. money) but with benefits
5Of course not all FOSS nor Free Software is contributed to by unpaid volunteers. Many com-
panies pay some of their employees to work on FOSS projects they have a strategic interest upon.
A good example is the Linux division at IBM Corporation, or Google. This is perfectly welcomed
by the rest of the community, and does not hinder contributions from volunteers–as long as cer-
tain conditions are met, see Benkler [2002]. It has actually been argued that the opposite is
true, i.e. by contributing for free to high-visibility FOSS projects, talented programmers have the
chance to show their skills to potential employers.
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that are going to pay off in the future (e.g. fame). Academics, for example, do-
nate their time evaluating submissions to scientific journals. This activity has an
opportunity cost related to the time spent doing it instead of doing more fruitful
pursuits, so why do scientists do it (Benkler [2002])?
Economists construe it as a form of community service academics do in re-
turn for recognition from their fellow researchers. An academic with a higher
reputation will stand more chances of finding a tenured position (Shatz [2004]).
We are thus reconciled with the idea of people being rational agents and per-
forming actions that will maximize their own utility, present or future. We will
come back to scientific peer-reviewing as a good example of peer production
that predates Internet communities (Spier [2002]).
However, there are no such things as tenured positions in the software in-
dustry, and since the beginning of FOSS it has been normal for employed pro-
grammers and sysadmins to contribute to projects in their spare time. Therefore
economists, and sociologists alike, legitimately asked themselves why people
would contribute to FOSS projects at all (Lerner and Tirole [2002]). What kind
of motivation is there behind FOSS in particular, and peer production in general?
Is it, in any way, similar to academic peer-review, e.g. a reputation-building
activity? Could altruism and idealistic thinking explain all the incentive struc-
ture to participate in FOSS development? And do incentives work the same way
across all projects?
The picture that comes from extensive surveying of FOSS contributors is that,
rather than a single factor, the structure of incentives to participate is formed
by an array of reasons (Kollock [1999]; Benkler [2002]; McKenna and Green
[2002]; Wash and Rader [2007]; Rafaeli and Ariel [2008]; Anthony et al. [2009];
Brandes et al. [2009a]; Schroer and Hertel [2009]; Lampe et al. [2010]; Nov
[2007]; Nov et al. [2010]; Fung et al. [2011]).6 Among these are purely so-
ciological factors, like expected reciprocity, and economic factors, in particular
a range of intrinsic or extrinsic benefits aside from simple remuneration. Rep-
utation improvement is one of them for example, and in general all signaling
incentives related to career-building concerns. 7
6I am referring, in general, to “contributors” as opposed to “developers” because there are sev-
eral important tasks, in the development of a software, that are not about software development
tout court. For example documenting the software, doing translations, and managing common
online resources (bug-tracker, mailing list, etc.) are all vital activities in any FOSS project. Al-
though most analyses focus on code contributors only, many conclusions can generalize also to
these other forms of contribution.
7Benkler [2002, p. 373, note 7] contends that extrinsic remuneration under the form of
reputation building is a proper incentive for participating in FOSS by noting that two of the most
famous FOSS projects do not publish the names of theirs contributors. In wikis, where attribution
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From a sociological point of view, a characterization of FOSS that enjoys some
popularity is that of a gift culture (Kollock [1999]; Raymond [1999]). The term
has been borrowed in an attempt to describe the way people contribute FOSS,
but originally it denoted those societies in which the economy is neither based
on the use of money, nor on barter. Instead, goods are exchanged without the
expectancy of any immediate return. Anthropologists, to give a few examples,
have observed gift cultures in some native communities of Oceania and even
in the Burning Man, a festival that is held yearly in the Nevada desert, in the
United States.
The incentive to contribute in this case is the expectancy that your own peers
will reciprocate. In fact many FOSS projects start from a personal need of their
founders (“every good work of software starts by scratching a developer’s personal
itch”, notes Raymond [1999]) and are released freely in the hope that others
will find them useful, and thus will contribute back.
Gifts aside, reciprocity is a very important mechanism for fostering cooper-
ation within social dilemmas (Axelrod and Hamilton [1981])8 Social dilemmas
find application in a wide range of real-world situations; we shall cover them
properly in the next chapter.
Free Open Source Software can also be viewed as a specific social dilemma,
the tragedy of the commons Hardin [1968]; Ostrom [1990], in that software
can be thought of as a common good, and individuals can choose to cooperate,
i.e. contribute source code and bug reports, or just take a free rider stance and
simply draw from the common resource, i.e. use the software.
If contributors are actually doing so expecting other people to reciprocate,
then, it would appear that FOSS communities are indeed solving this particular
social dilemma. However, there are important differences between the tragedy
of the commons and FOSS, which makes it difficult to apply the former to explain
the latter (Lerner and Tirole [2002]; Benkler [2002]). The most important one,
perhaps, lies in the nature of the common: information is a non-rival good, that
is, by its own nature, sharing it does not deplete it. So free-riding is not so much
a problem in this case.
Nonetheless, social dilemmas might still be of use to understand how other
peer production systems work. For example, peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing
is even more problematic to establish, this is certainly the case, but in other Peer production
experiences, for example programming contests (e.g. Netflix), this kind of incentives are very
likely to play an important role.
8The latter is a concept from game theory: a social dilemma is a situations in which a rational
strategy tells individuals to behave non-cooperatively even though, if all agents – or a majority
of them – cooperated, then they would maximize their payoffs.
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communities such as Gnutella appeared to show a good deal of free-riding be-
havior in it (Adar and Huberman [2000]). This was hypothesized to be due to
several reasons, both behavioral and technological.
As with academics reviewing their peers’ scientific work, participation in FOSS
carries, according to economists, an opportunity cost, that comes in the form of
the time a developer spends contributing rather than following other pursuits,
like his normal job. There are several benefits, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that
can counter this cost (Lerner and Tirole [2002]; Benkler [2002]). The first is
that contributing to FOSS might help one to better perform in everyday work.
Immediate hedonistic incentives are also not so difficult to imagine: for many
FOSS contributors contributing to free software is a creative act, and thus re-
warding in purely intellectual terms. Indeed writing beautiful code, or a finely
composed article about your own favorite philosopher or baseball player can be
quite satisfying.
This reward is multiplied when we think that the fruits of this kind of labor
are going to be potentially enjoyed by a larger crowd than a circle of friends
and acquaintances, which exemplifies how participating can be an extrinsically
rewarding activity too.
Other psychological theories have been advanced too, but not always with a
clear research agenda. Rafaeli and Ariel [2008] ask whether the concept of self-
actualization by Maslow [1954] could apply to peer production contributors.
This theory, which still enjoys some popularity among psychologists, is based on
the idea that the needs of an individual are structured according to hierarchy
that goes from simple physiological requirements (need to sleep, eat, etc.) up to
a transcendental urge for self-improvement – termed self-actualization. Rafaeli
and Ariel [2008] also look at the uses and gratification people might seek as
audience of a media platform. A different approach, based on Activity theory, is
taken by Slattery [2009].
But perhaps the most compelling benefits for participating in FOSS projects
are in terms of career concerns: firms often hire top contributors of projects they
are interested in, in order to let them develop these pieces of software further
(Lerner and Tirole [2002]). So there are similarities with peer-reviewing in the
scientific community. Besides better job opportunities, access to venture capital
is sometimes credited as a form of delayed benefit (Lerner and Tirole [2002]).
Do these findings generalize outside of FOSS? The picture is quite different
when it comes to other peer production systems. For Wikipedia participants, for
example, surveys show that delayed benefits like improved career opportunities
are not as important as other factors (Rafaeli and Ariel [2008]). The general
picture is not as definite as with FOSS but the most cited are: the fun of partici-
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pating; the sense of belonging to a community; and the desire to fulfill the ideal
of Wikipedia of bringing knowledge to the world for free.
Most of these incentives we have seen have a clear sociological nature. Yet,
the picture they provide is only meaningful at a macroscopic level – sense of
community, gratification from taking part in a thriving project, etc. If we are to
investigate, for one, the sense of belonging Wikipedia editors have to their com-
munity we need to understand in the first place how such a social group came
about, how it formed its identity and its norms. In order to properly understand
the phenomenon of peer production, it is thus germane to shift our attention
to the microscopic level of the social group. Focusing on the interactions be-
tween individual participants will let us understand better what is going on at
the macroscopic level of the social group.
2.4.2 Social psychology of user participation
Social psychology is the discipline that studies how the psychological factors of
an individual are affected by interaction with a social group. (Sherif [1936];
Festinger [1950]; Festinger and Thibaut [1951]; Lazarsfeld and Merton [1954];
Tajfel [1982]; McPherson et al. [2001]; Friedkin [2001]). In the context of on-
line peer production, social psychology can provide the relevant framework to
understand the phenomenon of group formation and evolution (Backstrom et al.
[2006, 2007]; Palla et al. [2007]; Ren et al. [2007]). Several researchers looked
at motivations for participation that are related to fundamental social aspects of
group dynamics. Postmes et al. [2001] looked at the effect of anonymity on
group behavior; Song and Kim [2006] the process of acceptance of new mem-
bers in a virtual group; on the same topic, Ren et al. [2007] investigated the
applicability of common identity theory and bond theory to understand the ac-
ceptance of new members. The phenomenon of groupthink in online social net-
works was studied by Hui and Buchegger [2009]. Critical mass theory has been
proposed by Raban et al. [2010] to explain the motivation to participate in an In-
ternet Relay Chat (irc) channel. Regarding Wikipedia, Rafaeli and Ariel [2008]
propose its mediated interactivity as a possible motivator for participation, while
recently Choi et al. [2010] explored the applicability of socialization theory. The
growth of wiki communities has been analyzed by Roth et al. [2008]. Wikipedia,
the most famous wiki community, was for some time growing at near expo-
nential rates, likely because of its enormous growth of popularity in the period
2006-7 (Suh et al. [2009]). Reagle [2007b] used an ethnographic approach to
understand the viability of Wikipedia and argues that the most important char-
acteristic that make it viable project is its collaborative culture, a by-product of
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its community norms. Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson [2005] defined measures of
information aggregation and community affiliation to understand the problem
of integration within online communities.
Online communities are also appealing because they provide the opportu-
nity to perform experiments. The seminal work of Watts and coworkers on the
inequality and unpredictability due to social influence are an example of this
methodological feature of online communities (Salganik et al. [2006]; Salganik
and Watts [2008, 2009])
Connection with opinion dynamics
As we saw, social psychology provides a rich framework for studying the prob-
lem of user participation in peer production communities. For the purpose of
the present research, two theories from social psychology, in particular, are rel-
evant: social judgment theory (Sherif [1936, 1961]), and self-categorization
theory (Turner [1989]). The first is concerned with understanding under what
condition a message will be able to elicit a change of attitude in a subject. A
change may be the result of normative reasons, as in our case, or informational
reasons, as in the case of a panel of experts trying to reach a consensus on a
shared evaluation. A good example of the latter is a jury. As no individual eval-
uator has perfect information on the verdict, a juror will adjust his evaluation
according to the signal coming from his peers. This of course will be a function
of the credibility of the other jurors, how extreme their positions are, etc. (cf.
Raafat et al. [2009]).
The second is concerned in establishing under what conditions an individual
identifies as a member of a social group or not, and how categories (i.e. groups)
are formed based on the perceived difference in the relevant cognitive stimuli
(Sherif [1961]). Perhaps one of the main tenets of this theory is that there is not
a static categorization, but rather that categories depend on the context in which
one perceives the relevant stimuli. This idea is embodied in the meta-contrast
ratio, also called principle of meta-contrast, which holds that an individual will
perceive himself as part of a group based on the ratio between the perceived
differences with the other members of the group (ingroup), and the differences
between the group members and those outside of it (outgroup). Paraphrasing
Salzarulo [2006], two persons from different parts of the Italian-speaking region
of Switzerland will not feel similar to each other if they meet on the shores of
lake Ceresio in Lugano, in the Italian-speaking Canton Ticino, but they would
probably feel close if they met at the central train station of Zürich , in the
German-speaking part of Switzerland.
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As we saw before, the field of opinion dynamics is specifically concerned
with studying phenomena such as group consensus by formalizing in mathe-
matical language concepts such as the meta-contrast principle or the attitude
change of social judgment theory (Deffuant et al. [2001]; Hegselmann and
Krause [2002]). The concept of bounded confidence is perhaps one of the most
elegant and simple formalizations of these ideas.
On a related note, the idea that crowds can lead to an aggregated evaluation
or prediction, that it is often better than the one an expert would come up with,
is now popular; even though it was known already to early statisticians like
Galton [1907], it now goes under the names of “wisdom of the crowds”, “smart
mobs”, and “group intelligence” (Surowiecki [2004]).
The wisdom of crowds effect has been invoked, among other things, to ex-
plain why Wikipedia, and in general peer production, works. (Tapscott and
Williams [2006]) An argument similar to the Central Limit Theorem from prob-
ability theory has been, in fact, proposed to explain why many aggregated eval-
uations given by non-experts could be more precise than a single expert (see
references in Lorenz et al. [2011]). However, the conditions of Central Limit
Theorem require individual observations to be statistically independent of each
other, which is hardly the case, since we are considering interacting agents! Or,
in the words of Shalizi [2008]:
Taken seriously, this explanation implies that our economy, our sci-
ences and our polities manage to work despite their social organi-
zation, that science (for example) would progress much faster if sci-
entists did not collaborate, did not read each others’ papers, etc.
While every scientist feels this way occasionally, it is hard to take
seriously. Clearly, there has to be an explanation for the success
of social information processing other than averaging uncorrelated
guesses, something which can handle, and perhaps even exploit, sta-
tistical dependence between decision makers.
In fact, we know that sometimes crowds may not function well: group
think may prevail, or over-confidence may develop (Hui and Buchegger [2009];
Lorenz et al. [2011]). The reason why social information processing works so
well, whether social influence is beneficial or detrimental to the performance of
a group is, thus, still an open, and very important, research question (Shalizi
[2008]).
The reason for this excursus is to let the reader appreciate the difference,
from a conceptual point of view, between the purported existence of a “wis-
dom of the crowds” effect and the problem of ascertaining the viability of peer
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production: the present research is not interested in the phenomenon of group
consensus in a problem-solving context, but as a phenomenon underlying the
formation of a community of peers that may, in some cases, engage in forms of
problem-solving activities.
2.5 The research on Wikipedia
2.5.1 Wikipedia as a case study on commons-based peer pro-
duction
Wikipedia has been one of the favorite case studies for researchers interested in
peer production for several factors. First and foremost, its open nature has made
it possible to anybody who has access to the Internet to collect data on it.
Ciffolilli [2003] was among the first to note its fundamental difference with
other communities of practice and highlighted how traditional economics theo-
ries about teams and club goods could not apply to it. Lih [2004] proposed it
as a tool for participatory journalism, while Voss [2005] presented some early
statistics about growth and network structure.
User participation has been extensively studied from an empirical point of
view Bryant et al. [2005]; Kittur, Chi, Pendleton, Suh and Mytkowicz [2007];
Kittur, Suh, Pendleton and Chi [2007]; Ortega and Gonzales-Barahona [2007];
Ortega and Izquierdo-Cortazar [2009]; Panciera et al. [2009]; Yang et al. [2010].
Information visualization techniques have been especially useful in understand-
ing how the collaboration patterns unfolded. Víegas, Wattenberg and Dave
[2004]; Víegas, Wattenberg and Mckeon [2004]; Víegas et al. [2007]; Spinellis
and Louridas [2008].
Two main areas of research have emerged over the years, when it comes to
discussing Wikipedia: how it governs itself, and how we can make sure that
content is accurate. As Wikipedia entered its 11th year of operations early this
year, authors are increasingly asking whether the openness of the project is al-
ways going to be sustainable or, as Goldman [2009] argues, whether Wikipedia
will have to sacrifice its original philosophy in order to survive.
2.5.2 Governance and work organization
As Benkler [2002] points out, an appealing feature of commons-based peer pro-
duction over firm- or market-based solutions is the capability to solve the prob-
lem of task allocation. Under the right conditions about the nature of the tasks
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to perform, and whenever a project is able to attract enough workforce, any
task will find the best person and the best set of resources to solve it.9 In this
sense, peer production is the evolution of the concept of communities of prac-
tice. These are “groups of people informally bound together by shared expertise
and passion for a joint enterprise” (cf. Wenger and Snyder [2000]) who form
within an organization or an institution and sometimes are able to tackle those
transversal problems that cannot be addressed by a single department or branch.
In contrast, peer production communities need not live anymore within the
boundaries of a single organizational, and therefore have been praised as a bet-
ter version of the communities of practice (Huberman and Hogg [1995]; Hogg
and Huberman [2008]).
However, large peer production communities have seen the resurgence of
governance problems. In the case of Wikipedia, for example, Kittur, Suh, Pendle-
ton and Chi [2007] reported that editors were increasingly being involved in
maintenance tasks, and Beschastnikh et al. [2008] found that the usage of poli-
cies has increased through the years. Because of its intrinsically bottom-up struc-
ture, several other aspects of the governance of the Wikipedia project have been
investigated (Burke and Kraut [2008]; Cosley et al. [2005]; Forte and Bruck-
man [2008]; Hu et al. [2009]; Kittur et al. [2009]; Kriplean et al. [2007]; Lam
and Riedl [2009]; Lam et al. [2010]; Leskovec et al. [2010]; Rainie and Purcell
[2011]; Reagle [2007a]; Víegas, Wattenberg and Mckeon [2004]).
As Reagle [2007a] points out, the daily operations that run Wikipedia work
by consensus through informal discussion of self-appointed teams. The process
for deleting unwanted articles is an example of this (Lam and Riedl [2009];
Taraborelli and Ciampaglia [2010]; Lam et al. [2010]), or the process for pro-
moting users to administrative status (Burke and Kraut [2008]; Leskovec et al.
[2010]). These processes are thus open to all the classic problems related to
judgment and decision making, such as herding groupthink, aggregation etc.
(Plous [1993]; Ottaviani [2001]; Raafat et al. [2009], which affect traditional
decision boards such as juries and committees of experts Gilliland et al. [1998];
Daughety and Reinganum [1999]; Visser and Swank [2007].
9Both Benkler [2002] and Tapscott and Williams [2006] stress that a problem is a good
candidate for solution by peer production methods only if easily decomposable into smaller
tasks, and if it is to integrate back the solutions to said tasks. Benkler [2002] also adds that
it is important that the granularity of this decomposition is heterogeneous, so that people can
find tasks suited for their skills – so that the brightest do not get fed up easily. Whether these
post-hoc prescriptions are actually important has never been tested experimentally; on the other
hand, the problem has never been raised in the literature.
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2.5.3 Quality and the epistemic problems of peer production
As we noted in the introduction, peer production communities challenge the
traditional notion of expertise. Assessing the quality of the contributed contents
is therefore a crucial problem. Wikipedia is a perfect example of this. As the
controversy between Nature (cf. Giles [2005]) and the Encyclopædia Britannica
[2006] testifies, the problem of the accuracy of contributions to Wikipedia is
far from being solved. According to Denning et al. [2005], information from
Wikipedia should be handled with extreme care. Its huge popularity among
the general public (cf. Zickuhr and Rainie [2011]), however, seems to indicate
the opposite: people consult Wikipedia as any other digital information source
available online.
It does not come as a surprise, then, that the scientific community has de-
voted a lot of attention to the problem of information quality in Wikipedia. Lih
[2004] analyzed it as a journalism tool, Wilkinson and Huberman [2007] find
a correlation between the level of cooperation and the quality of pages. Pried-
horsky et al. [2007] analyze the life cycle of contributed content, from insertion
to deletion. Druck et al. [2008] use machine learning to predict the quality of
individual contributions. Suh et al. [2008] propose a dashboard tool to improve
the accountability of contributors. Stvilia et al. [2008] analyze the collaboration
structure from the point of view of content quality. Potthast et al. [2008] also
use machine learning, but for vandalism detection. Anthony et al. [2009] assess
the connection between user reputation (registered versus anonymous), and re-
liability of contributions, with surprising results. Hu et al. [2009] try to predict
the nomination of pages to the front page of the website. Wöhner and Peters
[2009] propose various article life cycle metrics. Liu and Ram [2010] classify
contributors based on their role in the collaboration process. Javanmardi et al.
[2010] model user reputation similarly to Adler and Alfaro [2007], in order to
classify edits made by users with a high standing.
All this research is eminently empirical, and in fact, in the absence of clear
definition of content quality, many of the above studies set out to measure prox-
ies of it. From a more theoretical point of view, the problem of quality of in-
formation is a problem of social epistemology, and as such should be consid-
ered (Sanger [2009]). In this context it is worth mentioning the work of Roth
and Bourgine [2005] on epistemic communities and the simulation approach
of Hegselmann and Krause [2006] on the cognitive division of labor. As more
and more research is devoted to the problem of quality, the need for epistemic
models of content creation is surely needed.
Chapter 3
Empirical analysis of user activity
lifespan
It is a capital mistake to theorize
before one has data. Insensibly
one begins to twist facts to suit




In this chapter we begin our analysis of user participation, focusing on the case
study of Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia. The simplest quantity of user
participation we can study is the period during which a user contributes to the
digital common. We call this quantity the activity lifespan of a user, or user
activity lifespan. How can we measure the user activity lifespan in Wikipedia?
There is both good and bad news. The good news is that we can easily collect
data about the contributions of each registered user of Wikipedia. Snapshots of
the Wikipedia database are routinely dumped to file and released to the public by
the Wikimedia Foundation, who manages the infrastructure on which Wikipedia
runs, alongside with its sister projects. This means that we can collect from
the actual logs of the Mediawiki software the activity period associated to each
registered user account.
The bad news is that this quantity is not precisely the user lifespan. Since
Wikipedia allows anyone to edit its content, many contributions are made by
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anonymous editors. There is large anecdotal evidence that an initial period of
anonymity is common among Wikipedia editors.
There are a number of reasons for this. Several people, for example, come
into contact with the project by contributing anonymously, and only after some
time do they notice the possibility of registering a user account. Others prefer to
stay anonymous at first, for example to gain confidence with the website. Other
contributors prefer to remain anonymous for their full period of participation.
Aside from the one-time contributors, in all other cases this behavior is called
“lurking” (a use of the term that originates in early Internet forums). There is
very little we can do about this situation, so we’ll have to keep in mind this
inherent bias when drawing our conclusions about user participation.
The second problem with inferring user participation from activity logs is that
these data might not be accurate. For example, a user might forget to log into the
wiki software, so we might miss some of his contributions. Since we are actually
measuring the whole lifespan of user activity, missing a few contributions in the
middle of the activity period is not a real problem, but we have to be careful
about the tail end. In principle, this problem would be a real concern only
for a class of users – those whose activity lifespan is relatively short compared
with the real core members of the community. However, since the distribution
of inactivity periods (i.e. the inter-edit time distribution) decays with a heavy
tail (Radicchi [2009]), we cannot exclude inaccuracies also for other kinds of
users. To curb this problem, we will further restrict our attention to users who
are inactive. How we define inactivity, and how this affects the results of our
statistical analysis, will be explained in detail later.
3.1.1 Empirical findings
Multimodal distribution of user activity lifespan
In all cases, we found the data to be compatible with the superposition of two
or more truncated log-normal distributions. A power-law distribution is instead
rejected by the data. An interpretation for this phenomenon is that at least two
different regimes govern the participation of individuals to these versions of the
Wikipedia project: occasional users, who fail to maintain interest in the project
after the first few attempts to contribute, and expert users, whose deactivation
is probably more related to external factors like the loss of personal incentives
in contributing and similar. While for the former the history of editing is roughly
a time scale of hours, the latter have a record of participation that is rather
measured on a scale of years.
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Evolution of user participation
Using our model, we characterize how the participation of users over time evolves,
as the system ages up. We find that the statistical description of the one-timers
is stable over time, while the properties of the group of expert users change as a
consequence of the aging of the system (see figures 3.7–3.9)
Maximum inactivity
We find evidence that the inter-edit time distribution decays with a heavy tail.
Since our analysis relies on preprocessing the dataset in order to select only “in-
active” users, we check that the results of our analysis is not affected by the
choice of the parameter used for determining when a user is inactive; we find
that for the one-timers it has no quantitative effect. For long-term users the
statistics changes smoothly with the parameter. Thus the quantitative results
here depend on the arbitrary choice of the parameter, but there are not qualita-
tive changes once a value of the parameter large enough is chosen.
3.2 The dataset
3.2.1 Data collection
Wikipedia comes in different languages, and most existing languages have their
own Wikipedia, or localized version.1 However, these versions are not mere
translations: each language version of Wikipedia has a community on its own,
so we are actually dealing with many, largely independent realizations of the
same peer production community. We choose to focus our attention on five of
the largest Wikipedia communities. These are: the English (at the time of writ-
ing this dissertation, it has 3,777,000+ articles), German (1,340,000+), French
(1,165,000+), Italian (853,000), and Portuguese (702,000+).
Our data come from the official database dumps released by the Wikime-
dia Foundation.2 These dumps contain snapshots of selected tables from the
databases of all localized projects of Wikipedia. Each dump comprises all data
from previous dumps of that locale. Dumps are produced periodically, although
1A “locale” is, in technical jargon, a specific language or language group. At the time of
writing there are 282 localized versions of Wikipedia. See https://meta.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?title=List_of_Wikipedias&oldid=3029166.
2See http://download.wikimedia.org.
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rev_user rev_user_text rev_timestamp
7077 Moroboshi 2006-05-26 04:37:45
0 82.50.4.229 2006-05-26 19:15:38
36426 Sailko 2006-06-05 08:32:48
57872 Dapa19 2006-06-07 16:31:58
35813 Moloch981 2006-06-07 20:24:14
Table 3.1. Data excerpt from the database of the Italian Wikipedia. See the text
for more information.
the frequency with which a dump is produced depends on its size. The dumps
we analyzed are from 2009.
Since dumps are released publicly, and not for mere research purposes, they
contain only the kind of public information that the general public would be
able to access through the Web interface of Wikipedia. Any piece of personal
information about users – which is stored in a specific table called “user” – is not
included in database snapshots. Thus we do not have access to the registration
time of user accounts, nor to the time of last login.3 We do have access, however,
to the history of page contributions of each user, which is stored in the table
“revision”, and from this we can infer the lifespan of user participation.
Below we report the values of the two variables together with the user name
or, in the case of anonymous contribution (“rev_user” = 0), the IP address of
the contributor (column “rev_user_text”). The data refer to ten consecutive re-
visions from the Italian Wikipedia made to the page about Pope Clement VII (*
1478, †1534), in the period June–July 2006.4 The data we use for our analysis
is thus the history of user contributions to pages. The database records some
metadata on each page revision. Of these, we use only two variables: the nu-
meric ID of the contributing user (column “rev_user”), and the time stamp of the
revision (column “rev_timestamp”).
Our raw data is thus a sequence of revisions (u, t) where u > 0 is an integer
that represents the u-th user and t is expressed in seconds. We can consider the
individual user time series tu1 < . . . < t
u
Nu
, where Nu is the total number of edits





3Mediawiki, the wiki software on which Wikipedia runs, does not keep track of this informa-
tion, but just of the last time made any change to the site, including logins and normal contri-
butions. Unfortunately, those users who authenticate themselves via cookies are not tracked by
this mechanism.
4The contributions show in table 3.1 can be seen here: https://it.wikipedia.org/
w/index.php?title=Papa_Clemente_VII&action=historysubmit&diff=3283064&oldid=
3275026.











The data collection is affected by the two following statistical biases:
1. Selection bias: all anonymous contributions, in particular, are mapped to
the same user ID, and thus we have to discard them. Our results therefore
apply only to registered users and not to anonymous users.
2. Sampling bias: because of the way we compute the duration of user partic-
ipation, we have to restrict ourselves to users that performed at least two
edits. This may under-represent short-time user participation, as users that
perform only one edit are also likely to stop participation soon after that.
Moreover, we should also take into account the two following characteristics of
our data:
1. Interval censoring: since we observe participation durations up to time t1,
our data are affected by right-censoring, that is, the participation duration
of certain users may actually be longer than the one we get by simply
computing the time span between their first and last edits.
2. Data truncation: our data are also left truncated for obvious physical rea-
sons: a human editor cannot perform two consecutive edits at arbitrarily
high speed.
Since handling a dataset that is both right-censored and left-truncated can
be complicated, we decided to left-truncate our data and work with a fully trun-
cated sample. The left-truncation should keep only observations that are not
affected by the left-censoring phenomenon, that is, those users that are fully in-
active. Of course, we have no guarantee that a user who has stopped editing will
not start again at any time in the future. So we have to perform some kind of
data preprocessing. Specifically, we seek a method to filter those users that are
likely to be still active outside of the observation interval. To do this, we define
a maximum inactivity time span τinact and say that a user is definitively inactive





τinact, that is, any user u such that t1− tul > τinact.
The maximum inactivity time τinact should be not too small, otherwise it
might miss many active users, and of course not too long, or it will wrongly
classify as active users that are not.
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3.2.3 Robot users
On the Web robots (“bots”, in jargon) are pieces of software that interact with a
website through a programmatic interface, or simply by sending out HTTP com-
mands. In the case of Wikipedia, bots are given a specific user account, and
are often used to perform repetitive tasks, such as fixing templates, checking
hyperlinks, and so on.
Because of the massive number of edits that certain bots are capable of per-
forming, these accounts are usually filtered out when analyzing the distribution
of edits of users or similar quantities. Lists of known bots are available online,
and the Mediawiki database has a table (“user_groups”) for recording special
users that contains information on all robot users.
In our case, bots do not constitute a big problem for our statistical analysis.
First, the lifespan of user participation has little to do with the total number of
edits. Second, each Wikipedia contains only a handful of bots, so even including
them will not affect noticeably the statistics on user lifespan.
3.3 The Model
Here we review briefly the theory behind truncated Gaussian mixture models
(TGMM). A truncated distribution is obtained by taking a continuous distribution
and restricting its support to a connected subset of its support. In the case of
univariate distributions the original support is usually R and the subset is an
interval with extremes a < b, where a, b ∈ R ∪ {±∞}. If one of a or b is not
finite, one speaks of a truncated distribution on theright respectively left. A
truncated distribution is thus specified by considering the original distribution
conditional on being in (a, b); for the normal distribution with location µ and











if x ∈ (a, b)
0 else
(3.1)





















and the extremes are standardized, i.e.





and similarly for b′. Expressions for the first and second centered moments of
the truncated normal exists, but rely on the knowledge of the sufficient statistic
of the underlying Gaussian (cf. Johnson et al. [1994]):
E [X |a < X < b] = µ−σφ (b
′)−φ (a′)
Φ(a′)−Φ(b′) (3.4)
V [X |a < X < b] = σ2

1− b







here φ refers to the density of the standard Gaussian distribution.
A mixture model is the superposition of two or more distributions, so that













is the density of the k-th component, with vectors of param-
eters θ k, evaluated at x . If we denote with pi the vector of weights and call
θ =
 
θ 1 . . .θ K

, then the complete set of parameters of the mixture is given
by (θ ,pi). In order to consistently estimate the parameters of this model, one
can follow a maximum-likelihood approach and set oneself to maximize the
log-likelihood Lx = logΠNi=1p(x i), so that θˆ = arg maxθ Lx is the MLE estima-
tor of the parameters of the mixture. This is, however, often infeasible using
constrained maximization methods because of the peculiar behavior of the log-
likelihood function (cf. Bishop [2006]). A solution to this problem comes in the
form of the expectation-maximization algorithm (EM). In fact, the assumption
that the density is given by equation 3.6 is equivalent to assuming a gener-
ative model of the data that uses the information of a set of latent variables
z = z1, . . . , zN . The latent variable z i has a 1-of-K representation:
zi j ∈ {0,1} j = 1 . . . K ,
∑
j
zi j = 1 (3.7)
and is used to determine the index of the components that was responsible for
generating the value of the i-th observation (cf. Dempster et al. [1977]). Once
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this representation is used, it is possible to simplify the log-likelihood function
for the full data (i.e. latent variables included); in particular, when using densi-





can be simplified out, a thing that otherwise would not be possible due to the
presence of the weighted average in equation 3.6.
Of course, in practice, one does not observe the latent variables z and here’s
where the key intuition of EM lies: it is possible instead to consider the expected
log-likelihood Ez[Lx ,z] (E-step) and maximize it separately, thus finding MLE
estimates of the parameters of the model (M-step). The expectation is taken
with respect to the distribution of the latent variables P

z|x ,θ (s),pi(s), where s
is the current step of the algorithm.
This is easily computable, using Bayes theorem, from the current assignment
of observations to components.5 New estimates θ (s+1), pi(s+1) computed at the M-
step thus refer to the current previsions of the latent variable at the s-th iteration
of the algorithm. This iterative procedure is guaranteed to converge to a local
maximum of the log-likelihood function.
In our case, however, we also have to take into account the truncation from
equation 3.1 when computing the estimate of the parameters for each com-
ponent in the M-step. To do this, we do employ an approximation. We first
compute the weighted estimates of µˆ and σˆ of the EM algorithm, and then plug
the estimate of the variance in the right hand side of equation 3.5 and finally
substitute this corrected estimate of the truncated variance, together with µˆ, in
equation 3.4.6
We find that, in non-pathological cases, this approximation produces asymp-
totically unbiased estimators. In figure 3.1 we plot how the distribution of resid-
uals of the EM estimator behaves, as the size of the sample used to estimate the
parameters grows. We can see that the approximation we used does not affect
the quality of the MLE estimator produced by EM. In the case of the weights,
because of the constraint that
∑
kpik = 1, we only plot the residuals for one of
the two weights. The ‘troublesome’ cases arise when multiple components over-
lap significantly, so to make them indistinguishable from a single component, or
when one or both the truncation extremes fall very shortly (i.e. less than one
standard deviation) from one or more components’ center. We do not think this
5The initial assignment is performed with the k-means clustering algorithm.
6Another approach for doing inference for a mixture of truncated distributions with EM is to
introduce a new set of latent variables that refer to the full data sample, i.e. together with the
observations that are missing due to the truncation (cf. McLachlan and Jones [1988].). This
approach, however, takes also into account the grouping of data (instead of the observed values
themselves, one gets histogram-like frequencies), which is not our case.
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problem endangers the quality of our results too much, as our data do not seem
to fall in any of these cases (see table 3.3).
3.4 Results
We downloaded and processed the data in order to produce, for each Wikipedia
community, lifespan observations τ1,τ2, . . . ,τN . As we said above, we removed
robots and anonymous accounts. Finally we filtered out users according to our
inactivity criterion. Following Wilkinson [2008], we consider as inactive all
users whose last revision dates back more than τinact = 180 days from the date
of the most recent revision recorded in the data. As we noted above, this does
not guarantee that a user classified as inactive will not contribute anymore in
the future. Moreover, the choice of τinact may seem somewhat arbitrary. We per-
formed our analysis also with other choices of τinact. We found that nonetheless
they all lead to very similar results, making this arbitrariness less of a problem
for our analysis. We discuss these results later in this section.
Wikipedia α τmin n>τmin p-value
Italian 3.99±0.14 688.53 461 0.09
German 4.84±0.10 1013.89 1342 0.1
French 3.58±0.14 681.01 351 0.09
Portuguese 3.91±0.11 619.37 693 0.08
English 6.95±0.08 1119.43 5376 0.04
Table 3.2. Power law fit. p-values for statistically significant estimates (≥ 0.1)
are quoted in bold.
3.4.1 Multi-modality of activity lifespan distribution
Table 3.2 shows the result of the fit of user activity lifespan τ to a power-law dis-
tributional model. The exponent α and the starting point τmin of the power-law
distribution are found via MLE, (Clauset et al. [2009]). We use non-parametric
hypothesis testing to assess the goodness-of-fit of this model, in particular a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. Other choices like Anderson-Darling could be
applied as well, but we decided to use K-S mainly for its intuitiveness.
The p-value from a K-S test tells that the data do not support a power-law
model – with the exception of the German, for which there is a weak support.
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Figure 3.1. Validation of the EM technique. (a)–(c) box and whiskers plot of
scaled residuals versus sample size. The box size corresponds to the 1st and
3rd quartile, the red segment is the median and the whiskers are 1.5 times the
inter-quantile range (IQR). (d) the model used to compute the residuals, with
parameters (pi1,pi2,µ1,µ2,σ1,σ2, a, b) = (.3, .7, .− 2, 2, .5, .5,−4,4).
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Figure 3.2. Power law fit for the German Wikipedia. Black crosses, empirical
CDF; solid red line, model fit.
Moreover, the power law decay is found only in the extreme tail of the distribu-
tion (τmin > 600 days in all cases), which means that a power-law model fails
completely to characterize the structure of the data for all but the largest values
of τ. Figure 3.2 shows, as an example, the empirical complementary cumulative
distribution function for the German Wikipedia together with its power-law fit.
The power-law model is not a satisfactory model for two reasons. As we
noted already there cannot be any user whose lifespan in the project is longer
than the age of the project itself; this explains the sharp cutoff for high values of
τ, which is incompatible with a power-law decay that spans more than an order
of magnitude.
Second, the overall distribution of user lifespans might be the product of two
(or more) regimes of participation: one comprising users whose interest, after
a few edits, fades away quickly. The other one might comprise the so-called
expert users, whose motivations for participating are not affected anymore by
the daily outcomes of their editing actions, but rather might be tied to some
stronger form of incentives (e.g. the ideology of free and open projects). The
presence of multiple characteristic scale is incompatible with a scale-free decay.
From a statistical perspective, since the empirical distribution is clearly heavy-
tailed, we thus want to test a heavy-tailed distribution that accounts for multiple
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characteristic scales. A mixture of (truncated) log-normal distributions, for ex-
ample, could work.
Since the logarithm of a log-normally distributed variable is itself normally
distributed, we can infer the parameters of our truncated mixture model by
applying our custom EM technique to u = log (τ). Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3
display the results of the parameter estimation. In all cases, a K-S test does not
reject the hypothesis that the data are drawn from the same distribution.
Wikipedia pi1 pi2 µ1 µ2 σ1 σ2 p-value (a, b) date
Italian 0.32(4) 0.68(4) -5.4(3) 4.3(3) 1.7(3) 1.9(3) 0.688 (-9.2, 7.5) 2009-09-13
German 0.44(3) 0.56(3) -2.2(2) 5.6(2) 3.8(2) 1.1 (3) 0.632 (-9.2, 7.8) 2009-05-25
French 0.28(3) 0.72(3) -5.5(2) 4.6(3) 1.8(2) 1.8(3) 0.464 (-9.2, 7.7) 2009-06-16
Portuguese 0.46(3) 0.54(4) -5.5(4) 3.5(3) 1.5(4) 2.2(4) 0.612 (-9.2, 7.6) 2009-06-17
English 0.47(5) 0.53(5) -5.3(5) 3.2(4) 1.6(5) 2.2(5) 0.54 (-11,7.8) 2008-04-16
Table 3.3. Estimated parameters for the truncated normal model. In paren-
theses the significant digit of the standard error of the estimator. p-values for
statistically significant estimates (≥ 0.1) are quoted in bold.
The results of the fit are particularly interesting as there are striking similar-
ities in the estimated parameters across these different languages – the German
Wikipedia being the only notable exception. In particular, we note that µ1, the
average activity lifespan of the short-term users is, for the French Wikipedia, ap-
proximately equal to−5.5, which means an average period of 
τ1= exp1/2−5.5+ (1.8)2≈





From a visual inspection of the fit of the German data, we note that here
EM produced an estimate that fits well the second component of the long-lived
users, at the expense of a little or no agreement for µ1 and σ1. Indeed, EM is
only guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of the likelihood function and
thus we expect this discrepancy to be due just to a deficiency of our estimation
technique.7
This leads us to ask: what is the best value for the number of components
k? A mixture model can have an arbitrary number of components, which means
that we want to compare the goodness of models who have different number of
parameters. More parameters necessarily imply a better fit with the data. This is
actually a problem because we can run into over-fitting, i.e. the model learns the
noise in the data, and performs poorly at generalizing the underlying structure.
We thus performed a model comparison by computing the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), which is given by:
7in order to increase the chances of hitting a good maximum of the log-likelihood function,
our estimation procedure is repeated 25 times for each data set.
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Figure 3.3. Truncated Gaussian mixture model (TGMM) fit. (a) German, (b)
Italian, (c) French, (d) Portuguese, (e), English Wikipedia. τinact = 180 days.
Number of components: 2. Histograms: empirical data. Stacked green/yellow
area: TGMM density.
AIC= 2K − 2 logL ∗ (3.8)
where L ∗ is the maximum of the likelihood function and k the actual number
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Figure 3.4. Bayesian model comparison. Akaike Information Criterion. Top:
Portuguese Wikipedia. Bottom: Italian Wikipedia.
of parameters of the model, which in the case of the TGMM is K = 3k− 1. This
means that we discount models with a higher number of parameters. The AIC can
be interpreted as the loss in information involved in using a given model instead
of the true, unknown model that generated the data (under the assumption that
such a model exists, of course). This means that we want to favor those models
that minimize the discrepancy given in 3.8.
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the model comparison exercise. For simplicity,
we report here only the Italian and Portuguese Wikipedia. We can see that the
AIC score drops at k = 3. For more components, improvements are negligible.
So, we can settle for the value at the knee of the curve (k = 3).
3.4.2 Inactivity periods
We now turn to the problem of evaluating how much our analysis depends on
the choice of the parameter τinact. A simple binary classification criterion for
whether a user i in our sample is inactive is to consider the time from the last
revision as test if it above a certain threshold. We classify as inactive those user
i for which t1− t(i)Ni > τinact, where τinact is the period of inactivity past which the
user is likely not to contribute anymore in the future.
Of course this binary classification would be robust under the assumption
that individuals contribute to Wikipedia with a characteristic rate of activity
throughout their whole life cycle. Once a drop in the activity is observed, there
is a high likelihood that the user has turned permanently inactive. The validity
of this assumption will be explored in detail in chapter 7. For now, we can ask
ourselves whether it is likely or not to see, in the history of contribution of any
editor in our sample, any inactive period spanning more than τinact days.
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Figure 3.5. Analysis of the inter-edit time distribution. (a) German, (b) Italian,
(c) French, (d) Portuguese Wikipedia. Filled blue circles: scaling of the average
maximum statistics as a function of the number of edits (i.e. sample size). Axes
are on the log-log scale. The grouping is count dependent so that in each
bin there are at least 100 observations. The relative standard error bars are
all smaller than the data points. Horizontal solid lines: from bottom to top,
median, 75th, 95th and 99th percentile of the full distribution of the maxima,
i.e. not grouped by number of edits.
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Let us consider a generic user who has performed N edits. We denote with
S0, S1, . . . , SN−1 the time intervals between consecutive edits, that is Si = t(i)j+1 −
t(i)j . We consider the distribution of max{S0, . . . , SN−1}. Figure 3.5 shows how
the maximum grows as a function of the number of edits N . For each value
of N the average maximum inter-edit time is depicted. In order to control the
fluctuations for high values of N , users are binned by number of edits, with
multiple bins merged together so that there are at least 100 observations in each
bin.
If the underlying distribution of the inter-edit times had a tail decaying faster
than a power-law (i.e. exponentially or like a Gaussian), the maximum would
be a slowly increasing function of N (cf. Sornette [2004]). Here, instead, we
see that for small values of N the maximum is growing faster than that. For
instance, the maximum inactive period of editors with more than 10 edits can
be, on average, 6 months long. This is another confirmation that the inter-
edit interval distribution of contributions on Wikipedia must be decaying with a
heavy tail. For more than 20 edits the maximum levels off, which might be due
to some form of exponential cutoff of the tail of the interval distribution.
Therefore, we have to check whether the choice of τinact affects the results of
our estimation. Of course, we know already that it will: each choice of this pa-
rameter produces a different dataset, so we expect to see quantitative differences
in the results, if we use two different values of τinact. What we ask ourselves here
instead, is whether there are also qualitative differences, for example such that
the current number of components is not enough to fit the data accurately and
more components are instead needed.
A good way to test this is to see how the sufficient statistic of the truncated
Gaussian mixture model changes as the τinact takes different values, i.e. are the
parameters of the mixture very sensitive with respect to changes of τinact? This
will also allow us to assess what the minimum value of the parameter that is
safe to use is. Thus we repeated our analysis of the distribution of the lifespan
τ for several values of τinact. In figure 3.6 We plot the parameters of a truncated
mixture as a function of τinact. For simplicity, we used a model with only K = 2
components. As a comparison, we also plot the average lifespan τ.
Looking at the effect of τinact on the mixture means µ1,2 (left y-axis) we
can see that the estimates jump in the cases of the French and German. For the
German, in particular, this happens approximately at 300 days. This is consistent
with the result of the fit of the 2-components TGMM model (figure 3.3a). For the
French Wikipedia, the jump happens earlier. For the other Wikipedia versions,
it seems instead that τinact does not elicit any sudden change. This means that,
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Figure 3.6. Sensitivity analysis of data right-truncation. Estimated mixture
means for a truncated Gaussian mixture model with K = 2 components (short-
term and long-term) as a function of τinact. Black circles: average user lifespan.
Red upward triangles: estimated means of short-term component. Red down-
ward triangles: estimated means of long-term component.
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even thought the quantitative results of our analysis depend on the actual choice
of this parameter, choosing any value larger than (roughly) 300 days ensures
that there is no real qualitative change in the structure of our data.
3.4.3 Temporal evolution
As previously remarked, the choice of discarding “active” users by means of
binary classification was introduced to transform our right-censored sample into
a right-truncated one, thus allowing us only to take into account truncation in
the estimation of the mixture parameters. In fact, our data come from a specific
observation window, and thus the results of the estimation depend on its size.
Thus, for example, setting a smaller or large observation window will change
the results of our analysis. But how? We can try to get and idea of whether
the distribution of lifespan has reached a stable state by depicting its evolution
in the past. More specifically, we can restrict our observation window to any
point in the past and compute again estimates of the parameters of the truncated
Gaussian mixture model for this reduced dataset. By plotting the evolution of the
fitted parameters in time we can see whether they are reached a value regardless
of the size of the window or not.
Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 depict a comparison of the results of this analysis
for several choices of the value of τinact; in particular, we tested the values of 7,
30, 90, 180, 365 and 730 days. We took yearly-spaced points in the period that
goes from an initial timestamp to the last recorded timestamp in our datasets.
The initial timestamp is chosen so that the system contained at least 100 users
at that time. At each of these dates, we restrict our datasets only to those users
whose last revision recorded in the full dataset precedes the date.
The mean of the short-term lifespan component µ1 does stabilize in all five
cases after a few years. That this parameter eventually stabilizes is expected,
since the observation window is several orders of magnitude larger than the
average short-term lifespan, and thus censoring does not have any effect on
these scales. However, it is also interesting to note that the stabilization happens
with negative trend, i.e. in early years the short-term lifespan was somehow
longer than it is now.
In contrast, the mean of the long-term component µ2 shows a steady growth.
This is basically a consequence of the data censoring with a growing observation
window. There does not seem to be any plateau effect, even though we can
clearly discern some discrepancies from a pure linear trend, which would be
imputable only to censoring.












































Figure 3.7. Evolution of estimated parameters. German Wikipedia. Colors
correspond to different values of the time τinact used to classify a user as inactive:
7 (blue), 30 (red), 90 (cyan), 180 (magenta), 365 (green), 730 (yellow). Solid
lines: pi1, µ1, σ1 (short-lived users). Dashed lines: pi2, µ2, σ2 (long-lived users).
Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals of the estimator.
percentage of users types. It is interesting to note that not all Wikipedia com-
munities have the same values. While the German, French, and, to some extent,
the Italian seem to have a 70/30 composition, the English and the Portuguese
seem to have a more even balance between short-term and long-term users.
3.5 Discussion
Our analysis gives us a very precious insight into user participation, namely
that users belong to different classes and that these differences can be detected
quantitatively. In light of these results, it is legitimate to ask what makes a
user stay for a short or long period. While the number of new users that join
a community at any given time can be largely attributed to the popularity that
community is enjoying, once a person has joined, there are still several factors
that will influence his or her decision to become part of the community or not.
Of course we can immediately count several “exogenous” factors (e.g. how the
UI is, how fun it is to perform the tasks). But there could be also other, perhaps
endogenous factors, at work. In particular, cultural and social factors are likely
















































































Figure 3.8. Evolution of estimated parameters. Top: French Wikipedia. Bottom:




















































































Figure 3.9. Evolution of estimated parameters. Top: Portuguese Wikipedia.
Bottom: English Wikipedia. See 3.7 for explanation of symbols.
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to play a huge role in shaping participation in a peer production community.
As a matter of fact, we see in our analysis that different Wikipedia, thus using
the same piece of software, bear different proportions between short-term and
long-term users.
This observation strongly motivates the need to take into account the dy-
namics of social and cultural factors when modeling user participation. The next
chapters are devoted to developing a model of peer production that attempts to
explain user participation as a process of cultural formation.
Chapter 4
Formation of peer production
communities
Stephane: [Shows 3-D glasses]
You can see real life in 3-D.
Stéphanie: Isn’t life already in
3-D?
“The Science of Sleep” (2006)
4.1 Group formation in online communities
In this chapter we introduce our model of peer production. In the previous
chapter we found that an important feature of user activity lifespan in Wikipedia
is its multi-modality. A multi-modal distribution suggests, at the very least, the
presence of different classes of users. For example, we could imagine that users
belong to two different classes, based on their activity lifespan, and ask ourselves
what makes a user belong to a particular class. In other words, what accounts for
the structure we see within the community of contributors? From a sociological
standpoint this amounts asking under what conditions does a core group of long-
standing contributors emerge out of a broader population.
As we have already seen, social groups are denoted by their own cultural
traits, and online communities are no different in this respect. An example we
have already seen from Wikipedia is the adherence to policies such as the Neu-
tral Point of View (NPOV): users of Wikipedia are required to follow this and
several other policies, or their contributions will be rejected by the community.
There are several other examples of normative behaviors in Wikipedia. Most are
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covered by policies, but many are not (cf. Reagle [2007b]), even though they
are still documented in the wiki under the form of essays or proposals.1
Thus, like any real-world social group, a peer production community also
exhibits a certain number of norms, established beliefs, shared opinions and,
in general, cultural traits, that define it at the social level, and to which any
newcomer must comply in order to become a full member of it. In particular,
peer production communities have norms related to the production of the digital
common around which they are formed. What should be contributed, and how?
How to interact with other peers when collaborating? In this chapter we will
describe an agent-based model that answers – or at least attempts to answer –
these questions.
As we already mentioned in the introduction (see Chapter 1), participation
in online communities of peer production is associated with several factors. For
example, the already-cited Nov [2007] surveyed Wikipedians asking them what
are the most important factors for their participation. The study found that in-
trinsic motivation, reciprocity, gratification (e.g. fun), a sense of community and
extrinsic rewards all correlate positively with an increased level of participation.
Correlational findings are difficult to operationalize because they do not neces-
sarily imply causation. Moreover, knowing what factors cause higher levels of
participation does not translate easily into knowing what causes users to with-
draw from active participation. By means of our model we can test assumptions
about user participation and withdrawal, and see if they produce meaningful
patterns of user participation.
Motivated by the previous discussion about internal community norms, we
can make two assumptions. The first assumption of our model is that a user
facing many rejections from his peers will be more likely to withdraw from active
participation. The second is that the attitude towards these normative behaviors
may change as a consequence of work: by reading the contributions of other
members a user might learn the style of writing required by the encyclopedia,
for example. Or, by seeing other users resolve disputes by using a civil tone
and by assuming other people acted in good faith, he might decide to imitate
such behavior.2 The way this process of adoption of cultural traits happens is,
generally speaking, dictated by the bounded confidence rule we saw in 2.3.3.
1With this we do not mean to say that formal policies need to be coincident with informal
behaviors. In fact, in any organization there are often cases of policy disconnect: what is written
is not what is being actually enforced. For an analysis of policy disconnects in Wikipedia, see the
so-called “Requests for Adminship” votes analyzed by Burke and Kraut [2008].
2These two latter examples are in fact covered by two official policies. These are respectively:
“Civility”, and “Assume Good Faith”.
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We thus have two simple mechanisms that account for the formation of a
social group. In the rest of the chapter we describe our model more precisely
and show its main phenomenological features.
A note on terminology is needed before getting into the description of our
peer production model. While we make explicit use of the terminology of wiki
platforms (e.g. “users” who “edit pages”) we stress that ours is a general model
of group formation in a dynamic bipartite environment, and not merely a de-
scription of a wiki platform.
4.2 Model description
Let us consider a dynamic population of users engaged in editing a growing
collection of wiki pages. In order to model the evolution of such system, we take
into account four types of events. These are:
• A new user joins the community.
• A new page is created by some user.
• A user leaves the project and becomes permanently inactive.
• A user modifies a page.
These four events cover the basic aspects related to peer production that
we are interested in.3 As a consequence, our model is composed of several
distinct parts, or sub-models, but there is not a 1:1 mapping between model
parts and events. We now describe them, and later will discuss how they link to
the observed behavior of the model.
4.2.1 Dynamics of cultural traits
We start by describing what happens when a user modifies a page. As we have
said, pages are denoted by a certain number of cultural traits, or features, upon
which users can find themselves in agreement or not. Features could be opinions,
3In principle we ought to include the deletion of content too. However, most wikis do not
allow ordinary users to perform such actions; moreover, those wikis, like Wikipedia, in which
page deletions are routinely made, usually delegate the decision to some form of collective
deliberation process (Taraborelli and Ciampaglia [2010]). Modeling these discussions is thus
beyond the scope of the current work.
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norms, beliefs, etc. In this model, we choose to model them as continuous vari-
ables. The space in which these cultural features lie is often called the opinion
space and its definition may reflect different properties of the cultural features
and of their dynamics (cf. Lorenz [2007b]). To keep things simple, we consider
the elementary unidimensional case, that is, the state of an agent – be it a page
or a user – is a scalar number in the interval [0,1]. We denote with x (t) the
state of a generic user at time t and with y (t) the state of a generic page.
The bounded confidence rule describes what happens when a user edits a
page and, in particular, it captures the dynamics of attitude change in the user.
Let us imagine that at time t a user edits a page. If
x (t)− y (t) < " then we
update the state of both the page and the user in the following way:
x (t) ← x (t) +µ y (t)− x (t) (4.1)
y (t) ← y (t) +µ x (t)− y (t) (4.2)
where µ ∈ [0, 1/2] is the speed (or uncertainty) parameter and " ∈ [0,1] is
called the confidence parameters (Lorenz [2007b]). In the classic bounded con-
fidence rule, if the condition on the distance between x (t) and y (t) is not met,
nothing happens. This is not realistic in our setting, because often users need
to deal with a page even though they do not necessarily “agree” with it – for
example when fighting vandalism. Most wiki engines – including the Wikipedia
software – allow users to undo a contribution with just one click of the mouse;
actions of this kind are called rollbacks or reverts. If |x (t)− y (t) | ≥ ", we thus
allow the sole (4.2) to take place with probability r. The parameter r represents
how likely it is that a user will revert the contribution of someone else, in the
event of a disagreement upon their cultural traits.
4.2.2 Editing model
We have described how, when a user interacts with a page, cultural traits change,
but not yet how this kind of events happens in the first place.
We should first make some assumptions about how this process happens. The
first assumption is that any user chooses to perform his contributions indepen-
dently of the actions of his peers. At first this might seem a gross simplification,
since many times users edit a page because somebody else modified it.4 How-
4This happens, for example, in the case of editorial conflicts between editors, or when van-
dalism happens (Kittur, Suh, Pendleton and Chi [2007]; Víegas, Wattenberg and Dave [2004];
Víegas et al. [2007]; Priedhorsky et al. [2007]).
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ever, what we are really trying to model here is when users decide to act and
start an online session of editing. It is not difficult to imagine that this happens
for several factors that are largely independent of what other users did in the
past.
Taking this assumption for granted, how do we select users and pages for











= Pu (t) Pu
 
p | t (4.3)
The first factor on the right hand side of (4.3) gives us the probability that
an editor u activates at time t to perform an edit. The second factor specifies,
given the activation at time t, what page p will be selected – basically what page
the user will choose to edit. Regarding the probability Pu (t), we specify two
different editing models, which we describe now.
Homogeneous edit process
The simplest model for Pu (t) is to assume that any time is equally likely for an
individual to perform an edit. This means that the editing behavior of a user is
modeled as a Poisson process with homogeneous rate λe.
This rate should in principle depend on the user, since different people have
different activity levels, but since we are interested in modeling the overall span
of the activity of users, and not their edits count, we can accept a further sim-
plification, and thus assume that all users perform edits at the same rate λe. We
used this simpler model of editing in chapter 5, where we want to understand
how important the parameters related to the dynamics of opinions are – the
bounded confidence parameters.
Edit process with Poissonian cascades
A homogeneous process is not capable of capturing one essential aspect of the
real editing activity of users of an online community – burstiness. In fact, a wide
range of user activity logs (e.g. email sending, trading, phone calls, SMSs, etc.)
show that events tend to happen in rapid sequence, and that clusters of events
are followed by long periods of inactivity (cf. Barabási [2005]).
To model this, we consider a model of edit cascades. As before, we assume
that a user activates to perform an edit with a constant rate λa. Once he is
active, he performs, on average, Na additional edits with rate λe. The burstiness
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effect is thus obtained by assuming that the two rates differs significantly, i.e.,
λe λa, by at least an order of magnitude. This model is more realistic because
it better captures the lifespan of short-term users. We used it in chapter 6 when
comparing model output with empirical data.
Page selection
Having seen how we compute Pu(t), we now need to specify how we model
Pu
 
p | t, the probability that a user selects a given page for editing. The first
assumption we make is that the probability of selecting a page does not depend
on who is selecting it, that is, Pu
 
p | t= P  p | t.
The second assumption is that different pages can reflect different topics and
hence, based on their popularity, receive different levels of attention from users.
We employ a simple reinforcement mechanism called preferential attachment
(or PA) to model this (cf. Barabási and Albert [1999]). Let cp ≥ 0 be a constant.
If mt is the number of edits a page has received up to time t, then the probability
of it being selected at that time will be proportional to mt + cp:
P
 
p | t∝ mt + cp (4.4)
When cp → ∞, pages will be chosen for editing with uniform distribution,
regardless of the number of edits they have received. Hence, we can study the
impact of content popularity in user participation by setting cp to a small or large
value.
4.2.3 Population dynamics
We now turn to describe the three kinds of events that are responsible for the
dynamics of the whole population of users. These are: the arrival of a new user;
the creation of a new page; the departure of a user.
Let us start by considering users. For new arrivals, we simply consider a
homogeneous input rate of new users ρu.
5 The state of each new user is chosen
at random within the interval [0,1].
5Of course the probability of joining a community such as Wikipedia is highly dependent
on exogenous factors such as the popularity of the project and on societal, organizational, and
cultural trends. Similarly, for the process of page creation, we might imagine that the probability
that a user creates a page will depend on several external factors that are hard to quantify, for
example how many topics are still waiting to be covered at a given stage of the development of
the encyclopedia. We study the inhomogeneity of the edit activity rate in chapter 7.
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In the case of departures, we consider instead an inhomogeneous departure
rate. Let us consider a generic user at time t and let us denote with nt the
number of edits he (or she) did up to t, and with st the number of these edits














with τ0  τ1 time scale parameters. Depending on the value of r (t), the ex-
pected activity lifespan 〈τ〉 will interpolate between two values: 〈τ〉 = τ0 (long
lifespan) for r (t) = 1, 〈τ〉 = τ1 if r (t) = 0 (short lifespan). If cs → ∞, we
recover a homogeneous process with rate τ−10 , so we can set cs to control how
sensitive the departure rate is to unsuccessful interactions.
Let us now consider pages, and in particular the creation of new pages. We
model this event by considering a constant rate ρp at which new pages are cre-
ated. The creator of a new page is chosen at random among the existing users.
Whenever a new page is created, its cultural state y is equal to that of the creator
x .
4.3 Model implementation
We can simulate our model using an exact simulation algorithm by Gillespie
[1977]. For each existing user there are two Poisson processes at work: one
for editing, and one for departure. In principle the departure process has an
inhomogeneous activity rate, which means that we need to update the state of
the system (in particular the number of edits nt and the number of successes st)
every time a new edit is performed. This is true also for the processes of user
arrival and page creation.
Thus, at any time t, we have a compound process, whose global activity
rate can be computed from the activity rates of each user (edit and departure),
plus the global rates of user arrival and page creation. It is worth noting that a
similar approach is generic for any kind of agent-based model, not just for our
peer production model (for example cf. Vancheri et al. [2008]).
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4.4 Simulation of cultural dynamics
Even though we devote the next two chapters to the analysis of the model, we
can spend some time now describing the behavior of the model. In particular,
it would be interesting to understand if the dynamics of the model by Deffuant
et al. features any qualitative difference when applied to a population whose
individuals are subjected to (4.6) – as it is in our case. We thus performed some
exploratory simulation to better understand this point.
Figure 4.1 shows five different realizations of the evolution of the distribu-
tion of the cultural state, or opinion, of a population of users. Each red line
represents the path of the state of an agent. The “jumps” we can see in the plots
correspond to editing events. The simulations were obtained by progressively
raising the value of the confidence parameter ", while all other parameters were
kept constant. In particular, " takes five evenly spaced values in the interval
[0, 0.2].
The plots show that for low values of " we have a fragmented state, in accor-
dance with the traditional Deffuant model (fig. 4.1a). At this stage the average
activity lifespan is rather short, hence the turnover of users prevents the emer-
gence of stable groups, or clusters. As " grows, the average lifespan of users
grows as well (fig. 4.1b).
However, if we raise " a bit more, we see the occurrence of a new phe-
nomenon. In fig. 4.1c, after an initial fragmented phase, approximately after
t = 5, 000 iterations6 a central cluster of users emerges. These users all share
the same cultural trait within distance ". The cluster forms because it is able to
self-sustain, namely it reaches a critical mass of users who collectively control
the majority of pages. Looking at fig. 4.1c, we can note that this phenomenon is
accompanied by a sudden decrease of fluctuations and disappearance of minor-
ity fragments in the rest of the opinion space. The average lifetime in the central
cluster becomes much longer than outside. A core group of users, or majority,
has thus emerged.
However, at this stage the core group is not large enough to be able to sustain
itself indefinitely and we can see, approximately at time t = 15, 000, that fluc-
tuations resume and minority agents reappear at the periphery of the opinion
space.
Raising " even further we see that the emergence of the cluster happens
earlier (4.1d), and that the central cluster lasts for a longer period. For " = 0.2,
no initial fragmented phase can be discerned at all (4.1e). We can also see that
6In these simulations we use discrete time steps, instead of the point process explained before.
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the central cluster is able to attract users whose initial opinion is close to it.
Users with more extreme opinions fail to be incorporated in this group.
Interestingly, users with “extreme” cultural traits never manage to survive
long enough to form a lasting minority group. A possible explanation is that
the page selection mechanism prevents this from happening. In fact, the pref-
erential attachment rule (4.4) applies regardless of the value x of the cultural
variable. The influx of new pages is not a remedy against this phenomenon, and
we can illustrate this point with a reductio ad absurdum: let us imagine that a
group of users with extreme opinions (in the sense of being farther than " from
the majority) has emerged thanks to, for example, a random sequence of user
arrivals and page creations. Users in this group score enough successes and thus
their expected lifetime is high. Of course if they edit a page outside of their pool,
they will expose themselves to the majority view, experience “failure”, and thus
shorten their lifespan. So let us imagine that, again by a random fluctuation,
these users keep on editing their own pool of pages. But eventually these pages
will accrue enough edits and become popular also for the majority group, which
will start selecting them, thus overtaking the minority.
4.5 Discussion
As evidenced throughout the chapter, the present model makes several assump-
tions. It is beneficial to review them all here in order to highlight limitations that
could be addressed in future works.
• Deletion of content. We assume that content deletion is not an impor-
tant interaction for the determination of the activity patterns. In peer-
production communities, users are generally neither required nor allowed
to delete contents forming the digital common, and thus this assumption
is perfectly fine for the vast majority of peer production communities. In
some cases, decision about content inclusion are either left to a small sup-
port team, namely for copyright infringements and other cases of unlawful
content. Sometimes inclusion decision are crowdsourced themselves; in
the case of Wikipedia there is an articulated deletion process. In these
cases it seems plausible to consider whether divergences of views and
other forms of conflict might cause users to withdraw from participation.
• Uncorrelation activity. We assume that edits occur independently of the
activity of other editors and other stimuli. While this is clearly a simplifica-
tion, we should note that several examples of Internet activity are not due
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(e) " = 0.2
Figure 4.1. Dynamics of group formation. Each red line represents the opinion
of a single user over time.
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to communication or other forms of dependence between individuals. For
example, Rafaeli and Ariel [2008] point out that Wikipedia participation
may also have a routine component. On the other hand, e-mails, IM notifi-
cations, and similar technical features (for example Wikipedia watchlists)
might introduce a degree of inter-personal correlation that thus need to be
taken into account.
• Homogeneous editing rates. Editing activity was assumed to be homoge-
neous over time and across different users. As we have already noted, for
the scope of measuring the long-term activity lifespan of users, the degree
to which our model reproduces the day-to-day activity patterns of users is
not important. Measurements at shorter time scales are instead sensitive
to the fine-grained activity patterns, and that is why, for the sake of calibra-
tion, we introduce a model with Poissonian cascades. Two other aspects
could be improved further. In fact, we did not account for heterogeneity of
activity rates neither at the population level, nor during the lifespan of in-
dividuals. Of course, before any modeling takes place, a sensible approach
would be first to understand the patterns at an empirical level. Chapter 7
is devoted to this task. activity at an empirical
• User inactivity. In our model, users become permanently inactive. In
reality, people could take a long break and resume activity later. As with
the assumption of homogeneous editing rates above, this limitation of the
model can be addressed only after looking at the empirical patterns of user
activity.
• User editing interests. In the page selection model we assumed that
Pu
 
p | t = P  p | t, that is, all users choose which page to edit according
to the same model. In reality, people have different tastes and interests
and thus it makes sense to ask how to model these user profiles. For exam-
ple introducing memory effects in a similar way to Crandall et al. [2008],
who used a complex network urn model that would take into account the
effect of social influence.
• Page popularity. Pages keep on accruing popularity depending on the
amount of attention they received in the past, which we model by con-
sidering the number of past edits. In reality, collective attention is known
to fade with a characteristic time scale (Wu and Huberman [2007]), and
also not all topics have the same intrinsic popularity. Thus individual pages
could be assigned an initial fitness value cp, and fitness could be made to
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decay over time in order to reflect the empirical observations about collec-
tive attention.
• Constant rate of new users and pages. For the sake of simplicity we
assume that new users arrive at a constant rate. Model predictions are
likely to improve, if a realistic influx rate ρu (t) would be employed. A
similar argument holds for the rate of page creations ρp.
• Minorities. As we saw, the model features two distinct regimes, a frag-
mented state and a full consensus (i.e. monocluster) state. Minorities play
an important role in intergroup dynamics, and indeed the original Def-
fuant model features group polarization for certain values of the parame-
ter ". As we explained before, this limitation is due to the page selection
model and thus could be easily addressed later. In fact, at this stage of
research we are interested in looking at the emergence of a core group
and thus the current model is perfectly amenable for investigation against
empirical data.
Chapter 5
Factor screening and sensitivity
analysis
— Sensitivity analysis for
modellers?
— Would you go to an




Computational and mathematical models usually have a number of parameters
in their specification. Parameters, which can be scalar, vector-valued, or func-
tional (like a time series), are meant to affect in some way the output of their
model. In this sense all models, even those that are not analytic – like agent-
based simulation models – can be thought of as being functions of their param-
eters.
Of course this mapping can be either deterministic or stochastic; besides this
distinction, in both cases one might be interested in quantifying how much of
the “variability” of the response of the model can be apportioned to each of its
parameters. Sensitivity analysis (SA) is a set of statistical techniques commonly
used to answer this question.
What is sensitivity analysis useful for? One application is for factor screen-
ing: we want to know which parameters, or factors, are the most important in
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accounting for the variability of response of the model (Saltelli et al. [2004]).
If the model has many parameters, this information can be useful for guiding,
at a later stage, the process of model calibration or even for performing a more
informed data collection.
But this is not all. If we move in the context of computational (agent-based)
models, we see that one has usually to make several assumptions when specify-
ing the microscopic behavior of agents. In fact, it is legitimate to ask how much
the overall collective behavior of agents is robust to changes in the set of rules
or assumptions. With n rules, each with k possible alternatives, this amounts to
exploring nk alternative models, which becomes unfeasible quickly. In this situ-
ation, Ellner and Guckenheimer [2006] propose to use sensitivity analysis as an
instrument for escaping this problem, which is commonly known as the “curse
of dimensionality”.
In this chapter we detail some methods for performing SA and report the re-
sults of the study of factor screening for our proposed model of peer production.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Local sensitivity analysis
Roughly speaking, the concept of sensitivity of a function has to do with how
much the function changes when one of its inputs changes by a given amount.
Let us start by considering a deterministic model with d parameters, which we
organize into a vector θ =
 
θ1, . . . ,θd

. The model produces an output, for
simplicity a scalar y . We can thus think of this model as a function that maps
values of the parameters to values of the output, i.e. y = f (θ ), so a measure
of the importance of θi can be the increase (or decrease) in the output y for an









If we define a sensitivity index in this way, we run into a major problem:
each θi has a different scale and unit of measure; this makes si not comparable
with another s j. We can overcome this issue if, instead of a plain derivative, we
consider the ratio between the fractional changes of the two variables y and θi,
that is:








This quantity, now dimensionless and normalized, can be used to rank all
parameters. In fact, Ellner and Guckenheimer [2006] point out that, for a matrix
model of population dynamics, (5.2) is just its elasticity. The term “elasticity”
is more common than “sensitivity” among economists and in the literature on
dynamical systems.
It is important to point out, however, that the sensitivity/elasticity in (5.2)
is only a local quantity. If we want to get a global picture of the importance
of its parameters, we have to evaluate our model at several locations. On the
other hand, if we want to analyze our model for a given set of parameters, we
can implement equation (5.2) with Newton’s finite difference formula at the
expense of 2d additional evaluations of y , for any given θ .
Another shortcoming of a sensitivity analysis based on equation (5.2) is that
index si does not account for the so-called interaction effects between parame-
ters. Imagine that y is rather insensitive to (fractional) changes of θi but that
changing θi suddenly makes y more sensitive to another parameter θ j. We
would like to account for this indirect effect of θi on y when ranking the rela-
tive importance of all parameters. But equation (5.2) does not contain any term
related to other θs, so it cannot reflect this.
We now move to the subject of global sensitivity analysis and see how the
methods proposed in that context address the issues we have just seen.
5.2.2 Three approaches to global sensitivity analysis
In the previous section we introduced some basic concepts of sensitivity analysis
using a deterministic function y = f (θ ). Before describing global sensitivity
analysis, we have to move from this deterministic setting to a more realistic one.
Models that seek to capture aspects of reality take into account various forms
of uncertainty and noise in the processes they represent. This changes the math-
ematical treatment considerably: instead of a deterministic response variable
y , one has to consider a random variable Y as output of the model; instead of
evaluating f (θ ), one has to consider its expected value E (Y |θ ). In practice we
record several observations of the model response and use them to estimate the
model response for a given θ .
Randomness does not affect only the response of the model, though. In many
cases we specify a model without knowing the “true” – or best – values of its
parameters θ . Sometimes we are lucky and have access to direct field measure-
ments of them. At some other times we are less so and have just point estimates
or credible regions (in a Bayesian context) coming from other modeling studies.
At the bottom of such a ranking by desirability we just have a range that we
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think might be more or less plausible. In some cases this is perfectly legitimate
– if the parameter has the meaning of a probability, we know by definition that
it lies in [0, 1] – in some other cases not so much.
In all these three scenarios there is a source of uncertainty that we cannot
rule out and that derives from our lack of knowledge of the true value of the
parameters of the processes we are modeling. However, uncertainty is not just
a matter of incomplete knowledge. In fact, even if we were to know the “true”
value of the parameters, we would still not be able to rule out randomness
completely.
Think for example of some engineering process that we want to model. En-
gineers usually distinguish between environmental factors, which are subject to
noise and cannot be controlled, and process factors, which are instead those
under the engineer’s control. Santner et al. [2003] give the example of the
amounts of the various ingredients in the recipe of a cake (process factors) ver-
sus the temperature of the kitchen’s oven (environmental factor) we use to bake
the cake with. It is clear from this distinction that even in the absence of any
source of noise due to the environment, we would still not be able to rule out
the uncertainty in how we set the process factors.
So we are left with no other option than to consider the input factors θ
to be random variables as well. In particular, if they are independent random





, for i = 1 . . . d. This is usually a fairly reasonable assumption – unless
there is some reason to suspect the opposite. As we said before, we can take
these marginals to reflect any prior knowledge we have on the distribution of
parameters. In the following sections we will use the uniform distribution, but
in principle anything could do, for example the Gaussian distribution.
Thus, from now on, we will look at a stochastic response model. Having
introduced the general setting for global sensitivity analysis, we now see three
methods that are commonly used in the literature to perform it.
Partial correlations
Correlation is perhaps the simplest way to look at the effect of a parameter on
the response of a stochastic model, but it also has some limitations, namely that
it can capture only linear effects and that it may give misleading results when
applied to non-monotonic models. The Pearson correlation coefficient between










θi − E θi (Y − E [Y ])
σθiσY
(5.3)
where σX is the standard deviation of random variable X . However, the corre-
lation coefficient has the problem that it does not control for the effect of other
parameters. Instead, one uses the partial correlation coefficient of θi and Y
given θ ¬i =
 
θ1, . . . ,θi−1,θi+1, . . . ,θd

, i.e. ρi ·¬i = corr
 
θi, Y |θ ¬i (note the
dot notation).
The partial correlation coefficient is easily computable since it is the correla-
tion coefficient of the residuals rY and rθi , obtained respectively by regressing Y
and θi on the set of conditioning parameters θ ¬i.
Standardized regression coefficients





θi − θ i
σθi
∀i = 1, . . . , d, (5.4)
and to fit a linear regression model
Y˜ = β0+ β1θ˜1+ · · ·+ βd θ˜d (5.5)
so that the regression coefficients are standardized too. Saltelli et al. [2004]
points out that, in a linear model of the form Y = 〈C ,θ 〉, with independent
parameters and having Gaussian distributions, then sσi , the standardized version










can be directly computed by means of the standardized regression coefficient
βi. Moreover, since in this specific case (but not in general) the squared output






+ · · ·+ Cdσ2θd (5.7)
then the regression coefficients give the fraction of output variance each param-
eter accounts for.
Unfortunately, (5.7) holds only in the (limited) example of a linear model
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with independent Gaussian inputs. For any other model more complicated than
this, we lose this nice interpretation.
In summary, the caveat for both standardized regression coefficients and par-
tial correlation coefficients is that they characterize only linear and monotonic
effects of the parameters on the response. What is nice about these methods is
that we can always compute them, but we have to keep in mind that if our model
is non-linear, then they might provide a distorted picture of the importance of
the parameters, even when the coefficient of determination R2 is high.
The third and last method we will see is based on the decomposition of the
output variance, and is not affected by these problems.
Variance decomposition
This method was proposed by Sobol’ [2001] and is based on the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) . The idea is to decompose the variance of the output in sev-
eral components that are attributable to independent factors, in our case the
parameters of the model.
Let us assume that the space of parameters is [0, 1]d . Sobol’ proposes to
write the output Y as:
Y
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θ1,θ2, . . . ,θd

(5.8)
and shows that this decomposition is unique under two assumptions. The first




θi1 , . . . ,θim

dθik = 0, for k = 1, . . . , m. (5.9)
The second is that all summands are orthogonal, that is, for any two subsets
of indices A 6= B: ∫
[0,1]d
YA · YB dθ1 · · · dθd = 0 (5.10)





the main effect of parameter θi, and the term Yi, j(θi,θ j) is the interaction effect
between the i-th and j-th parameters (i 6= j). In general, if A = i1, . . . , im	 is
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a subset of m indices, then YA

θi1 , . . . ,θim

is the interaction effect of order m,
or m-way interaction effect, of A. Each summand is computable from suitable







Y (θ1, . . . ,θd)dθ ¬i − Y0 (5.11)
where with θ ¬i when mean the reduced parameter vector obtained by consider-
ing all parameters except θi. Similar formulas can be obtained for higher order
effects. Let us now consider the variances of the summands in (5.8): σ2i , σ
2
i, j, . . .,







σ2i, j + · · ·+σ21,2,...,d (5.12)
The sensitivity indices proposed by Sobol’ [2001] are thus obtained by stan-







Ci, j + · · ·+ C1,2,...d (5.13)
Mi is the main sensitivity index of parameter θi, Ci, j is the two-way interaction
index between θi and θ j, etc. Two quantities are of interest for assessing the
importance of a parameter: the already cited main sensitivity index Mi; and the









Ci, j,k + · · ·+ C1,2,...d (5.14)
How to compute Mi and Ti? Jansen et al. [1994] proposes a method based
on resampling. Let us imagine splitting the vector of parameters in θi and θ ¬i
and to look at the difference Y
 
θi,θ ¬i
−Y θi,θ ′¬i, where θ ¬i and θ ′¬i denote
two independent random draws with joint distribution on all parameters except
θi (remember that the factors are independent). If we apply the decomposition
in (5.8), then we see that all terms except the i-th main effect Yi are duplicated






− Y θi,θ ′¬i2 = 2σ2−σ2i  (5.15)
and if we normalize we finally obtain:
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− Y θi,θ ′¬i2 (5.16)
A similar argument, this time considering the difference Y
 
θi,θ ¬i
−Y θ ′i ,θ ¬i,









− Y θ ′i ,θ ¬i2 (5.17)
In the following section we will see a sampling method that let us evaluate
(5.16) and (5.17) in an efficient way.
5.2.3 Experimental design
The methods we have seen so far require computing Monte Carlo estimates of
Y over the full space of parameters. This can be done either through direct
simulation or by resorting to surrogate models that approximate the response of
our original model. In both cases, one question still has to be answered: where
shall we evaluate our model to produce estimates of Y ? We know from stan-
dard Monte Carlo that the straightforward way is of course to sample from the
marginal distributions Pi a series of points θ
(1), . . . ,θ (n) and obtain observations
Y1, . . . , Yn. Usually these observations are themselves averages of multiple model
realizations of Y for a given θ . We will call these averaged observations model
runs.
Approximating an integral via Monte Carlo simulation with uniform sam-
pling gives us an error estimate that goes to zero like
 p
n
−1, as n → ∞. Are
there more efficient ways to direct the exploration of the parameter space, also
from the computational point of view?
Experimental designs respond to such a question. One of the first alternatives
to uniform sampling was the one of Sobol’ [2001] who proposed using quasi-
random sequences. This approach gives error bounds of the order of n−1. In the
next section we will see a method based on Latin Squares that has similar error
bounds and is very simple to implement.
Latin Hypercube Sampling
Uniform sampling is not the only way to generate inputs for our simulations.
McKay [1992] proposes the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), which is defined
so that each subinterval of a subdivision in quantiles of the support of a param-
eter appears exactly once. By “appears” we mean that a representative point is
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selected from each interval, for example the midpoint.
Let us see a simplified example. Consider the case in which all marginals Pi
are uniform, so that the quantiles are evenly spaced. For any j, we say that the
interval

a j, b j

is the support of marginal Pj. We subdivide these intervals in n
sub-intervals, of equal probability, and consider their midpoints:
x ( j)i =
(b j − a j)(2i+ 1)
2n
+ a j, for i = 0, . . . , n− 1. (5.18)
To construct a Latin Hypercube sample we build a sample matrix:
Θ= (θ1, . . . ,θn)
but instead of taking (Θ)i j = θi j = x
( j)
i , we randomly shuffle the coordinates
along each dimension. The j-th column of the matrix is thus obtained by taking
a permutation

k1, j, . . . , kn, j

of the indices (1, . . . , n), so that:




In practice the set of indices ki, j is itself a Latin Square over the alphabet
1, . . . , n
	
. A Latin Hypercube design has the property that any projection of
its points in d − 1 dimensions is still uniformly distributed over the resulting
subspace.
How to choose a “good” Latin Hypercube sample? Of course any collection
of d permutations of (1, . . . , n) will generate a legal design, but many of them
will not spread well across the space of parameters (e.g. take the case of no
shuffling at all). A good space-filling design should instead minimize the error of
the sensitivity indices estimates, which is a highly desirable property.
This problem is solved by taking a maximin design. A maximin Latin Hyper-






θ i − θ i′ (5.20)
Winding Stairs Sampling
Equations (5.16) and (5.17) can be implemented straightforwardly by fixing part
of the vector of parameters and then running the simulator (or its surrogate).
The original method, proposed by Sobol’, uses two sample matrices, the second
of which is called the resampling matrix. Jansen et al. [1994] proposes instead
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a simpler method to compute the main and total interaction indices, which is
called Winding Stairs (WS) sampling.
The idea of a Winding Stairs sample is to generate input samples by updat-
ing one parameter at a time, in a cyclical fashion. Observations of Y are then
arranged in a special matrix with r rows (the size of the sample) that simplifies
the computation of Mi and Ti.




Y (θ11,θ21,θ31) Y (θ11,θ22,θ31) Y (θ11,θ22,θ32)
Y (θ12,θ22,θ32) Y (θ12,θ23,θ32) Y (θ12,θ23,θ33)
Y (θ13,θ24,θ33) Y (θ13,θ24,θ33) Y (θ13,θ24,θ34)
Y (θ14,θ24,θ34) Y (θ14,θ25,θ34) Y (θ14,θ25,θ35)
 (5.21)
here θi j is the j-th sample of the i-th variable. Updates along a row proceed





. On moving to the next element, the first
update involves the second parameter, i.e. θ21 is updated with θ22. Then the
third, etc. At the end, the first parameter is updated upon moving to the next
row, and the cycle starts again. In this way a column forms an independent
sample of observations, but the same does not hold across different columns.
According to equation (5.16), the main index Mi is estimated as the total
variance σ2 minus half the average squared difference between elements that
are separated by d − 1 updates. As we said, moving d − 1 steps on the right
in the design causes us eventually to jump to the next row. Hence for the first
parameter differences are taken between the first and the last column. For the
second parameter differences are taken between the second and the first column,
with elements of the first column shifted by one row, and so on for all other
parameters.
Estimation of equation (5.17) proceeds in a similar fashion: the i-th total
interaction index Ti is half the average squared difference between pairs of el-
ements of the matrix for which only one input value (the i-th) has changed.
These elements are adjacent, i.e. one step on the right and optionally moving to
the next row. The first parameter changes its value for the first time at the end
of the first row, so the differences are computed between elements of the last
and the first column, with elements from the first column shifted down by one
row. For all other parameters, instead, the first change of value happens within




In this section we report the results obtained using the three methods described
above. Our goal is to perform a factor screening of the most important parame-
ters of our model of peer production – those that account for most of the output
variance of the model. This information will be useful in the subsequent calibra-
tion phase.
During that phase, in fact, we will try to match the output of our model
with field data taken from real online communities, and it would be good to
know which parameters can be fixed, for example to some value taken from the
literature, and which need instead a careful calibration. Reducing the number of
parameters will reduce the computational burden of the model fitting technique,
and this is something we would welcome very eagerly.
The output quantity we use in the sensitivity analysis is the average activity
lifespan τ. A run of our model will produce a distribution of lifespans for all
agents in the simulation, so we will take 〈τ〉, the average τ, as a scalar measure
of the longevity of users within the peer production community.
We will now see in detail the simulation scenario employed throughout the
analysis.
5.3.1 Simulation scenario
Table 5.1 lists all parameters of the model. Two quantities are fixed for the
purposes of this analysis: simulation time, and transient time. Two other pa-
rameters, the initial number of users Nu and pages Np are dynamical variables
and are determined by means of an initial transient. All remaining parameters
are allowed to vary in their own interval. Thus we have an input space with 10
dimensions.
The two activity lifespans τ0 and τ1 were chosen to range in non-overlapping
intervals corresponding to different time scales, consistent with empirical ob-
servations of user participation from Wikipedia (see Ciampaglia and Vancheri
[2010]). Simulation time T was chosen consequently; transient time T0 was set
to twice the value of T (see section 5.3.1).
For physical quantities like daily rate of edits (λe), new user arrivals (ρu), and
new page creations (ρp) intervals have been chosen looking at plausible values
from the public statistics on the Wikipedia project. These statistics are freely
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Parameter Symbol Values Unit Distribution
Const. popularity cp (0,100) uniform
Const. successes cs (0,100) uniform
Confidence " (0, 1/2) uniform
Daily edit rate λe (1,20) day uniform
Daily rate of pages ρp (1,20) 1/day uniform
Daily rate of users ρu (1,20) 1/day uniform
Initial no. of pages Np see §5.3.1
Initial no. of users Nu see §5.3.1
Long activity lifespan τ0 (10, 100) day uniform
Rollback probability r (0,1) uniform
Short activity lifespan τ1 (1/24, 1) day uniform
Simulation time T 1 year fixed
Speed µ (0, 1/2) uniform
Transient time T0 2 year fixed
Table 5.1. Parameters settings for global sensitivity analysis.
available on the website of the Wikimedia Foundation1. Since rate parameters
have a strong influence on the simulation time, ranges for these parameters have
been chosen trying to strike a balance between exhaustiveness of the sensitivity
analysis and wall clock time of the simulations.
A bit more problematic are the constant popularity term (cp) and constant
successes term (cs) parameters. These are non-physical quantities and have
never been studied before; the literature gives no guidance here. For both pa-
rameters we arbitrarily picked an interval that we felt to be large enough to be
considered plausible.
Finally, the opinion dynamics parameters. It is clear that speed µ should
not vary beyond 1/2. Regarding the confidence ", the literature on bounded
confidence models in one dimension suggests that for " > 1/2 the dynamics of
consensus does not change noticeably. This should apply also to the dynamics of
user participation in our model. We ran some simulation of the average activity
lifespan that indeed confirm this. For the sake of further saving computational
time we thus restricted the confidence parameter " to the interval (0, 1/2). Fi-

























Figure 5.1. Transient time determination.
Transient
Due to its dynamical nature the initial number of users (Nu) requires a special
procedure for determining its value. At each time step∆t a number of new users
may join the community, while some of its current users may leave it. Thus at
time t the number of active users Nu(t) depends on both the rate of arrivals and
the rate of departures. While the daily rate of arrivals is given by the parameter
ρu, the rate of departures depends on the current size of the community Nu(t)
and, in general, on the dynamics of interactions between users and pages –
which we cannot control directly. At equilibrium, however, these two rates are






average 〈 · 〉 is meant as a time average.
To determine Nu we run the model for a time equal to T0. The length of
this transient phase was determined empirically. We plotted the daily number of
users Nu(d), d = 1,2, . . . , for various values of the parameters of the model and
we determine T0 as the time after which all curves look stationary. Figure 5.1
reports the results of this exercise for a maximin Latin hypercube with 50 points.
In the figure, the shaded region corresponds to the transient interval (0, T0). The
value of T0 is 730 days. Each curve is scaled by the average value Nu computed
over the interval d ∈ [731, 1095]. The red line is a B-spline fit of the average
value of Nu across all curves, evaluated at 50 evenly spaced points along the x
axis, and serves only as a guide to the eye.
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During the transient phase we do not record any data, so that the estimation
of τ, on which the sensitivity our analysis is based, does not reflect the dynamics
of opinion formation during the transient.
In these simulations the initial number of pages Np grows instead indefinitely.
We do not allow pages to “leave” the community, although they might be selected
less and less over time. The expected initial number of pages at the end of the
transient is thus given by ρpT0.
5.3.2 Factor screening via global sensitivity analysis
We sample a maximin Latin Hypercube design with 50 points using the intervals
listed in Table 5.1. To sample a decent maximin design, we generate 104 hy-




λe,ρu,ρp,",µ, cs, cp, r,τ0,τ1

(5.22)
We compute the average activity lifespan 〈τ〉 by taking the mean difference
between the time of the first and last edits of each user. For each θ , we run
10 replications and average the values obtained. In case a replication does not
produce any data point, for example when no agent produces more than one
interaction, we take 〈τ〉 = 0. We have checked manually whether any value of
θ in the sample would produce no observation across all replications and found
no problem of this kind.
Parameter ρ t p-value DOF
" 0.85*** 9.99 0.0 39
cp -0.13 -0.81 0.42 39
cs 0.042 0.27 0.79 39
λe -0.16 -1.00 0.32 39
ρp -0.36
** -2.42 0.02 39
ρu -0.28
* -1.85 0.07 39
τ0 0.54
*** 4.06 0.0 39
r -0.04 -0.22 0.82 39
τ1 -0.002 -0.02 0.98 39
µ -0.07 -0.42 0.67 39
Table 5.2. Partial correlation coefficients (***: < 1%, **: < 5%, *: < 10%).
Table 5.2 reports on the partial correlation coefficients between 〈τ〉 and any
single parameter, controlling for the effect of all remaining parameters. We
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can see that two parameters, " and τ0, have a strong positive effect on average
activity lifespan. Moreover, the correlations are statistically significant according
to a t-test. The daily rate of page creations ρp has instead a negative effect, with
ρ = −0.36, that is moderately significant. Other parameters attain little or
no correlation with the activity lifespan, and a t-test cannot rule out the null
hypothesis of truly uncorrelated variates.
We decided to investigate further the role of other parameters and see if a
linear regression would give us more statistically significant results. Table 5.3
reports the results of this analysis. While for the confidence " and for the long
activity lifespan τ0 the result of a strong positive effect is confirmed, for ρp the
coefficient is almost null and not statistically significant. Moreover, the analysis
shows also a weakly significant effect for the short activity lifespan τ1.
Parameter Coefficient Std. error t p-value
λe 0.022 0.071 0.31 0.75
ρu 0.07 0.078 0.86 0.39
ρp -0.081 0.069 -1.19 0.24
" 0.85*** 0.068 12.47 0.0
µ -0.1 0.073 -0.14 0.88
cs 0.091 0.07 1.3 0.2
cp 0.046 0.068 0.68 0.5
r 0.089 0.069 1.29 0.21
τ1 0.13
* 0.072 1.77 0.083
τ0 0.46
*** 0.075 6.03 0.0
Table 5.3. Standardized linear regression. Coefficient of determination R2 =
0.83, adjusted R2 = 0.79.
We plot in Figure 5.2 scatters of the response versus input factors. Despite a
good value of R2 = 0.83 for the linear regression, it is obvious from the scatter
plots that the response has a highly non-linear behavior, especially for the most
important factor ". In addition, we tried fitting a sigmoid function to τ as a
function of " but the results (not shown) suggested a poor-quality fit. This non-
linearity indicates that both partial correlations and linear regression cannot tell
us much about the actual share of the variance each parameter is responsible
for.
We finally turn to the decomposition of variance. We fit a Gaussian process
(GP) emulator average user lifespan data, obtained by running our simulator
with the maximin Latin hypercube design. Roughly speaking, the meaning of
using a GP emulator is the following: let us denote with T =
 
τ1, . . . ,τ50

the
observed – that is, simulated – activity lifespan responses. At an untried input
































Figure 5.2. Scatter plots of 〈τ〉 versus θ . Error bars (standard error over 10) are
all smaller than the data points.
vector θ the GP approximation gives us a prediction of the average activity lifes-
pan τˆ (θ ) = E [τ (θ ) | T]. We can thus use τˆ in lieu of our simulator to compute
the sensitivity indices using the winding stairs methods.
We compute main and total interaction effect indices of each parameter using
a WS matrix W with 104 rows. The results are shown in Table 5.4.
The total variance σˆ2 is also computed from W (remember that each col-
umn is a sample of independent observations). Given the uncertainty in the
estimation of the total variance σ2, the fact that Mi is slightly negative for those
parameters with Ti ≈ 0 should not come as surprise. In fact, the way of comput-
ing the main effects does not guarantee that the estimates are always positive,
so small negative values are not at all a surprise. It should be noted that the
method for computing the indices does not even guarantee that the estimates
satisfy Mi < Ti. Actually, Chan et al. [2000] showed that (5.16) and (5.17), used
in conjunction with the Winding Stairs schema, tend to give better estimated of
the total interaction indices than other methods, so we take the numbers shown
in Table 5.4 as a sign of the goodness of the estimates.
In passing, it should be said that this is all credit to using a GP emulator in













Table 5.4. Variance decomposition. Total variance : 635.365 days2.
with 50 rows and with 10 replications for each input would require more than
5000 simulations. Computation time of a single model run varies considerably
from a few seconds to several minutes, depending on the combination of input
parameters for the editing rate λe, the rates of new users arrivals ρu, and the
rate of new page creations ρp. In early simulations, for a sensitivity analysis
with different parameters settings (most notably with values of τ0 and τ1 fixed
to 100d and 1h, respectively) that we choose not to report on, the computation
had taken several hours. With these settings, the same simulations took several
days instead.
Using a GP approximation of τ allowed us instead to run a less expensive
simulation over an LHS (for a reduced factor of 10 times less the number of
runs), and to evaluate the WS matrix W with many more rows than before,
that is using a much larger sample size. Thus, being much less computationally
expensive, the emulation approach allows us to produce much better estimates
for the main and total interaction effect indices in a considerably smaller amount
of time.
For the confidence " and long term activity lifespan τ0 parameters the de-
composition of variance confirms the picture suggested by the two previous
methods. This is further confirmed by Figure 5.3, in which we plot the main
effect Y (θi) of each parameter θi as a function of the scaled parameter value,
that is, ranging between 0 and 1 instead of between the endpoints listed in Table
5.1. To produce this plot we estimated integrals (5.11), for all 10 parameters,
using the GP emulator.
From Table 5.4 we can see that both ρp and τ1, which were previously as-
signed a negative and a positive effect, account for almost a null fraction of the
overall variance, and thus are not very much important. However, if we see
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Figure 5.3. Main effects plot. The plot should be read in the following way:
“high” values (> 0.8) of " produce a value of the average activity lifespan > 60
days. Similarly for other parameters.
again figure 5.3, compared to all other parameters the main effect plot clearly
shows a negative and a positive trend – except " and τ0, of course. This nicely
explains the results we got from the partial correlations and standardized re-
gression for these two parameters.
It is worth noting that for " the difference between Ti and Mi is 0.08 while
for τ0 is 0.05. Together, these two add up to almost three quarters (77%) of the
total effects of all other parameters. While it is clear from the respective values
of Ti that both " and τ0 have interactions with all other parameters, given this
consideration it would be also interesting to understand how much the τ0 and "
interact with each other, and what kind of interaction it is.
We can explore this question graphically looking at the so-called two-way
interaction plot between " and τ0. Given two parameters θi and θ j, with i 6= j,




evaluating a formula similar to (5.11), except that
we now have a double integral instead of an integral in one variable; this time
we simultaneously hold fixed two parameters instead of one. Thus this kind of
plot is similar to the main effect plot, but produces a 3D response surface instead
of a 2D curve. For the rest, estimation via a GP emulator is straightforward.
We produced 2-way interaction plots for the most important parameter " and
all other parameters – except cs and cp, which are scarcely interesting. The plots
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are shown in figures 5.4-5.7. With the exception of τ0, for all other parameters
we see only a very weak interaction with τ, for either low (" < 0.1) or high
(" > 0.4) values of the confidence. For the rest, the average activity lifespan τ
depends only on " and is essentially independent from the other.
The pair {",τ0} is the only exception to this. This confirms the intuition that
τ0 sets the support of the distribution of values for τ and that " acts as a switch,
controlling the transitions from a regime where a cluster of long-term users is
able to emerge, to a regime where only short-term forms of participation are
























































Figure 5.4. Left: long activity lifespan τ0 versus confidence " interaction effect
plot. Right: short activity lifespan τ1 versus confidence " interaction effect plot.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter we performed a factor screening for our peer production model
via global sensitivity analysis. We tried three techniques, and we found that the
one based on the decomposition of the output variance was the most suited for
our case study, and the most informative.
We found that the confidence ", the parameter that governs the update of
opinions of both users and pages, accounts for almost all the variability in the
response of the model. This may seem a bit surprising: at first glance, many



















































Figure 5.5. Left: speed µ versus confidence " interaction effect plot. Right:



















































Figure 5.6. Right: daily rate of new users ρu versus confidence " interaction




























Figure 5.7. Daily rate of edits λu versus confidence " interaction effect plot
other parameters – like the rate of edits λe, the rate of influx of users ρu, and
the rate of influx of new pages ρp – may seem equally important.
It should be noted that the role of " is of extreme importance in theoretical
models of opinion dynamics under bounded confidence, like the one of Deffuant
et al. [2001], since it governs the transition from a state of opinion polarization
to one of full agreement. Our model of peer-production, then, preserves in spirit
the main characteristics of those models. This result is somehow interesting,
considering that models of opinion dynamics have found little application so far
in empirical modeling.
Our use of global sensitivity analysis does not end with this chapter though.
In the next chapter we will perform a model calibration using an indirect infer-
ence technique, and will apply again the machinery of variance decomposition
to assess the predictive ability of the method.




After having introduced our model of peer production and performed the factor
screening exercise, we move to another part of the study of our model: the com-
parison of its predictions to empirical data from existing online communities, in
our case the five versions of Wikipedia we already encountered in Chapter 3.
But first, it is worth briefly discussing what we mean by “comparison to em-
pirical data”. A model, in the broadest sense possible, is just a simplified rep-
resentation of an empirical phenomenon. Often, but not always, a model is
equipped with a number of unknown parameters. By tweaking them appropri-
ately, we can use it to show how simple stylized facts about the phenomenon
under study can be reproduced by means of its (hopefully simple) rules. Agent-
based modeling lends itself naturally to this “generative” approach (Bonabeau
[2002]), which is especially fashionable in the Artificial Life community; simply
put, it predicates that “if you can’t grow it, you can’t explain” (Epstein and Axtell
[1996]). At this level the modeling exercise thus provides a useful way to fil-
ter, among all the possible mechanisms at work in the system under study, only
those that are actually able to qualitatively reproduce its main phenomenologi-
cal features.
However, if we want to understand a system at a quantitative level, we can-
not merely show that, for a suitable range of values of the parameters of our
model, we are able to reproduce the patterns in our data. We also need to see
whether the values of these unknown parameters are compatible with the em-
pirical data: it is thus the duty of the scientist to estimate the values of these
parameters so that the output of the model resembles the empirical data on the
phenomenon we set out to study and, since empirical data are usually affected
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by noise and other forms of errors, quantify the uncertainty associated with these
estimates.
In our case, the first questions we have to ask ourselves is how we should
perform this empirical evaluation, that is, what statistical tools we can use, and
what answers we can get from them. It is important to understand that the
way we answer these questions will depend on the type of model we want to
evaluate. Our case, in fact, does not yield easily to analytical investigation, so
for example the classic machinery of statistics (e.g. maximum likelihood) is not
available to us. Rather, we are in the (increasingly conventional) case of a com-
putational model, that is, a model from which we can simulate. Given a value for
each of the parameters, we can reproduce any of several different plausible sce-
narios of the evolution of a peer production community. We obviously run into
the problem outlined above: what tells us that those are the right scenarios?
The factor screening told us merely that " and τ0 are two important pa-
rameters with respect to the average activity lifespan of users, in that they are
responsible for much of the variation of these response variables. But it can-
not tell us anything about what combination of values all parameters should
take to best reflect the empirical data. Thus we have to resort to some form of
inference. There are several statistical techniques to deal with parameter infer-
ence for computer codes. These techniques have been developed in number of
contexts (engineering applications, population biology to cite a couple) where
computational models are widely used, and yet quantitatively precise statements
must be made about the predictions of a model.
The computational model fitting technique that we present here is inspired
by the indirect inference methodology (Gouriéroux et al. [1993]). This tech-
nique predicates the use of an auxiliary model to match empirical data with
synthetic simulations. Therefore, we will briefly describe it.
6.2 Background: Indirect inference
Indirect inference is a technique used to fit models to empirical data when max-
imum likelihood estimation is either unfeasible, or simply too complicated from
a computational point of view. The maximum likelihood approach could be un-
feasible because the model does not yield itself to writing down the likelihood
function in analytic form. Many agent-based models fall into this category –
and our case does too. But even if we had the likelihood function, sometimes it
is just hard to optimize it. Those examples that motivated the development of
indirect inference – dynamical models with latent variables – are often found in
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Economics (cf. Gouriéroux et al. [1993]; Smith [2008]). In that context, one
needs to compute an integral over all possible histories and values of the latent
variables. There are approaches to doing this, like the Expectation Maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm (cf. Dempster et al. [1977]; Neal and Hinton [1998]) but
they are often messy and complicated. The indirect inference method was intro-
duced by Smith [1993] in the context of vector auto-regression models (VAR) in
econometrics.
Indirect inference is an extension of the method of simulated moments (Mc-
Fadden [1989]), and it requires only that we can simulate from our model and
produce synthetic data sets from it. The idea of indirect inference is to introduce
a second model, which in general is not the correct model for our phenomenon,
but that easily fits the data. This model gives a criterion of agreement between
the synthetic data and the observed ones, and therefore is called the auxiliary
model. In order to ensure identifiability of the parameters, the only practical
requirement we need from the auxiliary model is that it has at least as many
parameters as we have in our simulation model. For example, if we were to fit a
model that produces a time series, an option could be an auto-regressive model.
Under suitable conditions the indirect inference technique provides a consis-
tent and asymptotically normal estimator (Gouriéroux and Monfort [1996]). It
is commonly used in economics to validate agent-based models (Bianchi et al.
[2007]), and in population biology (Ellner and Guckenheimer [2006]). A vari-
ant of indirect inference, used also in population biology, is called simulated
quasi-maximum likelihood (Smith [1993]; Kendall et al. [2005]; Wood [2010])
when the likelihood function of the auxiliary model is used in lieu of that of the
simulation model.
Let us consider a modelM with p unknown parameters θ = θ1,θ2, . . . ,θp,
and n independent, identically distributed observations from an empirical pro-
cess x =
 




L (x ; θ ) (6.1)
Here we assume that (6.1) is either intractable or that L is unavailable in
analytic form, which is the case for our peer production model.
The auxiliary modelMa has instead a vector of parameters β . Let us denote
by βˆ the estimated vector of auxiliary parameters from the empirical data x .
This estimate may be obtained via maximum likelihood or any other suitable
method. As we said, given a value of θ , we can simulate from our simulation
and produce the synthetic dataset x (θ ), where the superscript just reminds us
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that the distribution of x (θ ) will depend on θ . We can apply to x (θ ) the same
estimation technique we used for βˆ and obtain βˆ (θ ). At this point, we want to
pick, as our estimate, a vector θ such that the difference between βˆ and βˆ (θ ) is
as small as possible. Thus the indirect inference estimator of the true parameter
vector θ 0 is obtained by minimization of a quadratic form:
θˆ IND = argmin
θ

βˆ − βˆ (θ )T W βˆ − βˆ (θ ) (6.2)
where W is a positive definite matrix that is used to give more or less weight to
the auxiliary parameters, based on their sensitivity with respect to θ . In practice
the identity matrix is often used. Equation (6.2) is not the only possibility; other
metrics are available, see Smith [2008]. Moreover, if the asymptotic distribu-
tion of βˆ is normal, a common trick to enhance convergence is to generate via
simulation S different realizations of the data x θ1 , . . . , x
θ
S for a given θ , fit each
of them to the auxiliary model, and then take the average.
The intuitive idea behind this is that, if the auxiliary model Ma is able to
capture the main feature of the data, that is, if it is sensitive enough to changes
of θ , then it induces an invertible function β (θ ) of the parameters of our model.
Then solving equation (6.2) basically amounts to invert this function, so that we
find the value of θ associated to the estimate βˆ . Under the assumption that the
empirical data have been generated by a “true” value θ 0, this amounts to finding
its estimate under modelM .
The choice of a good auxiliary modelMa is critical here. In the calibration of
our peer production model we performed several diagnostic checks in order to
ensure that the required condition on β (θ ) is satisfied. But before getting into
this, we should first describe in detail our calibration technique.
6.3 Indirect inference of unknown density
In this section we describe our custom inference technique. The goal of our
estimation technique is to calibrate the peer production model using data on
the lifespan of user participation from the existing Wikipedia communities we
already saw in chapter 3. Since we know that user lifespan follows a bimodal
distribution, a straightforward choice of the auxiliary model is a mixture of log-
normal distributions. Thus the auxiliary parameters will be:
β =
 
µ1, . . . ,µk,σ1, . . . ,σk,pi1, . . . ,pik−1

(6.3)
where k is the number of mixture components (see (3.6)). Estimates are ob-
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tained using the usual Expectation Maximization algorithm (see chapter 3). We
tested both the regular EM and the one for truncated data. Mixture models are
an interesting option for indirect inference because we can increase the number
of parameters by allowing the mixture to be composed of more components,
even though too many components will eventually result in some auxiliary pa-
rameters being insensitive to changes in θ .
With a classic econometric model (such as those presented in Gouriéroux
and Monfort [1996]) a straightforward way to implement (6.2) would be to use
a double loop. The outer loop would consist of an optimization routine such
as Newton’s method, while the inner loop would, given a value of θ , simulate
several synthetic samples and estimate βˆ (θ ). This would then be used by the
optimization routine to perform the search for the minimum of (6.2) in the space
of the parameters of the simulation model.
The estimation technique we actually use differs from the classic indirect in-
ference methodology presented above in a few details. This different approach
is motivated by the peculiarities of our case study. The above scheme, in fact,
poses the same technical difficulties we encountered during the factor screening
exercise of Chapter 5: compared to the econometric models with latent variables
that are usually fitted via indirect inference, our model is more demanding from
the computational point of view, since simulations can take, depending on the
value of the parameters " and τ0, from several minutes up to hours to com-
plete. Therefore, given the same problem, we resorted to an approach that, in
spirit, resembles the one employed for the sensitivity analysis, namely we used
a surrogate model instead of the actual peer production simulator.
Similar approaches are usually taken when the output of the model is either
multivariate (and has many variables), or when it has a functional form, for ex-
ample a time series. In both cases there are multiple variables, but in the former
the dimensionality is fixed, whereas in the latter it is not. If these are the cases,
classic dimensionality reduction techniques, for example Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), are usually applied (cf. Dancik et al. [2010]). This time, how-
ever, we cannot use the Gaussian Process estimation technique directly on the
output of our peer production model. The reasons for this are:
• The normality assumption does not hold – we know the data follow a
bimodal distribution.
• The dimensionality of the output of the model (i.e. a full sample of lifespan
observations, and not a scalar or multivariate output) does not allow the
application of the GP technique directly.
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To overcome these added limitations we decided to perform a preprocess-
ing step on the output of the model: we first fit the lifespan data to a mixture
model using the Expectation Maximization algorithm, and then we estimated
the sufficient statistic of the mixture using Gaussian processes. In other words,
since the output of the simulation is a sample from an unknown distribution,
i.e. a density functional, instead of applying the Gaussian process directly to
our model, we first use the mixture model as a clustering technique, and then
apply the GP to provide a surrogate of βˆ (θ ), that is, of the mapping between
the parameters of the peer production model and the sufficient statistic of the
mixture of log-normals.
Our calibration scheme is summarized in figure 6.1. In the figure, the gray
circle in the top row corresponds to the agent-based simulation step, while blue
rectangles to parameter estimation steps. The first step is to take an input sample
from the space of the parameters of the computer model, θ 1, . . . ,θ N . We used
again a space-filling design, generated by sampling a min-max Latin hypercube
sample. For simplicity, in the diagram we show only one simulation per input
site θ . In practice, for each θ i, i = 1, · · · , N , we simulate from the peer pro-
duction model multiple times (in particular, R = 10), use EM on each to obtain
the parameters of the mixture, and then average. The result of the simulation
step is the matrix Bθ , where each row is the result of the averaging over these R
replications. We then use Bθ to approximate β (θ ) with the GP emulator.
The rest of the procedure follows the classic indirect inference technique:
we separately produce auxiliary estimates βˆ from the empirical sample of user
activity lifespan observations τ, and use this, together with βˆGP to perform the
minimization of (6.2). To perform the minimization we can use either the sim-
plex algorithm (Nelder and Mead [1965]) or the bound constrained optimiza-
tion algorithm BFGS (Byrd et al. [1995]). Both are conveniently implemented in
the open source SciPy scientific library.
Not all parameters are inferred with the above technique. In the next sec-
tion we describe in detail the full setup we used to perform simulations for the
calibration of our model.
6.4 Simulation design
The indirect inference technique requires us to perform simulations from the
model according to an experimental design: in our case, a randomized block
design based on minimax Latin Hypercubes. With the exception of the param-
eters on which we are going to perform the indirect inference, all other input
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Figure 6.1. Indirect inference model calibration
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variables of the model must be set to some value that allows the response of the
model to be compared with the empirical data in the best possible way.
In general, among the parameters of our peer production model there are
both process variables, such as the rate ρu at which new users enter the system,
or the confidence parameter ", and control variables, such as the length of the
simulation interval T . For the latter type, there are usually obvious choices of
their values, e.g. T = t0 − t1 where t0 corresponds to the date of creation of
the project, and t1 to the last time stamp recorded in the revision metadata, for
example.
All other process variables that are not going to be the object of the indirect
inference calibration must be estimated in other ways. In practice, we perform
the indirect inference on all those process variables that we cannot readily esti-
mate from the data. There are:
• Confidence ".
• Speed µ.
• Initial number of successes cs.
• Initial popularity cp.
• Rollback probability r.1
This leaves us with the following parameters that can be instead directly
estimated from data.
• Daily rate at which new users join the community ρu.
• Daily rate at which new pages are created ρp.
• Average user activity lifespan (long-term) τ1.
• Average user activity lifespan (short-term) τ0.
1In theory, we could estimate also this quantity from the data. One crude way would be to
inspect the comment that is present among the revision metadata. The Mediawiki software, in
fact, automatically adds a template text to the revision comment, whenever a user performs a
rollback. Another, more sophisticate approach, would be to analyze the text of each revision and
see if it matches other previous revisions. This can be done efficiently using MD5 hashing. Both
approaches, however, are quite time-consuming, and thus we decided to include this parameter
in the group estimated via indirect inference.
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Finally, there is a group of parameters that we estimated by trial and error.
These process variables were too difficult to estimate from the empirical data
themselves but, on the other hand, could be set to reasonable defaults, given
their straightforward physical interpretation. These are:
• Daily rate of editing sessions of a user λa.
• Average number Na of session edits after the first one.
• Homogeneous rate λe at which additional edits are performed during a
session.
The list of parameters included in the block design is given in table 6.1.
These specifications are the same across all simulations, i.e. all datasets have
been fitted using the same block design specifications (but different designs have
been sampled each time).
Parameter Variable name Symbol Min Max
Rollback probability rollback_prob r 0 1
Speed speed µ 0 1/2
Confidence confidence " 0 1/2
Const. successes const_succ cs 0 100
Const. popularity const_pop cp 0 100
Table 6.1. Parameters to be calibrated via Indirect Inference. Block design
specification for all datasets.
The values of the other parameters, that is, those we fit directly from data,
is given, one for each dataset, in table 6.2. In the next subsections we cover the
estimation of such parameters (ρu, ρp, τ0, and τ1) in detail.
6.4.1 Time scales of user lifespan
Perhaps the most important parameters we fit separately are the two time scales
τ0 and τ1. These are used to compute the activity lifespan of any user during the
simulations and, as we saw from the factor screening, have an important impact
on the overall lifespan statistics.
The approach we took was to estimate these two values directly from the
data we wished to fit via indirect inference. Ideally, given a clustering of the
user in two classes, the short-term users and the long-term users, both τ0 and τ1
should be computable from the observed user lifespans τ and the information
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Parameter Code name Symbol Value
All
Daily sessions daily_sessions λa 1
Hourly edits hourly_edits λe 1 min
−1
Session edits session_edits Na 2
Portuguese
Daily rate of users daily_users ρu 9.40 d
−1
Daily rate of pages daily_pages ρp 6.55 d
−1
Short activity lifespan short_life τ1 17.12 min
Long activity lifespan long_life τ0 1.01 ×10
3d
Simulation time T 3.03 ×103d
Italian
Daily rate of users daily_users ρu 4.06 d
−1
Daily rate of pages daily_pages ρp 6.4 ×10
2d−1
Short activity lifespan short_life τ1 15.43 min
Long activity lifespan long_life τ0 1.35×10
3d
Simulation time T 2.96×103d
French
Daily rate of users daily_users ρu 2.19 d
−1
Daily rate of pages daily_pages ρp 1.11 ×10
3d−1
Short activity lifespan short_life τ1 15.81 min
Long activity lifespan long_life τ0 1.32 ×10
3d
Simulation time T 3.04 ×103d
German
Daily rate of users daily_users ρu 13.12 d
−1
Daily rate of pages daily_pages ρp 8.9 ×10
2d−1
Short activity lifespan short_life τ1 15.85 min
Long activity lifespan long_life τ0 1.58 ×10
3d
Simulation time T 3.09 ×103d
English
Daily rate of users daily_users ρu 9.57 ×10
2d−1
Daily rate of pages daily_pages ρp 5.70 ×10
3d−1
Short activity lifespan short_life τ1 20.35 min
Long activity lifespan long_life τ0 1.31 ×10
3d
Simulation time T 3.09 ×103d
Table 6.2. Experimental design for calibration.
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of group membership given by the latent variable computed by EM – the so-
called “responsibilities”. In practice, instead of running EM we can take a much
simpler approach, and just define a hard threshold τt for the lifespan of a user:
observations of τ that are less than τt are assigned to the cluster of short-lived
users, while observations of τ > τt to the long-lived one.
Once we have performed this (rather crude) form of hard clustering, we
compute suitable descriptive statistics that we take as the estimates for our two
parameters, that is, τˆ0 and τˆ1. We tested several values of τt , and eventually
settled for τt = 3h (fig. 6.3). As for the statistics we used, we computed both
median and mean activity lifespan of each log-normal component. Our objective
was to match the user activity lifespans produced by our model, therefore we
performed some simulations with both values, adjusting the value of " by hand,
and found that the mean provided a more reasonable estimate (see fig. 6.2).
Larger values of the threshold (in fig. 6.4, τt = 7d is reported) produce poor-
quality estimates both for the mean and the median.













Figure 6.2. Test simulation for the estimation of the user lifespan scales τ0,1.
Histograms: empirical data from the Portuguese Wikipedia. Black bottom verti-
cal lines: simulated observations. Red line: nonparametric (i.e. kernel) density
estimate of simulated data. Simulation was performed with mean of clustered
data and τt = 3h. Confidence " = 0.24. Other parameters estimated from data
of the Portuguese Wikipedia.
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Figure 6.3. Mean (red) and median (blue) user lifespan. Empirical datasets.
Clusters separated at τt = 3h.
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Figure 6.4. Mean (red) and median (blue) user lifespan. Empirical datasets.
Clusters separated at τt = 7d.
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6.4.2 Activity rates
Here we want to quantify the rates of activity for two processes: the arrival of
new users, and the creation of new pages. In our model these two processes
are Poisson processes with a homogeneous rate of activity. In chapter 7 we will
look at the problem of quantifying user activity in a more realistic way. Thus,
our objective here is to quantify the average activity rate for both processes, so
that we set the right scale of both processes for our calibration simulations. We
estimate both rates from data.
Rate of new users
To compute the rate of new users joining the community, we need to know
the day each user joined the community. This datum is usually recorded, as a
full timestamp, whenever a user registers his or her account. In the Wikipedia
database, this piece of information is recorded in the “user” table, alongside all
other user details, such as password, email, and so on. Given the sensitivity of
this information, the Wikimedia Foundation does not include this table in the
snapshots dumps of the Wikipedia database.
Therefore, we resorted to using the day of the first edit as a proxy for the time
of registration. To compute the rate at which new users enter the system, we thus
just group by day (i.e. calendar date) and count how many users made their first
edit on each specific day. Then, we take the average rate as the estimate for the
parameter of our model: ρˆu = ρ.
Rate of new pages
We treat page creations as an independent process from user’s editing activity.
To compute ρˆp, we use a similar method to the one for the rate of new users.
The time of creation of any page is present in the data, being namely the time
of the first contribution. We then group by calendar date and again take the
average.
6.5 Simulation and Diagnostics
For each community a min-max Latin hypercube with 32 sites was sampled out
of 104 random extractions. For the Italian, French, and Portuguese communi-
ties simulations of each site of the hypercube were repeated 10 times. For the
German 5 times. Each site was fitted to either a truncated or non-truncated
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Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The number of components of the mixture was
set to k = 2 and k = 3. The sufficient statistic of the mixture model was com-
puted for each realization and then the results were averaged over all repetition
of the same input site.
Simulations for the English data were attempted but could not be completed.
The reason for this lies in the scale of activity of the system. The attentive reader
will have noted that the rate of new users joining the system ρu is almost two
orders of magnitude larger than for the German Wikipedia – the second largest
community in our dataset. The rate ρp at which new pages are created presents
similarly out-of-scale values.
Since, for values of " close to 1/2 the average lifespan tends to τ0 – whose
magnitude is comparable to T – this means that the rate of events to be sim-
ulated grows indefinitely during the whole simulation interval [0, T ), making
impractical to simulate at sites from the corresponding region of the parameter
space.
Even though we deemed it enough to have successfully simulated 4 systems
out of 5, we should nonetheless note that the problem of simulating systems
with massive rates of events can be in principle mitigated by dropping the re-
quirement of perfect sampling in the simulation algorithm (Gillespie [1977]).2
Thus, in the remainder of the chapter we will present the results of the cali-
bration of the peer production model only for the data from the following local-
ized communities: German, Italian, French, and Portuguese.
6.5.1 Approximation of auxiliary parameters via Gaussian Pro-
cesses
In order to assess the quality of the calibration method we computed several di-
agnostic indicators. The most crucial component in the indirect inference tech-
nique is the auxiliary model. The choice of a good intermediate model is impor-
tant because β (θ ) must be able to capture the features of the data well enough
to be able to discriminate between different choices of the model’s parameters
θ .
Identifiability may be hindered if multiple values of θ result in similar values
of β . A quick way to check this is to plot β , parametrized by θ , and see if the
curve crosses over itself at one or more points.
2Practically, instead of updating the global activity rates after each event, we would perform
it at regular intervals. The assumption is that the events happening during a small time interval
∆t are independent, and thus do not affect the global activity rates. Therefore ∆t should be
chosen not to be too large.
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We allowed " to range in the interval (0,1), and used the original (i.e. with-
out edit cascades) peer production model to produce plots of β ("). The auxiliary
model here is a simple GMM with two components. This model has five param-
eters: two means (µ1 and µ2), two variances (σ1 and σ2), and one weighting
coefficient (pi1). Therefore we need to project β (") in a lower dimensional
space. Figure 6.5 reports few selected combinations of the all the ten possible
pairwise choices of these parameters. The first two plots (µ1 vs µ2 and σ1 vs σ2)
are parameterized implicitly by ", while the last one reports the behavior of pi1
versus " explicitly.

























Figure 6.5. Auxiliary parameters as a function of ". Auxiliary model: GMM with
2 components. Implicit and explicit parametric plots of parameter ". Left: µ1
versus µ2; center: σ1 versus σ2; and right: pi1 versus ".
The center plot shows a small kink (red circle), so we might expect some mi-
nor problem if the true " is close to those values. Of course this visualization is
incomplete, since we do not show all possible combinations between the compo-
nents of vector β . Moreover, the results shown in fig. 6.5 are only quantitatively
different from those one would get using the actual model with edit cascades
that we are actually going to calibrate; nonetheless they give an idea of what
β (θ ) looks like.
Figure 6.6 instead shows the result of the GP approximation of the same
auxiliary parameters (i.e. the sufficient statistic of the mixture model). Since the
correspondence between model and auxiliary parameters θ 7→ β is a many to
many mapping, we fit as many Gaussian processes (i.e. many-to-one mappings)
as auxiliary parameters, in a manner similar to the sensitivity analysis of chapter
5. The blue band represents the 95% confidence interval. In general we see that
the approximation is very tight already with as few as 50 observations from the
real response surface of the auxiliary model, i.e. β (").
We can immediately notice that for " > 0.5 the auxiliary parameters record
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no change. This is obvious, since for those values of the confidence parameter
the dynamics of agreement always result in a full consensus case – and thus the
average lifespan of the population is τ0. This observation actually motivated
our choice to restrict the range of " to the interval (0, 1/2) in the calibration
simulations.



















































































































Figure 6.6. Emulation via Gaussian Processes of GMM sufficient statistic (Auxil-
iary parameters 1–6). A: µ1; B: µ2; C: σ1; D: σ2; E: pi1; F: pi2. Each parameter
is fitted to a univariate GP. Model parameter: confidence ".
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6.5.2 Sensitivity analysis of auxiliary parameters
Looking at the response surface gives us some intuition about the behavior of the
auxiliary model but we would also like to quantify how sensitive each auxiliary
parameter is to changes in the inputs of our model. Moreover, we can choose
the number of mixture components to fit, and also whether to use the truncated
mixture model or not. Thus, we would like to know what the best auxiliary
model is among all possible choices we have.
Plotting β (θ ) does not help much. The above questions can be answered by
resorting once again to sensitivity analysis. This approach is useful because we
can also use the sensitivity indices to define the matrix W of (6.2).
The results of the sensitivity analysis and of the whole calibration are shown
in the following pages for the Portuguese (tables 6.3 and 6.4), Italian (tables 6.5
and 6.6), French (tables 6.7 and 6.8), and German (tables 6.9 and 6.10).3
Each auxiliary parameter is considered a response variable, of which we can
compute a variance. The parameters of the peer production model are the “in-
put” factors of the sensitivity analysis. For them we compute the main effect and
the total interaction effect (see chapter 5 for the respective definitions.) The
auxiliary parameters with the highest variance are the locations µ of the mix-
ture components (i.e. the means) and, to some extent, the variances σ. Among
the means, µ1 is usually the one that attains the highest variability: when k = 2
this is the location of the high lifespan component, while for a mixture with 3
components it is the intermediate one.4
From the decomposition of variance we can notice that, in general, the con-
fidence parameter (") is responsible for most of the variability of the auxiliary
parameters. This is true both individually (high main effect indices M") and
through interaction with other parameters (total interaction effect T"). However,
across languages the numbers for M" and T" differ: for Portuguese and k = 2,
with the only exception of variance-1 (i.e. σ21), all values of M are greater than
0.5, while for Italian, French, and German this is not the case and, in particular,
the main effect of mean-1 is much larger than that for mean-0. Similarly, for
3A note on terminology: since our datasets refer to different localizations, we should refer
to e.g. “the data for the Portuguese-speaking Wikipedia community”, and not just to “the Por-
tuguese Wikipedia”. We stick to this erroneous terminology just for the sake of readability, but
the reader should always keep in mind this important distinction.
4Note that labeling of the mixture parameters does not match the labeling of the time scale
parameters in the model, e.g. µ0 is the mean of the short-term component, while the short-
term lifespan parameter in the peer production model is τ1. This discrepancy is due to the way
parameters are identified from the results of the EM algorithms. This discrepancy is somehow
unavoidable since, in general, the number of mixture components needs not match the number
of time scales in the peer production model.
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k = 3, it is difficult to find a pattern for the M"s of different languages.
Truncation seem to decrease the difference in variability between the mixture
means. When the truncated model is considered, mean-0 increases over mean-1
for k = 2, and respectively mean-1 decreases with respect to mean-0 and mean-
2 for k = 3. Besides this, when main and total interaction effect indices are
considered, there is no qualitative difference between a truncated model and
the standard one.
To sum up, if we focus on the auxiliary parameters with highest variability,
the sensitivity analysis tells us that these are most sensitive to changes in the
confidence alone. High values of the ratio M"/T" (e.g. for the German with a
GMM with k = 2 components, M"/T" ≈ 82%) confirm that most of the effects of
these parameters are in fact due to first order interactions, that is, changes to
itself in isolation. However, we cannot exclude complex interactions between
the parameters since, in general, T"−M", i.e. the fraction of variance accounted





The sensitivity analysis gave us essentially a picture of what we should expect
from the calibration of the model, but it cannot quantify how reliable our indirect
inference technique is. This question can be answered by means of a cross-
validation technique. Assuming that the empirical data have been generated by
our peer production model from a true, unknown vector of parameter θ 0, we
ask ourselves: how good is the estimate θˆ 0 obtained by indirect inference?
Of course we do not know the true θ 0 (that’s why we are calibrating the
model after all!), so we cannot compute the distribution of the estimator. But we
can simulate from our model and test the ability of the indirect inference tech-
nique to reconstruct the “true” θ 0 that generated our synthetic data. Here we use
a classic leave-one-out technique to perform this: using the simulated datasets









time, where τi is a lifespan observation and Nθ is the number of observations
in the sample associated to θ . Given such a test pair, we put it away, which
leaves us with a Latin hypercube with N−1 sites. We then perform the Gaussian
process approximation of the auxiliary parameters on this reduced input sample,




We can plot the observed θˆ as a function of the expected θ , which should
be a straight line with slope equal to one and intercepting zero. We performed
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 2.456 0.033 0.071 0.533 0.044 0.004
mean-1 10.137 0.011 0.004 0.645 0.027 0.000
variance-0 1.158 0.013 0.024 0.637 0.124 0.007
variance-1 0.077 0.040 0.115 0.066 0.086 0.144
weight-0 0.050 0.005 0.006 0.873 0.024 0.001
Interaction Effects
mean-0 2.456 0.161 0.241 0.706 0.186 0.057
mean-1 10.137 0.155 0.177 0.785 0.131 0.102
variance-0 1.158 0.144 0.092 0.755 0.174 0.045
variance-1 0.077 0.329 0.371 0.328 0.280 0.390
weight-0 0.050 0.017 0.032 0.936 0.099 0.015
GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 1.503 0.023 0.038 0.389 0.095 0.020
mean-1 16.618 0.036 0.012 0.709 0.022 0.018
mean-2 11.331 0.031 0.028 0.698 0.055 0.027
variance-0 0.970 0.014 0.029 0.369 0.153 0.026
variance-1 1.288 0.016 0.044 0.309 0.125 0.068
variance-2 0.071 0.041 0.025 0.499 0.055 0.018
weight-0 0.015 0.118 0.012 0.145 0.050 0.089
weight-1 0.039 0.054 0.014 0.304 0.232 0.038
weight-2 0.031 0.024 0.039 0.500 0.197 0.010
Interaction Effects
mean-0 1.503 0.148 0.227 0.608 0.378 0.096
mean-1 16.618 0.115 0.084 0.845 0.138 0.078
mean-2 11.331 0.124 0.150 0.780 0.116 0.086
variance-0 0.970 0.151 0.186 0.585 0.399 0.109
variance-1 1.288 0.264 0.337 0.465 0.272 0.306
variance-2 0.071 0.168 0.157 0.733 0.241 0.122
weight-0 0.015 0.290 0.259 0.506 0.288 0.382
weight-1 0.039 0.202 0.228 0.492 0.363 0.236
weight-2 0.031 0.103 0.228 0.560 0.324 0.100
Table 6.3. Decomposition of variance, GMM. Portuguese Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
Truncated GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 2.758 0.035 0.065 0.678 0.030 0.010
mean-1 10.022 0.021 -0.007 0.660 0.056 0.027
variance-0 1.010 0.015 0.002 0.688 0.126 0.021
variance-1 0.074 0.030 0.095 0.097 0.083 0.111
weight-0 0.047 0.015 0.010 0.869 0.051 0.020
Interaction Effects
mean-0 2.758 0.139 0.138 0.796 0.103 0.052
mean-1 10.022 0.160 0.172 0.769 0.137 0.101
variance-0 1.010 0.108 0.086 0.763 0.172 0.049
variance-1 0.074 0.340 0.361 0.343 0.310 0.360
weight-0 0.047 0.018 0.033 0.920 0.104 0.015
Truncated GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 1.319 0.048 0.004 0.489 0.057 0.039
mean-1 12.702 0.017 0.003 0.841 0.008 0.012
mean-2 10.625 0.014 0.025 0.724 0.011 -0.001
variance-0 0.526 0.053 -0.005 0.587 0.053 0.027
variance-1 0.657 0.043 0.027 0.498 -0.001 0.015
variance-2 0.055 0.003 0.020 0.730 0.054 0.027
weight-0 0.027 0.002 0.012 0.901 0.011 -0.008
weight-1 0.008 0.054 0.173 0.178 0.107 0.069
weight-2 0.027 0.023 0.025 0.589 0.065 0.004
Interaction Effects
mean-0 1.319 0.158 0.287 0.704 0.259 0.048
mean-1 12.702 0.070 0.044 0.916 0.075 0.046
mean-2 10.625 0.114 0.138 0.813 0.096 0.077
variance-0 0.526 0.161 0.209 0.771 0.204 0.027
variance-1 0.657 0.311 0.268 0.576 0.102 0.180
variance-2 0.055 0.098 0.087 0.811 0.131 0.072
weight-0 0.027 0.027 0.053 0.923 0.057 0.028
weight-1 0.008 0.262 0.326 0.389 0.326 0.235
weight-2 0.027 0.111 0.162 0.695 0.233 0.089
Table 6.4. Decomposition of variance, truncated GMM. Portuguese Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 0.778 0.073 0.072 0.230 0.078 0.045
mean-1 2.845 0.000 -0.005 0.768 0.006 -0.009
variance-0 0.581 0.073 0.072 0.240 0.088 0.047
variance-1 0.020 0.006 0.072 0.264 0.135 0.052
weight-0 0.043 -0.024 -0.022 0.800 0.097 -0.013
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.778 0.223 0.389 0.504 0.365 0.085
mean-1 2.845 0.104 0.048 0.902 0.112 0.055
variance-0 0.581 0.222 0.356 0.502 0.370 0.085
variance-1 0.020 0.157 0.346 0.491 0.427 0.150
weight-0 0.043 0.031 0.056 0.833 0.160 0.036
GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 0.181 -0.001 0.038 0.099 0.109 0.093
mean-1 11.418 -0.005 0.018 0.718 0.014 0.010
mean-2 3.528 -0.012 -0.009 0.904 -0.004 -0.014
variance-0 0.036 -0.003 0.041 0.090 0.100 0.095
variance-1 0.222 -0.014 0.004 0.778 -0.002 0.012
variance-2 0.087 0.075 0.110 0.272 0.154 0.026
weight-0 0.034 0.073 0.023 0.051 0.118 0.051
weight-1 0.027 0.020 0.029 0.086 0.143 0.061
weight-2 0.026 0.056 0.086 0.241 0.079 0.052
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.181 0.238 0.220 0.375 0.490 0.411
mean-1 11.418 0.084 0.103 0.847 0.087 0.116
mean-2 3.528 0.042 0.025 0.955 0.049 0.033
variance-0 0.036 0.239 0.215 0.384 0.493 0.418
variance-1 0.222 0.066 0.081 0.865 0.064 0.138
variance-2 0.087 0.214 0.272 0.474 0.258 0.186
weight-0 0.034 0.408 0.248 0.309 0.454 0.397
weight-1 0.027 0.253 0.182 0.438 0.604 0.323
weight-2 0.026 0.268 0.178 0.630 0.312 0.171
Table 6.5. Decomposition of variance, GMM. Italian Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
Truncated GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 1.312 0.075 0.073 0.270 0.133 0.060
mean-1 2.845 0.037 0.032 0.771 0.043 0.014
variance-0 0.533 0.077 0.076 0.281 0.139 0.057
variance-1 0.018 0.019 0.088 0.138 0.097 0.073
weight-0 0.042 -0.006 0.009 0.779 0.105 0.007
Interaction Effects
mean-0 1.312 0.209 0.384 0.477 0.377 0.088
mean-1 2.845 0.107 0.048 0.866 0.108 0.054
variance-0 0.533 0.214 0.355 0.479 0.375 0.085
variance-1 0.018 0.188 0.423 0.435 0.489 0.182
weight-0 0.042 0.032 0.068 0.805 0.171 0.041
Truncated GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 0.029 0.021 0.019 0.269 0.181 0.101
mean-1 5.127 -0.002 0.010 0.823 0.027 0.018
mean-2 3.444 0.000 0.001 0.848 0.026 0.003
variance-0 0.004 0.034 0.027 0.210 0.125 0.088
variance-1 0.207 0.005 0.012 0.791 0.036 0.003
variance-2 0.033 0.035 0.046 0.400 0.249 0.068
weight-0 0.029 -0.009 -0.015 0.666 0.018 0.080
weight-1 0.009 0.041 -0.003 0.201 0.032 0.085
weight-2 0.020 0.004 0.007 0.571 0.058 0.057
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.029 0.252 0.141 0.487 0.382 0.313
mean-1 5.127 0.063 0.062 0.890 0.061 0.078
mean-2 3.444 0.064 0.038 0.925 0.071 0.042
variance-0 0.004 0.284 0.185 0.517 0.403 0.338
variance-1 0.207 0.095 0.067 0.876 0.074 0.056
variance-2 0.033 0.105 0.143 0.515 0.336 0.196
weight-0 0.029 0.152 0.061 0.771 0.119 0.180
weight-1 0.009 0.253 0.164 0.636 0.417 0.279
weight-2 0.020 0.136 0.102 0.721 0.163 0.189
Table 6.6. Decomposition of variance, truncated GMM. Italian Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 0.511 0.012 0.037 0.294 0.127 -0.014
mean-1 2.323 -0.001 -0.002 0.819 0.007 -0.014
variance-0 0.470 0.018 0.044 0.295 0.144 -0.008
variance-1 0.020 0.001 0.037 0.165 0.043 0.010
weight-0 0.041 -0.009 -0.013 0.793 0.090 -0.002
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.511 0.152 0.317 0.534 0.449 0.081
mean-1 2.323 0.065 0.034 0.925 0.102 0.049
variance-0 0.470 0.161 0.280 0.521 0.458 0.070
variance-1 0.020 0.187 0.328 0.570 0.573 0.114
weight-0 0.041 0.030 0.057 0.846 0.166 0.034
GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 0.106 0.051 0.041 0.131 0.075 0.029
mean-1 6.897 0.031 0.009 0.820 0.040 0.005
mean-2 2.856 0.015 0.009 0.910 0.006 0.012
variance-0 0.034 0.061 0.037 0.192 0.019 0.026
variance-1 0.164 0.018 0.011 0.806 0.009 0.018
variance-2 0.058 0.066 0.049 0.331 0.222 0.004
weight-0 0.025 0.017 0.013 0.240 0.043 0.006
weight-1 0.029 0.029 0.041 0.024 0.069 0.020
weight-2 0.020 0.042 0.049 0.370 0.053 0.022
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.106 0.163 0.158 0.505 0.580 0.366
mean-1 6.897 0.052 0.056 0.864 0.081 0.079
mean-2 2.856 0.025 0.024 0.954 0.052 0.035
variance-0 0.034 0.155 0.193 0.588 0.524 0.296
variance-1 0.164 0.064 0.073 0.863 0.064 0.135
variance-2 0.058 0.168 0.237 0.468 0.319 0.198
weight-0 0.025 0.229 0.191 0.582 0.545 0.344
weight-1 0.029 0.142 0.113 0.677 0.816 0.193
weight-2 0.020 0.192 0.147 0.746 0.328 0.159
Table 6.7. Decomposition of variance, GMM. French Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
Truncated GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 0.982 -0.005 0.043 0.314 0.140 -0.015
mean-1 2.278 0.015 0.018 0.810 0.027 0.007
variance-0 0.484 0.000 0.050 0.315 0.152 -0.009
variance-1 0.018 0.020 0.073 0.141 0.068 0.040
weight-0 0.040 0.022 0.018 0.779 0.129 0.028
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.982 0.145 0.309 0.517 0.479 0.077
mean-1 2.278 0.063 0.037 0.896 0.112 0.050
variance-0 0.484 0.149 0.284 0.509 0.483 0.072
variance-1 0.018 0.188 0.356 0.520 0.622 0.113
weight-0 0.040 0.031 0.066 0.791 0.180 0.038
Truncated GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 0.062 0.056 0.058 0.410 0.065 0.003
mean-1 5.391 0.009 0.002 0.754 0.008 0.002
mean-2 2.826 -0.005 -0.008 0.883 -0.023 -0.013
variance-0 0.020 0.050 0.059 0.317 0.056 0.032
variance-1 0.204 0.007 -0.003 0.735 0.002 0.002
variance-2 0.046 0.078 0.059 0.335 0.206 0.034
weight-0 0.023 0.036 0.014 0.584 0.028 0.013
weight-1 0.013 0.091 0.070 0.083 0.037 0.026
weight-2 0.018 0.026 0.027 0.596 -0.013 0.015
Interaction Effects
mean-0 0.062 0.188 0.244 0.596 0.266 0.139
mean-1 5.391 0.055 0.120 0.834 0.105 0.097
mean-2 2.826 0.038 0.036 0.964 0.061 0.042
variance-0 0.020 0.165 0.318 0.548 0.346 0.130
variance-1 0.204 0.054 0.121 0.851 0.102 0.114
variance-2 0.046 0.110 0.248 0.448 0.325 0.218
weight-0 0.023 0.176 0.119 0.725 0.193 0.140
weight-1 0.013 0.285 0.267 0.451 0.569 0.244
weight-2 0.018 0.109 0.076 0.829 0.219 0.138
Table 6.8. Decomposition of variance, truncated GMM. French Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 2.873 0.033 0.068 0.245 0.093 0.043
mean-1 3.885 0.042 0.045 0.736 0.017 0.002
variance-0 0.909 0.042 0.073 0.280 0.096 0.025
variance-1 0.042 -0.003 0.063 0.043 0.001 0.104
weight-0 0.045 0.009 0.018 0.803 0.112 0.020
Interaction Effects
mean-0 2.873 0.174 0.377 0.515 0.379 0.132
mean-1 3.885 0.116 0.059 0.863 0.124 0.050
variance-0 0.909 0.203 0.336 0.549 0.345 0.118
variance-1 0.042 0.223 0.484 0.405 0.452 0.329
weight-0 0.045 0.033 0.046 0.815 0.147 0.044
GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 1.475 0.008 0.027 0.337 0.022 0.063
mean-1 10.968 -0.012 -0.009 0.858 -0.020 -0.018
mean-2 4.737 -0.014 -0.022 0.861 -0.009 -0.021
variance-0 0.844 0.014 0.039 0.267 0.053 0.067
variance-1 0.238 0.004 0.039 0.459 0.053 0.044
variance-2 0.079 0.036 0.036 0.556 0.019 0.009
weight-0 0.025 0.220 0.061 0.083 0.083 0.073
weight-1 0.026 0.112 0.011 0.254 0.221 0.018
weight-2 0.020 0.042 0.038 0.183 0.067 0.024
Interaction Effects
mean-0 1.475 0.125 0.335 0.549 0.390 0.149
mean-1 10.968 0.056 0.052 0.923 0.053 0.077
mean-2 4.737 0.063 0.035 0.950 0.062 0.038
variance-0 0.844 0.139 0.367 0.498 0.434 0.139
variance-1 0.238 0.118 0.233 0.646 0.253 0.189
variance-2 0.079 0.152 0.158 0.702 0.171 0.173
weight-0 0.025 0.477 0.241 0.225 0.255 0.443
weight-1 0.026 0.195 0.179 0.544 0.443 0.157
weight-2 0.020 0.279 0.176 0.606 0.408 0.199
Table 6.9. Decomposition of variance, GMM. German Wikipedia.
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variable variance rollback_prob speed confidence const_succ const_pop
r µ " cs cp
Truncated GMM, k = 2
Main Effects
mean-0 3.114 0.044 0.079 0.291 0.116 0.053
mean-1 3.828 0.033 0.029 0.732 0.039 0.016
variance-0 0.715 0.052 0.075 0.317 0.116 0.036
variance-1 0.040 0.020 0.102 0.019 -0.009 0.108
weight-0 0.043 0.003 0.006 0.793 0.112 0.007
Interaction Effects
mean-0 3.114 0.181 0.356 0.536 0.358 0.093
mean-1 3.828 0.119 0.062 0.863 0.121 0.050
variance-0 0.715 0.210 0.314 0.569 0.330 0.081
variance-1 0.040 0.238 0.516 0.430 0.481 0.265
weight-0 0.043 0.035 0.051 0.820 0.157 0.042
Truncated GMM, k = 3
Main Effects
mean-0 1.106 0.059 0.081 0.222 0.094 0.098
mean-1 7.550 0.047 0.012 0.797 0.012 0.009
mean-2 4.506 0.034 0.004 0.835 0.020 0.002
variance-0 0.437 0.059 0.089 0.208 0.104 0.094
variance-1 0.232 0.065 0.108 0.515 0.024 0.018
variance-2 0.061 0.041 0.039 0.500 0.006 0.069
weight-0 0.037 -0.004 0.019 0.761 0.096 0.002
weight-1 0.017 0.020 0.061 0.486 0.016 0.043
weight-2 0.024 0.016 0.078 0.291 0.087 0.019
Interaction Effects
mean-0 1.106 0.153 0.390 0.458 0.431 0.154
mean-1 7.550 0.100 0.080 0.869 0.059 0.056
mean-2 4.506 0.077 0.041 0.910 0.072 0.038
variance-0 0.437 0.156 0.399 0.441 0.446 0.147
variance-1 0.232 0.137 0.282 0.624 0.209 0.104
variance-2 0.061 0.183 0.171 0.708 0.156 0.224
weight-0 0.037 0.059 0.050 0.810 0.149 0.071
weight-1 0.017 0.148 0.161 0.794 0.244 0.129
weight-2 0.024 0.239 0.183 0.619 0.338 0.178
Table 6.10. Decomposition of variance, truncated GMM. German Wikipedia.
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the above procedure both using the variance of each parameter as weight (see
column “variance” in tables 6.3–6.10) and without weight, i.e. using W = I
in eq. (6.2). Surprisingly, the best results are those with no weighting, which
are those we choose to report here. In table 6.11 we report the coefficient of
determination R2 for the various choice of the auxiliary model. Figures in bold
(only in the rows of the confidence parameter) denote the best auxiliary model
for each language. The graphical results of the cross-validation for these models
are shown in figg. 6.7–6.10.
Parameter GMM Truncated GMM
k = 2 k = 3 k = 2 k = 3
Portuguese
Speed µ 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04
Confidence " 0.73 0.86 0.70 0.85
Rollback prob. r 0.00 0.16 0.01 0.00
Const. succ. cs 0.13 0.02 0.36 0.28
Const. pop. cp 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Italian
Speed µ 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00
Confidence " 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.85
Rollback prob. r 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00
Const. succ. cs 0.66 0.30 0.75 0.42
Const. pop. cp 0.09 0.03 0.01 0.03
French
Speed µ 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.08
Confidence " 0.91 0.90 0.76 0.86
Rollback prob. r 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.16
Const. succ. cs 0.61 0.33 0.69 0.35
Const. pop. cp 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.09
German
Speed µ 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.13
Confidence " 0.91 0.77 0.92 0.67
Rollback prob. r 0.08 0.00 0.06 0.09
Const. succ. cs 0.50 0.16 0.38 0.27
Const. pop. cp 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.05
Table 6.11. Results of leave-one-out cross-validation. Coefficient of determi-
nation. For each language, the best R2 attained over parameter " is shown in
bold.
The results of the cross-validation are better than we were expecting. The
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Figure 6.7. Leave-out-out cross validation. Portuguese Wikipedia, GMM, k = 3.
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Figure 6.8. Leave-out-out cross validation. Portuguese Wikipedia, Truncated
GMM, k = 2.
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Figure 6.9. Leave-out-out cross validation. Portuguese Wikipedia, GMM, k = 2.
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Figure 6.10. Leave-out-out cross validation. Portuguese Wikipedia, Truncated
GMM, k = 2.
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decomposition of variance of the sufficient statistic of the mixture told us basi-
cally that the only parameter on which the auxiliary parameters are sensitive is
the confidence ". However in terms of R2 we see that the indirect inference is
moderately accurate in estimating also cs, the constant term of successes. This
can be construed noting that this parameter is able to influence the location of
the short-term cluster, a feature that the mixture model is able to detect. The
factor screening did not evidence this behavior of cs because, in the presence
of a heavy tailed statistics, changes in this component do not affect much the
average activity lifespan of the population. So we see that the indirect inference
is indeed an effective estimation technique – provided one chooses the right
auxiliary model.
6.6 Results
Having tested the accuracy of the indirect inference technique, we can finally
apply it to get estimates of the parameters of our model. We fit our data using
the auxiliary models that attain the highest R2 in estimating ". See table 6.12
for the results of the calibration.
All other settings are similar to those used for the sensitivity analysis. Stan-
dard errors and 95% confidence intervals are computed on a bootstrapped sam-
ple with 1000 observations. Figure 6.11 shows the results of the fit, compared to
empirical data. We simulate from the calibrated model and plot a kernel density
estimate of the synthetic data together with histograms of empirical data.
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Parameter Estimate Std. Error 95% conf. int.
Portuguese
rollback_prob 0.52 0.01 0.64
speed 0.46 0.00 0.30
confidence 0.39 0.00 0.08
const_succ 70.78 0.80 49.11
const_pop 51.56 0.79 48.73
Italian
rollback_prob 0.36 0.00 0.22
speed 0.21 0.00 0.15
confidence 0.49 0.00 0.01
const_succ 53.81 0.61 37.46
const_pop 58.31 0.57 34.93
French
rollback_prob 0.02 0.01 0.62
speed 0.02 0.00 0.25
confidence 0.49 0.00 0.00
const_succ 3.79 0.86 53.00
const_pop 89.37 0.77 47.69
German
rollback_prob 0.42 0.01 0.81
speed 0.23 0.01 0.38
confidence 0.49 0.00 0.01
const_succ 1.56 0.79 48.57
const_pop 11.52 1.19 73.21
Table 6.12. Calibrated parameters.
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Figure 6.11. Comparison between empirical data (histograms) and simulated
data (kernel density estimate, red line), obtained from the calibrated model.
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Chapter 7
The life cycle of user activity
7.1 Introduction
How does the editing activity of an editor change through his participation span?
In the first version of our peer production model editors were modeled assuming
a constant rate of activity, that is, as time homogeneous point processes. Later
we revised this assumption, and introduced an editing model with edit cascades.
This was needed in order to better describe the bursty nature of editing which,
like many human activities happening on the web, is far from being character-
ized by plain Poissonian statistics1
But still, in our model it was assumed that users follow the same behavior
consistently throughout their whole lifespan. Moreover, it was assumed that all
users have the same characteristics in terms of editing activity. Such modeling
assumptions seem a fair approximation, at least when taken in the context of
modeling how the process of norm formation induces long-term user participa-
tion. But outside the context of our model we might ask whether these assump-
tions are realistic or not: are there instead any distinctive patterns of editing
activity that could help explain long-term user participation, user retention, or
user departure? And if yes, have these patterns changed noticeably during the
history of Wikipedia? In fact, we know that early activity of Wikipedia editors
is a good predictor for their long term participation (cf. Panciera et al. [2009]),
but what is the general trend in the life cycle of a user after the first month?
Another hypothesis that would be interesting to test is whether editing be-
1For an explanation involving scale-free statistics, cf. Barabási [2005]; Dezsö et al. [2006].
Also, for an alternative model based on Poissonian patterns, see Malmgren et al. [2008]. Radic-
chi [2009] found a power-law for the inter-event time distribution of – among others – logging
actions by Wikipedia administrators.
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havior has changed significantly over the years. Information on the Wikipedia
website is organized in different “namespaces”. Namespaces can be thought of
as directories: each web-page is identified by a title and by the namespace it be-
longs to. The purpose of this subdivision is to organize the contents of the wiki
website according to the functional and logical criteria. For example, all entries
of the actual encyclopedia belong to the so-called “Main” namespace, which in
the database is assigned namespace number 0. Personal pages of registered ed-
itors belong instead to the “User” namespace (NS 2). Project and community
pages are to be found in the “Wikipedia” namespace.
The advantage of this naming convention is that information can be orga-
nized according to its function in a natural way. For example, the topic “Van-
dalism” exists both in the main and “Wikipedia” namespace. In the first case,
it is a proper encyclopedic article about the nature of vandalism (i.e. the real-
world issue); the latter is instead an internal documentation page about the
phenomenon of wiki-vandalism, that is, about any act of vandalism committed
on Wikipedia itself.
Related research has so far been interested in characterizing the balance of
editing activity among different namespaces only in terms of the historic de-
velopment of Wikipedia. For example Beschastnikh et al. [2008] analyzed the
growth of policy adoption in editorial decisions. Thus, different editing behav-
iors might be reflected in a different balance of activity among different names-
paces.
The research presented in this chapter was performed at the Wikimedia
Foundation (http://www.wikimediafoundation.org) as part of the 2011 Sum-
mer of Research initiative.
7.2 Methods
We use editing activity on pages as a general measure of user participation. We
measure it as number of contributions (i.e. edits) per day. The rate of activity is a
less problematic measure than the lifespan of user activity, i.e. the time elapsed
between the first and the last edit of a user, for two reasons. First, users may take
long breaks between active periods, and this makes the overall lifespan difficult
to interpret. This problem does not have a direct solution, as the sequence of
revision metadata lacks any indicator that tells us if a user is still involved in the
project (actively) during any such long break.
Second, activity lifespan might be inaccurate, since retired editors sometimes
perform edits even long after they stopped contributing. These transitory come-
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backs might happen for reasons other than pure contribution, for example to
respond to somebody on their talk pages. This means that the activity span may
not faithfully reflect the actual period of activity of a user, which is instead better
described by the editing rate.2
7.2.1 Data Collection
We extracted data from the Toolserver replica of the English Wikipedia database
in August 2011.3 Our data is actually the metadata attached to each revision
performed on any Wikipedia page, and comprises user name, timestamp, page
title, and page namespace. We selected only registered users which, at the time
we collected the data, amounted to N = 3,484, 55. We grouped revision times-
tamps by user and then ordered the timestamps of each user chronologically. Let








(i.e., average) editing activity rate is defined as the total edit count ni divided





Our idea is to perform a longitudinal study of the life cycle of user activity.
This means that, instead of treating each user individually, we group them in
homogeneous groups, and study the average behavior of users within a specific
age group and total activity level. This is motivated by two things. First, a
longitudinal methodology is suited for tracking the changes in editor activity
over the history of Wikipedia. The second motivation is that estimating the daily
rate of edits of an individual user can be difficult due to the presence of noise
both at the individual and population level.
Regarding this last point, in fact, we note two things. At the individual level,
noise is due to the bursty nature of the editing activity. Most human activities
shows strong circadian and weekly rhythms. In general, online activity is not
immune to this; email usage is an example of this (cf. Malmgren et al. [2008,
2009]). In order to reduce the level of noise at the individual level, we compute
the daily average rate of contributions of a user over a 30 day period, or over
2It is customary for editors of the English Wikipedia to announce their retirement from the
scenes on their user page using a special code, which the wiki engine displays as a black sign.
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Retired. For the current list of editors who
declared their retirement in this way, see instead https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:
WhatLinksHere/Template:Retired.
3http://toolserver.org.
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the total user lifespan, if it is less than 30 days. Second, at the population level
we find that activity levels across users are highly heterogeneous, as some users
are naturally more productive than others. We will actually quantify this later.
Cohort definition
Our objective is to perform a longitudinal study of user activity over the com-
munity of Wikipedia, which means that we need to group users into different
cohorts. Cohorts are formed in order to group together users who:
1. have similar productivity levels, thus giving a better estimate of the daily
rate of editing activity,
2. begin their participation period more or less at the same time, thus control-
ling for other endogenous and exogenous factors such as level of tolerance
in the community, etc.
We define cohorts as groups of users who become active in the same period
and whose editing activity rate (7.1) is within a certain range. The choice of
this period is arbitrary, and different periods will give results that differ quanti-
tatively from each other. In practice, a cohort should have enough users to yield
decent statistical estimates, but should not lump together users who are subject
to different social and environmental factors. As a trade-off between these two
criteria we set the period associated to each cohort to be equal to 30 days.
To track the beginning of the active period of a user we use the timestamp of
the first revision ever performed. We use the date of first edit instead of account
registration because the distribution of the lag between registration and first edit
of users happens to be markedly skewed (see below), and thus the timestamp of
registration might inaccurately reflect the beginning of activity of a user.
Of course we should note that the global rate is defined in terms of the total
lifespan t(i)Ni − t(i)1 , and thus our cohort definition is in principle likely to show
the same inaccuracy issue discussed above. However, we can assume that these
inaccuracies affect users uniformly at random, so using 7.1 should not introduce
significant biases in the definition of user cohorts.
We bin activity levels of users logarithmically, in base 10. As a reference
value, a global activity of 10−4 edits/s (or simply s−1, which we use interchange-
ably throughout the rest of the chapter) corresponds to nmonth = 259.2 edits in a
month. So, our classes roughly corresponds to 2.5–25 edits per month, 25–250
edits per month, 250–2,500 edits per month, etc.
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Since we want to track the activity rate as a function of time since the incep-
tion of the active period, all user histories are, within the same cohort, shifted
so that the date of first edit of the account corresponds to the origin (i.e. t = 0)
of the x-axis.
Lag between registration and first edit
Even though we had access to the date of registration, we decided to define our
cohorts using the day in which users perform their first edit. We used the day
of first edit instead of registration because it is a more accurate measure of the
beginning of the active period of an editor. Figure 7.1 shows that a significant
portion of users (about 20%) register but do not perform their first edit within
the same day. Instead, the distribution of lags between registration and first edit
appears to show a heavy tail, with several instances past 1 month and even past
1 year. Together with this, we also see a markedly bimodal behavior. The plot
depicts the mixture components as stacked area plots. This means that for any
value of the registration lag (x-axis), the value of the density of each component
of the mixture is given by the height of the respective colored area at that point.
Data quality
Finally, since we want to study human contributors only, we also filter out robot
accounts. In particular, we take three measures to remove them: first, we re-
move all accounts in the list of “flagged” bots, that is, the official community list
of robot accounts.4 Second, we remove all unflagged accounts that have been
identified as being run by a script. Third, we further restrict our sample only to
users with at least 2 edits and with a lifespan longer than 1 hour.
7.3 Results and discussions
7.3.1 Editor productivity
Before analyzing any possible variation of the editing activity rate over time,
we explore the variability within our sample. Wikipedia editors are known to
show a high degree of heterogeneity in terms of contributions, as the edit count
distribution (i.e. the total number of contributions performed by an editor)
4The term comes from the presence of a boolean field in the user database – a “flag” in the
technical jargon – that specifically signals whether an account is operated by a human or by a
computer program.
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Time between registration and first edit (N = 3484055)
Main namespace only
Figure 7.1. Distribution of lags between registration and first edit, for editors
who performed their first edit in the main Namespace (encyclopedic articles)
(histogram: empirical data). A Gaussian mixture model is fit to the empirical
data (stacked area plots).
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presents a marked heavy tail (Ortega and Gonzales-Barahona [2007]). However,
the sample contains user accounts of different ages, so this heterogeneity might
just be an effect of mixing the different lifespans of users, and not due, in the
main, to different levels of productivity.
We therefore analyze how editing activity a changes as the total edit count n
of a user grows. Figure 7.2 depicts the relationship between the two variables;
it reproduces a similar plot found in the work of Radicchi [2009] on human
activity on the Web. Radicchi obtained his plot using a related, but smaller,
dataset: a snapshot of the “logging” table from 2008.5 Figure 7.2 is instead
obtained from the contents of the “revision” table as of August 2011, and thus
contains activity from the whole population of users, and not just administrator
users.



















Figure 7.2. User activity (in s−1) versus editing level (number of edits). Users
are logarithmically binned (base 2) according to the number of edits performed.
For each of these samples, a box-plot shows the distribution of editing activity.
Whiskers: 10th–90th percentiles; boxes: 25th–75th percentiles; line: median.
The black line (slope = 1) is a reference for the reader to show the linear
relationship.
In the plot, boxes stretch between the 25th and 75th percentile, whiskers
correspond to the 10th and 90th percentile, and the line inside boxes represents
the 50th percentile (i.e. the median). Users are binned logarithmically (in base
2).
5This table records all bookkeeping actions performed by administrators, such as page re-
naming, archiving, or deletions, etc.
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The plot shows that, for n § 200, a linear relationship (in log-scale) holds
between number of edits and activity. However, if we take a given bin of activity
greater than a ≥ 10−5 edits/s, that is, if we set for a given interval on the y-
axis greater than 10−5 edits/s, and scan the graph horizontally to see where we
make any observation, we see that there are two categories of users, those with
low edit counts (on the left), who therefore must have performed such edits
in a relatively short time frame, and those with high edit counts (on the right),
whose span of activity is considerably longer. This is consistent with the fact that
the distribution of lifespan is bimodal, as we saw in chapter 3, but also implies
that users are indeed marked by different rates of productivity since the very
early stages of their careers.
7.3.2 User activity trends
We now look at how editing activity changes over time. The first, qualitative,
result is that editing activity evolves over time differently depending on user
productivity. For low activity users (a < 10−5 edits/s, roughly less than one edit
per day), the peak of activity happens in the first 30 days. For high activity
users (more than one edit per day), productivity peaks much later. For example,
Figure 7.3 shows four cohorts, all from January 2006:
The dashed lines refer to a non-parametric fit performed with a cubic splines
model. The smoothness factor of the splines was determined using cross-valida-
tion. Vertical lines mark the day of peak activity predicted by the spline model.
For editors in the top plot, that is, cohorts with 10−4 s−1 ≤ a < 10−3 s−1 (in the
legend labeled with “−4”) and 10−5 s−1 ≤ a < 10−6 s−1 (legend label: “−5”) this
day occurs after (roughly) 450 and 300 days. For the bottom plot, the peak of
activity occurs in the first 30-days period – presumably on the very first day.
For low-activity cohorts a surge in activity is also noted towards the end
of the observation window. However, error bars for those measurements (not
shown in the plots) also grow dramatically. This is a consequence of the low
number of editors still active at such a late stage, which makes the estimates of
the average activity rate very noisy. In the rest of the analysis we decided to filter
out observations based on a criterion of dispersion: we excluded those estimates
of the average rate whose signal-to-noise ratio was below a threshold. We found
that a value of 10 gives good results without excluding too many observations.
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Figure 7.3. Daily edit rate a as a function of time since first edit, for Wikipedia
editors who did their first edit in January 2006. Top: 10−4 s−1 ≤ a < 10−3 s−1
(blue dots), 10−5 s−1 ≤ a < 10−4 s−1 (green triangles). Bottom: 10−6 s−1 ≤ a <
10−5 s−1 (blue dots), 10−7 s−1 ≤ a < 10−6 s−1 (green triangles).
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7.3.3 Time scale of activity decay
We also tried parametric models and preliminary results suggest that the post-
peak decay in editing activity by users with a < 10−5 s−1 follows a stretched
exponential law. Figure 7.4 shows, as an example, the fit of the average activity
rate of three cohorts with activity level 10−6 s−1 ≤ a < 10−5 s−1 from the month
of January of three consecutive years: 2006, 2007, and 2008. We fit these data









where y is a stretched exponential function:
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Under the hypothesis that data have been generated by the model in 7.3 by
the effect of Gaussian noise, 7.2 should follow the χ2 distribution with ν = k−4
degrees of freedom. Thus we compute, as goodness-fit-measures, the p-value
associated to the fit; we also test for normality of the residuals using the K2
omnibus statistics (D’Agostino et al. [1990]). Finally, we compute the coefficient
of determination. Results for the fit for the three cohorts are reported in table
7.1. Since χ2 ≈ ν for 2007 and 2008, we can conclude that in these two cases
we have moderately good fit to the data. For 2006, instead, we see from the
p-value a clear rejection of the stretched exponential hypothesis. This pattern
seems to hold also in general, i.e. for the whole dataset.
So, only recent cohorts seem to reliably support the stretched exponential
model. The reason for this could be twofold. First, very early cohorts simply
don’t have enough observation: in fact, for the years before 2005, there are
simply too few editors to provide reliable estimates of the average rate of editing.
In the period between the end of 2005 to early 2007, Wikipedia underwent a
dramatic growth. The sudden growth might not interact well with our cohorts
period of 1 month, or it could be that too many users registered and performed
very few edits, just out of curiosity. This might explain the fact that the fit for
the Jan. 2006 cohort underestimates the initial drop of activity, an effect that
can be further appreciated comparing the residuals (fig. 7.4, bottom panel) in
the blue curve with the other two.
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Cohort χ2 d.f. p-value K2 p-value (resid.) R2
Jan. 2006 197.39 47 0.00 8.85 > 0.01 0.94
Jan. 2007 43.93 34 0.12 2.82 0.24 0.97
Jan. 2008 17.54 19 0.55 3.69 0.15 0.97
Table 7.1. Stretched exponential fit. Goodness-of-fit test. Significant values of
the χ2 are shown in bold. Cohorts


































Figure 7.4. Stretched exponential fit. Average activity rate in three cohorts from
January 2005 (blue circles), 2007 (red diamonds), and 2009 (green triangles).
Activity level 10−7 s−1 ≤ a < 10−6 s−1. Top: data and fit. Bottom: residuals.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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7.3.4 Community dynamics
To get an idea of how editor activity has changed since the inception of the
English Wikipedia we can compute the location and the value of the peak of
activity of each cohort, and plot it as a function of the cohort month. Such plot
gives us the evolution of the productivity of users. By plotting different activity
levels, we see the evolution of editing activity going on in the community broken
down by productivity levels. These plots are shown in figures 7.5 and 7.6.
For high activity users, i.e. those with a > 10−5 s−1, (more than one edit per
day), they show that recent cohorts are reaching their peak of activity earlier
than the early ones. Moreover at peak activity they are less productive than
those users that, having the same level of productivity, joined in previous years.
For low activity users, the plot is not clear enough because almost invariably
these groups have their peak of activity within the first 30 days, so the peak
date in the graphs is always equal to zero. This doesn’t give a clear picture of
the dynamics at this range of activity. To better understand the dynamics at low
activity ranges, we can exploit the fact that, at these ranges, activity follows a
stretched exponential decay, and compute the mean relaxation time 〈τ〉, which
is essentially given by the integral under the activity curve.



















where Γ is the gamma function. 〈τ〉 is a measure of how much time it takes for
the whole group to reach their baseline activity.
The dynamics of the mean relaxation time is shown in fig. 7.7. These plots
show that even low productivity users are losing participation momentum faster
than their counterparts from the earlier stages of the project. The only notable
exception to this is the group 10−8 s−1 ≤ a < 10−7 s−1, which is fairly stable,
meaning that participation at this (very low) level of activity is still fairly sta-
ble. This is probably related to the fact that editors in this group edit only
occasionally and thus are not really affected by changes in the structure of the
community.
These plots suggest that there is an aging effect going on in Wikipedia, that
is, the cycle of user participation is getting shorter as time passes, since editing
activity for newer cohorts peaks earlier than in older cohorts. Another way of
visualizing this effect comparing different activity ranges, is to rescale each curve
displayed in figures 7.5 and 7.6 by its average peak activity. In practice we take a
given level of productivity, compute the peak activity for all the cohorts starting
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Figure 7.5. Evolution of editing activity over the history of Wikipedia. Peak date
(red circles, right y-axis) and peak value (blue circles, left y-axis) of edit activ-
ity rates of cohorts for different activity levels. Top: 10−4 s−1 ≤ a < 10−3 s−1.
Bottom: 10−5 s−1 ≤ a < 10−4 s−1.
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Figure 7.6. Evolution of editing activity over the history of Wikipedia. Peak date
(red circles, right y-axis) and peak value (blue circles, left y-axis) of edit activ-
ity rates of cohorts for different activity levels. Top: 10−6 s−1 ≤ a < 10−5 s−1.
Bottom: 10−7 s−1 ≤ a < 10−6 s−1.

































































































































































Figure 7.7. Evolution of editing activity over the history of Wikipedia. Mean
relaxation time (blue circles, in days) of editing activity of cohorts for different
activity levels. Top: 10−6 s−1 ≤ a < 10−5 s−1. Middle: 10−7 s−1 ≤ a < 10−6 s−1.
Bottom: 10−8 s−1 ≤ a < 10−7 s−1.
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from the inception of Wikipedia, and divide these by the average value. This has
the effect of rescaling all values, allowing the dynamics of groups with different
productivity levels to be compared. In other words, we can see in this way how
fast the slowdown is occurring at different levels of activity. Figures 7.8, 7.9,
7.10, and 7.11 show the results of this comparison. To avoid clutter, we plot
together the high activity cohorts (a ≥ 10−4 edits/s), and those with low activity
(a < 10−4 edits/s).
In these plots data are further broken down by namespace, that is, we disag-
gregate edit counts by namespace of destination and then proceed as usual with
computing the average rates, fitting our non-parametric spline model, and find-
ing the peaks. We report this break down for the following pairs of namespaces:
• All namespaces.
• “Main” and “Talk” (NS: 0, 1).
• “User” and “User_Talk” (NS: 2, 3).
• “Wikipedia” and “Wikipedia_Talk” (NS: 4, 5).
The first thing to note is that the slowdown is not occurring uniformly over
the whole range of the editing activity: if we look at the peak dynamics for high
activity users in all namespaces we see that the group 10−6 s−1 ≤ a < 10−5 s−1
are slowing down steadily, compared to the other two groups. This range of
activity corresponds roughly to people performing between 25 to 250 edits per
month, whereas people in the two other groups do 10× and 100× that amount
of edits. Similar trends hold when looking only at edits to namespaces Main and
Talk. This is to be expected, given that most user activity is concentrated into
these two namespaces.
For low activity classes (a < 10−6 edits/s) we see yet different trends. The
group doing between 2 and 25 edits/month seems to slow down whereas the
groups respectively 10 and 100 times less active seem not to experience any
notable slowdown – which, again, is expectable, given that these users are just
occasional users.
In conclusion, our technique allows us to understand how editing activity is
changing over time in the whole community, and especially how this change is
occurring for different groups of users: very active users seem to have kept up
with their pace essentially unchanged since the inception of Wikipedia; other
groups, instead, seem to undergo shorter and shorter turnovers. These are im-
portant findings to understand how activity is changing over a stratified and
heterogeneous community such as the English Wikipedia.
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Figure 7.8. Normalized activity rate over time, edits to all namespaces. Top:
high activity cohorts. Bottom: low activity cohorts.
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Figure 7.9. Normalized activity rate over time, edits to NS 0 & 1. Top: high
activity cohorts. Bottom: low activity cohorts.
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Figure 7.10. Normalized activity rate over time, edits to NS 2 & 3. Top: high
activity cohorts. Bottom: low activity cohorts.
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Figure 7.11. Normalized activity rate over time, edits to NS 4 & 5. Top: high
activity cohorts. Bottom: low activity cohorts.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
One truth was that you got out of
such models just about what you
put into them. They were mostly a
way of recording your
preconceptions. The second truth
was that such preconceptions
could be fluently incorporated into
models of this type and could, in
fact, reach any conclusions that
one wanted. Hence, at one level,
this work could be construed as a
criticism of all model-building in
which one’s preconceptions were
not tested against data.
Leo Kadanoff
In this final chapter we critically evaluate the findings of this dissertation, and
discuss a potential agenda for future research on user participation in peer pro-
duction systems. We make explicit reference to the operational research ques-
tions enumerated in the introduction of the dissertation (see 1.3.2).
8.1 The distribution of the lifespan of user activity
In chapter 3 we analyzed the distribution of the lifespan of user activity in five of
the largest Wikipedia communities, found strong support for the fact that user
activity lifespan is distributed according to a mixture of multiple log-normal
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distributions (QUESTION 1a), measured the mixture coefficients across all five
communities (QUESTION 1b), and observed the temporal evolution of the mix-
ture coefficients (QUESTION 1c). Finally, in chapter 7 we analyzed how user
editing activity changes over the course of the lifespan of activity of users, and
throughout the history of the community (QUESTION 1d).
Regarding all these research questions, a few considerations need to be taken
into account. We start focusing on those related to the work of chapter 3 and
separately address the last one below.
Even though the empirical distribution of user participation from Wikipedia
shows a clearly heavy-tailed decay, we found that there is little or no support
for a power-law hypothesis. Other distributions have been proposed to model
the period of user participation in peer production systems, most notably the
exponential distribution. We did not check explicitly whether there is support
for an exponential decay in our data simply because our findings seem to be
quite straightforward on the multi-modality of the lifespan of user accounts in
Wikipedia.
In particular, our analysis found that the model that provides the best de-
scription for our data is a mixture of three log-normal components. Clearly,
more analysis is needed in order to assess whether the data support this hypoth-
esis. In particular, some limitations of the present analysis should be considered.
The first is that we did not take into account the rate at which users join
Wikipedia. This information is important because the estimation of the overall
distribution of user lifespan does depend on this quantity: since we only have
access to an observation window of finite length, any large, sudden fluctuation
in the number of new users might result in an excess of observed frequency
for the corresponding values of the activity lifespan. In fact, it is well-known
that Wikipedia underwent an exponential phase of growth during the 2006–
2008 period. Without any information about the relative importance of each
generation of new users, the mixture model we employ can only adapt to these
“bumps” by introducing more components than necessary.
The second limitation of this kind of analysis is that the results of our esti-
mation only apply to a specific stage of development of each community. This
is a consequence of our choice of dealing with a truncated sample instead of a
censored one. Censoring can be dealt with using very similar tools to those we
use to perform our estimation, so an interesting development of this work would
be to perform our fit using a censored model, and see whether the lifespan dis-
tribution is stable over time and whether a three components mixture is still the
favored model.
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8.1.1 Temporal trends of user activity
The longitudinal study of user activity we performed in chapter 7 sheds more
light on the evolution of editing activity in the English Wikipedia during its de-
velopment. In particular, we found that editor activity is strongly inhomoge-
neous over time. This finding might inform the modeling activity in the future,
in particular allowing inhomogeneous activity in our peer production model and
a meaningful distribution of user activity rates. Another direction of research
would be an investigation of the mechanisms governing the evolution of the
stretched exponential model of activity decay. An attempt to formulate a gen-
eral model that could reconcile the observed patterns of editing activity for those
cohorts marked by high rates of editing activity would be appealing as well. In
particular, investigating whether the dynamics of collective attention (e.g. (Wu
and Huberman [2007])) towards the Wikipedia project explains these phenom-
ena would be especially interesting.
8.2 An agent-based approach to modeling peer pro-
duction
In chapter 4 we introduced a microscopic, agent-based model of user participa-
tion in a peer production community (QUESTION 2a), studied its parameters by
means of global sensitivity analysis in chapter 5 (QUESTION 2b & QUESTION 2c),
and calibrated them by means of indirect inference in chapter 6 (QUESTION 2d).
One common complaint about the agent-based methodology is that what is
often presented as the “main” behavior of the model is usually attained only for
a specific range of values of its parameters. As Epstein and Axtell [1996] points
out, being able to generate the expected behavior is the minimum one has to
do in order to give credibility to the model one is proposing. Of course this not
enough to claim that the rules agents follow in the simulations are actually the
ones that in reality govern the collective behavior under investigation.
Often it is not clear whether certain collective patterns emerge because some
assumptions were favored over others, and sometimes it is not even clear which
parameters are the ones really responsible for such emergent behaviors.
Being able to rank parameters by the effect they have on the response of the
model is thus very important, since it gives a tool to discern which parameters
are really important and which are not, and that might be removed in order to
yield a simpler model. It also helps to focus attention on fewer factors and thus
opens up the possibility of proposing alternative models for comparison.
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In the context of agent-based models of social group dynamics, our applica-
tion, in chapter 5, of global sensitivity analysis is, to our knowledge, new. As
more and more datasets about social interactions are produced, and better ways
to quantitatively measure cultural traits are devised, we can foresee that these
kind of models will increasingly find empirical application for the study of opin-
ion and cultural formation and, in general, group dynamics. Global sensitivity
analysis will be a useful tool to quantitatively assess the importance of various
parameters and, hence, guide the modeler in the empirical investigation of social
phenomena with agent-based models.
The results of the calibration (QUESTION 2d) performed in chapter 6 are en-
couraging but certainly not conclusive. In particular, a comparison with em-
pirical data shows that indirect inference suffers from a certain upward bias in
estimating both the confidence parameter " and the initial number of successes
cs. Several steps could be taken to improve this situation. First, the model could
be simplified, for example following the results of the factor screening analysis.
This would result in a simplified simulation scenario. Ideally, running the in-
direct inference only on two parameters – " and cs – should give better results
than on five. Alternative indirect inference techniques could be explored too.
We could use different distance criteria than that given by (6.2), for example
minimizing the likelihood of the auxiliary model. This approach is often called
simulated quasi-maximum likelihood (or SQML). An entirely different calibration
technique could be used as well, for example optimization by means of genetic
algorithms.
Besides these enhancements, we should also consider the current limitations
of the indirect inference technique. The most pressing is the inability to compute
any measure of goodness of our model in fitting the data, since we do not have
access to the likelihood of the data given the parameters estimated via indirect
inference. This means, among other things, that we cannot (yet) perform any
hypothesis testing with our peer production model. Again, this limitation could
be easily overcome by adopting a SQML framework.
8.2.1 Beyond bounded confidence and other developments
Thus a natural development of this research will be to explore different hy-
potheses than those currently employed in our model of peer production. We
have already discussed the idea of introducing a more realistic model for the
temporal patterns of the editing of Wikipedia users; this work will of course be
informed by the findings of chapter 7.
Another part of the model that could be further refined is the page selection
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model. In fact, the factor screening analysis revealed that the popularity factor
cp has almost no effect in determining the average user lifespan (QUESTION 2b,
see chapter 5), and similarly for the sufficient statistics of the Gaussian mixture
model (chapter 6). On the other hand, allowing users to select pages using
only global information might have an effect in determining the overall cultural
dynamics of group formation – most notably the emergence of a mono-culture
for high values of " (see simulations in chapter 4). Instead, other mechanisms
could be introduced to account for user interests. A self-reinforcing mechanism
like the one employed by Crandall et al. [2008] could be employed for example.
Finally, a promising direction of research would be to explore different mech-
anisms of attitude change, and in particular opinion-averaging rules other than
bounded confidence. Inspired by the recent results of Flache and Macy [2011]
we could for example introduce noise in the interaction between user and page,
and allow for group-level interactions instead of dyadic interactions, which would
probably result in a more accurate description of the phenomenon of social in-
fluence that underlies our model of community formation.
8.3 Future works and generalizations of the present
work
Based on the previous considerations, we can sketch a few directives for future
works:
1. Estimation of activity lifespan distribution with censoring. As already
stated, parameters estimation using censoring techniques should be per-
formed in order to compare effectively different models, including the
multimodal lognormal model that was proposed in this thesis.
2. Influx of new users. Likewise, an improved estimation methodology that
takes into account the empirical rate of new user registrations should be
developed, in order to understand how the influx of new users affects and
potentially biases the measurements of the activity lifespan of users.
3. Lifecycle of user activity. The evolution of user activity rates should be
investigated more deeply, in particular moving from purely empirical anal-
ysis to a modeling setting. It would be interesting to devise a model of
user attention and motivation that could predict the observed patterns of
activity decay as a function of the average productivity. In this way both
the stretched exponential decay that we see at low activity cohorts and the
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highly inhomogeneous patterns that we saw for high activity cohorts could
be reconciled under the same parametric model.
4. Improved model calibration and hypothesis testing. As we said already in
the previous section, an improved model calibration could be performed
by simplifying the model and using different indirect inference techniques.
In particular, the ability to compute p-value would open up the road to hy-
pothesis testing studies and thus comparison of different hypotheses about
user participation.
5. General model improvements. We refer the reader to the dedicated section
about model limitation in Chapter 4.
6. Alternative models of norm formation. As evidenced in the previous sec-
tion, different models of cultural formations, including noise, could be
explored.
7. Connection with other peer production systems. The results presented in
this work are about Wikipedia, a prominent peer production system. It
would be interesting to see how our findings generalize to other peer pro-
ductions systems, in particular Free/Open Source Software teams. The
first step could be to gather data about user activity lifespan, and see if a
multimodal Log-normal distribution also holds in these systems. The sec-
ond step would be to see if our peer production model could be applied
to this case. As we have said, social production norms are omnipresent in
peer production communities, and thus it should not be difficult to moti-
vate the usage of our model. However, in FOSS teams the role of intrinsic
remuneration is more important than in Wikipedia, and thus this factor
should be taken into consideration when proposing a generative explana-
tion like the one we have in this thesis. Similarly it would also be inter-
esting to expand the analysis to other crowdsourcing applications, such as
the Mechanical Turk or other sharing websites such as Flickr, or Youtube.
¦
This chapter opens with a quotation from physicist Leo Kadanoff who, look-
ing back on his brief work on urban models of the early 60s, lamented that those
kinds of models were just a way of recording the preconception of the modeler.
Many things have happened in science since then, but we can surely affirm that
many of the agent-based models that are proposed today in scientific literature
are still affected by the same problem. The most important contribution of this
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dissertation is to show that this need not be the case anymore. The standard
toolkit of scientific investigation, which is based on the comparison against em-
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